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Modern American Family Minus Electricity 
WHAT WOULD you do without electricity in a cartoon like this to remind us how much 
your home? Well-you could use candles. And electricity does-and how little it costs. 
build fires. And entertain each other. Substitute In your whole family budget, VEPCO electric 
elbow-grease for all the jobs electricity does service is about the smallest item-and the big-
automatically. gest bargain. What else gives you such value in 
Ycu'd be surprised how much it would cost, in comfort, health, ease and fun-as cheap elec-
tricity in VEPCOlandl money, time and trouble. In fact, it almost takes 
~ NOTE: This family does not live in territury served by Vepco, where the supply of good electric service Is adequate to meet the requirements of every customer. 
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Something To Brag About 
University of Richmond alumni, who have long been aware of the excellence of 
the premedical training given at our University, will be pleased but not surprised to 
learn that the Bureau of Education Research of the Medical College of Virginia con-
firms this fact . 
A special study was made of freshman medical students at the Medical College for 
the period, 1935~47. The purpose of the stud y and the findings are given in Exhibit 
5 31 of the Bureau's published report as follows: 
"Two earlier studies comparing failing students in M.C.V. with matched superior 
students ( students in the top thirds of the respective classes) over a long span of 
years, gave some indication that students from the University of Richmond had a gen-
eral tendency to place in higher groups at the medical school. Therefore, this study 
was made to secure more data on the problem, but more particularly, to discover 
whether or not there might be an average college grade, below which failure in the 
medical school could be predicted with certainty . A total of 132 students__, having all 
of their premedical preparation at the University of Richmond, were listed to obtain 
a picture of success at the medical school, years 1935-47, inclusive. 
"Of these 132 students, during the freshman year 115, or 87 per cent, had clear 
records; 8, or 6 per cent, were dropped during the year; and 9, or 7 per cent, were 
conditioned . Of the 87 per cent with clear freshman medical records, 17 per cent 
were in the lowest third of the medical class; 53 per cent were in the middle third; 
and 29 per cent were in the upper third. This substantiates, in general, the findings 
of the two earlier studies which indicated S!.!!.c!ents from the University of Richmond 
(are) somewhat more successful than the average." 
The study embraced the records of students from eight Virginia and one West 
Virginia institution of higher learning. 
Although the record made by University of Richmond students in medicine at the 
Medical College of Virginia reflects credit upon the academic training, in general, 
they received at the University, it reflects particular credit upon the department of 
chemistry, for so many years headed by Dr. Garnett Ryland, '92, and more recently by 
Dr. J. Stanton, Pierce, and upon the biology department, of which Dr . Robert F. 
Smart is chairman. 
We believe that if other independent studies were made of the records of Univer-
sity of Richmond men and women in graduate schools, the findings would be the 
same . 
Students often complain, and with some justification, that ours is a hard school, 
that the classes are difficult and that the professors expect a great deal o wor . Tnat 
has been the policy and there is every indication this will continue to be the policy. 
After all, an educational institution is known by the calibre of its products-the men 
and women who are trained for the professions and for business. If students do not 
toe the mark in college years, this fact will be noticeable in their records in after 
years. 
Progressive without being newfangled, the University has held fast to that which 
is good, has grown with the years, and now can lay claim to being a first-class Univer-
sity in. the finest meaning of the word. Not only is the educational fare excellent at 
the undergraduate level, but the record of our Law School is so preeminent that it is 
frequently classed among the nation's outstanding small law schools. The service 
rendered the business life of Richmond by our growing School of Business Adminis-
tration already is widely recognized and appreciated. For years the Evening School 
has given invaluable training to the ambitious young men and women who will be 
the business leaders of the future. 
Under the leadership of a president of vision and a board of trustees, conservative 
enough to safeguard the institution's funds but progressive enough to build for to-
morrow, the University, with the growing support of its alumni, will render an even 
larger service in the years which lie ahead. 
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In Prospect-
A NEW LAW BUILDING 
At Long Last, Plans Materialize to Remove the School from Ancient Columbia Building 
to the Parent University of Richmond Campus 
By DEAN WILLIAM T. MUSE, '28 
EVERY ONE of the more than a thousand students_ who have attended the Law School of the U~ ityo f Richmond during 
the ~y _ years of its existence has at some time said: 
"Why does the University treat us like red-headed stepchildren? 
When is the University going to provide an adequate building for 
the Law School?" 
This cry in the wilderness finally has been heard. The Board of 
Trustees - which long has recognized the inadequacy of our quarters 
- has decided to construct a new building on the main University 
campus. This building, including all the physical facilities which a 
first-class law school demands, will be constructed at an estimated 
cost of ~ 000. 
Approximately one-half of the money already has been secured by 
the University . The remaining $150 .,_000 must be raised from the 
alumni of the Law School and from other friends of the institution . 
We propose to raise this money during the month of November and 
are confident that every alumnus will give joyously and generously. 
All of us know that the old building at Lombardy and Grace 
streets, although redolent with memories and traditions, its very 
walls saturated with the legal maxims of the great teachers who have 
graced its classrooms, is outmoded, dingy and, in fact, completely 
hopeless as the location of a law school. Our school cannot progress 
further in its present building. 
The new building will mark an epoch in the history of the Law 
School which began operation in 1870, in Richmond College, with 
thirteen students and three professors. The course could then be 
completed in one year, and eight of the first students received their 
law degrees in 1871. The school's existence was a precarious one 
until 1890 when a devoted trustee of Rid1mond College, T. C. Wil-
, liams, made a gift of 25,000 t2 estab lish a professorship in law. 
: Meanwhile, the course had been extended to two years and was later 
- in 12 20- to be extended to three years. 
In 1914 when the University of Richmond moved to the new 
· campus, the Law School occupied three rooms in the Administration 
Building just below the main academic library. Here it remained un-
til 12.18 when the University turned its new campus over to the War 
Department and returned to the old campus at Grace and Lombardy 
streets. At the close of the war all divisions of the University returned 
to the main campus, with the exception of the Law School which 
was left to occupy Columbia Building. 
Through the generosity of Mr. Williams, two rooms were ad ded 
in _ 1921 and the north wing was added in 1924. For thirty-one years 
now the Law School has occupied Columbia, a building which was 
designed and first used as a dwelling house and has never been suited, 
in space or arrangement, to be the headquarters for a modern law 
school. 
While the enro llm ent has continued small and our physical facili-
ties have been meager, the Law School of the University of Richmond 
has always had a strong faculty, men of the caliber of Judge Roger 
Gregory who was the first appointee to the chair established by Mr. 
Williams. Although he was in charge of the administration of th e 
Law School, apparently Judge Gregory was never given the title of 
Dean, a title which was first app lied to Former Governor Andrew 
Jackson Montague, who served from .!2_05 to 1907. 
One of the milestones in the progress of the Law School was the 
appointment of Dr. Walter Scott McNeil! to the faculty in 1905. 
Though he served as senior professor and exerted great influence 
in raising the standards of the School, he was never Dean. In 1920 
Professor James H . B~rnett, Jr., was appointed secretary and pro-
fessor in the Law School, and for ten years performed the adminis-
trative functions. In 1930 M. Ray Doubles was selected as the second 
Dean of the Law School and held this position until his appointment 
to the Bench in 1947. The writer has been privileged to serve as 
Dean since that date. 
Despite its genteel poverty, the Law School established a record 
upon which its alumni may look with pride. Since 121.§ it has been 
on the approved list of the American Bar Association, a member of 
the Association of American Law Schools, and its degree is recog-
nized everywhere. 
In fact, we are more than adequate in three of the four require-
ments of a good law school: our faculty, our library , our student body. 
The law school faculty is now compos ed of ten members, five 
of whom devote their full time to the teaching of law. The other 
five are leading members of the bar in Richmond and Virginia who 
teach courses in rocedure, e~ ce and the practical matters of 
everyday office and courtroom procedure. 
The library has grown from ..!,500 volumes in 1920 ( most of which 
were obsolete) to approximately 20,000 volumes. A building that 
was barely adequate to house the "i) oo volumes, cannot, of course, 
provide space for the accessible use of the present. library. 
The Law School has grown from thirt een students in 1870 to a 
record enrollment of more than two hundred . While it is not the 
policy of the University of Rich~d Law School to become large 
or national in scope, it should be prepared to serve adequately an 
enrollment of at least 200 students. The School will continue to pre-
pare a carefu lly selected student body for the successful practice of 
law in Virginia. Though the minimum requirements for admission 
to Law School are t;;y_o_years of college work, two-thirds of the pres-
ent students hold college degrees and a large percentage have attended 
college at least three years. 
We said that we ably qualify in three of the four requirements of 
a good law school: our faculty, our library , our students. We fail to 
qualify, a2,_ a!.!. o( us know , _in our building. While the present cur-
riculum compares favorably with that of the leading law schools of 
the nation, there is urgent need for additional facilities to train the 
students beyond classroom instruction . Facilities for a moot court 
system in which all students will participate and facilities for le al 
_aid work are two of the best methods for practical instruction , yet 
there are no facilities for them. The school's location in the capital 
city of the Commonwealth and within easy reach of the nation's 
capital , places it in an excellent position to bring to the campus for 
lectur es some of the outstanding judg es and lawyers of the country. 
Unfortunately, there is no space in the present building where the 
student body could b assembled for such meeting s. 
The inadequacy of the present building need not be labored here . 
All alumni know the need for a new building and will rejoice in the 
prospect of its early construction. Alumni giving will make possible 
that happy day when we can say farewell to Old Columbia. 
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LADY OF DISTINCTION 
By BETTY B. CATHER, '51 
W H EN IT WAS first suggested to me that I interview West -hampton's new Dean of Women, Miss Josephine Tucker , I 
admit my heart sank . I welcomed the chance to become acquainted 
with her, but the technique of an interview completely stymied me. 
When I told Miss Tucker that it was my first interview, her big 
brown eyes twinkled and she confided that quite frankly she disliked 
being interviewed, so suggested that I drop in at her suite for coffee 
one afternoon. Both of us were fifteen minutes late , so we hopped 
into her car and drove over to the Clover Leaf Dairy for "frosteds." 
Miss Tucker frowned a littl e, finally decided 
in favor of strawberry over lemon , and we 
sett led back- not for an interview, but for 
a very enjoyable chat. First thing I knew, 
she was asking me questions. That made me 
realize why Miss Tucker has been instantly 
liked by all at Westhampton. She is vitally 
interested in the student as an individual, 
and her role as Dean is second only to her 
role as a friend. 
college, she laughed-"Girls are the same the world over 1" She 
approves wholeheartedly of the finely balanced Westhampton pro-
gram. Now students learn and learn to live at the same time. 
We also talked about dating. The adjacent situation of the co-
ordinated colleges is quite fortunate for the students; for she feels 
that we learn to accept members of the opposite sex as friends and 
co-wor kers rather than merely as dates. To her , the college senior 
of 1951 is more mature than one of her own graduating class. Point-
ing out that today our experience is more varied and our interests 
more rounded by a fuller extracurricular pro-
gram, she advocates a good healthy blend of 
academic and social life. W esthamptonites 
have not become too social minded , she is 
glad to say; the phrase she used was "g ood 
perspective ," and we agreed that that is one 
of the best things a college career can give. 
We started talking of the spiritual side of 
Westhampton and she told me that in her 
college days there was littl e "healthy doubt-
ing" that leads to a fuller faith. She was 
pleased to know that the Tower Room often 
witnesses midnight sessions on religion, for 
to her this is an equal and integral necessity 
of educat ion . 
This is the third ti!!)e in Westhampton 's 
history that an alumna has returned to her 
Alma Mater to assume an executive position 
on the faculty. Miss Tucker was grad uated 
in the class of 1923, and when she entered 
this college, it -;,,as only five years old. She 
told me that she thought that Westhampton 
had great ly matured since her own college 
days. The "collegiat e week end" was not then 
an institution and the organizations on cam-
pus were fewer. The lake was more of a 
dividing lin e between the two colleges than 
it is now, and thus Westhampton girls relied 
more on their own initiative for fun than we 
do now. Her smile widened as she added, 
JOSEPHINE TUCKER, '23, who, as Dean of Stu-
dents, returns to Westhampton where "every 
corner calls up memories. " 
Particularly is Miss Tucker pleased with 
the student government of Westhampton , 
and, once speaking of a regulation, she said, 
"It is not my rule, but your rule , and made 
by you and enforced by you." She places 
great emphasis on the role a senior should 
play at Westhampton. Students should learn 
from and assist each other and rely on adults 
only to settle a crisis or advise their own 
decisions. The stronger the senior-freshman 
"But, my dear, it was no nunnery 1" Then followed a delicious littl e 
anecdote concerning one night when the faculty, headed by Dean 
Keller, took to the woods for a picnic. Pandemonium broke loose in 
the dining hall when the girls discovered that they were not und er 
the watchful eye of the faculty. But I've been pledged not to tell 
the hilarious results of the incident. 
Though we shied away from facts, I did manage to find out 
that Miss Tucker had been president of her graduating class as 
well as a member of Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Alpha, the forerunner 
of Mortar Board. Laughingly, she assured me that when she re-
ceived her sheepskin in 1923, she had no idea that she would ever 
return to Westhampton as Dean of Women. She is very happy to 
be back where every corner calls up memories. 
Although tead1ing was not her professional goal upon graduation, 
she was not averse to the idea. She tried it and so thoroughly fell 
in love with it that she realized that she'd never do anything else. 
(From the few comments I have gleaned from the Freshman Eng-
lish students, she is well adapted for this profession.) She received 
her Master's degree from Radcliffe College and then studied at the 
Bread Loaf School of English at the University of Middlebury, Ver-
rn_ont and later at Cam_bridge University. She instructed in English 
at the University of Maine and then accepted the position of head 
of the department of English at Foxcroft School in Middleburg, 
Vi!ginia; she remained there until 1_238 when she accepted a simi-
lar position at Hathaway-Brown School in Cleveland, Ohio. In 
1940, she became headmistress of Concord Academy in Concord, 
Massachusetts. I must admit that I didn't learn these vital statistics 
from Miss Tucker herself , for there were so many other things to 
talk about that we didn't have time for mere facts. 
When I naively asked her how much difference she had found in 
her similar positions in a girls' preparatory school and in a women's 
bond, the more solidly integrated is college life. 
When I spoke to her of the possibility of a united college council 
that would include the executive officers of not only the W esthamp-
ton College Government but the Richmond College Government and 
the School of Business Administration as well, she commented very 
favorably upon it. There is a need, she feels , for a stronger bond of 
cooperation among the separate colleges. A lake need not divide the 
spirit of the University. 
Our "frosteds" were gone by then and so was the hour. Horrified , 
I realized out loud that I had not taken a single note for my "inter-
view 1" We both laughed, for we had had fun talking, though our 
talk had been serious. I knew then that Miss Tucker 's dignity, her 
strong sense of values, and her rare understanding combined to make 
the choice of the new Dean of Students an excellent one. Her 
grac iousn ess and mature wisdom exemplify the goal of Westhampton 
students. 
As we drove up to the back arch, she pointed out the large syca-
more tree. "It was ju st a littl e sap ling when we had our senior-
sophomore breakfast. It makes me feel ancient," she said with her 
lovely smile, and as we parted I smiled in return. 
Yes , the senior-sophomore breakfast sycamor e has grown up ; there 
:ue a few new buildings on the campus; skirts have become shorter, 
longer and shorter again; the '51 senior perhaps is a bit more sophis-
ticated, but the equat ion for purposeful collegiate living still contains 
the same factors and the answer is still the same. Having solved it 
once for herself , she is better able to help us solve it. No stranger to 
Westhampton tradition , she is already on the inside with us, looking 
out and forward . Welcome back, Miss Tu cker. 
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THE COLLEGE YEAR 
Korean Crisis, Calls to Military Duty, Departure of World War II Vet-
erans Result in .Slight Decrease in Enrollment for 1950-51 Session. 
TAPERING OFF from the postwar peak, the University of Richmond enrollment 
for the first term is 3,577-409 fewer than 
the 3,986 reported for the first session of the 
previous year.• The total, however, is larger 
than had been anticipated and is expected to 
grow to more than 4,000 before the close of 
the second semester. 
A continued slight decline in enrollment 
can be expected, President Modlin has said, 
until the last of the World War II veterans 
have passed through the nation's academic 
halls. 
Although the Korean crisis took some stu-
dents who were slated to attend the Univer-
sity this fall and the military probably will 
call up some others at the close of the current 
year, to date the international situation has 
had little effect on the male enrollment, says 
Dean Raymond B. Pinchbeck of Richmond 
College. 
Enrollments were slightly down in all di-
visions, with the except ion of the graduate 
sd10ol which showed a small increase, but 
none of the decreases was greater than had 
been anticipated. For Richmond College the 
enrollment was 952; for Westhampton, 2.20; 
the Law School, 144; the Graduate School, 
59, and the School of Business Administra-
tion 1,049. The Business School figures in-
cluded _914 · students in the evening division 
and 13S-in day classes on the main Univer-
sity campus. To the year's total was added 
W students in Summer School. 
Both Governor Battle who addressed the 
opening convocation and President Modlin 
were frankly pessimistic about the world out-
look- an outlook which is brighter today 
llian it was when they appeared before the 
opening convocation. Both spoke of sacrifices 
which will be necessary on the home front, 
"sacrifices of materials, manpower, and living 
/ s¼,ri,dards," in the words of Dr. Modlin ; a 
1 "sacrifice ( of) some of our individual lux-
uries" in the words of Governor Battle. 
Although the draft boards were breathing 
down the necks of many of them, male stu-
dents were taking their cue from Dean Pinch-
beck who had written each prospective stu-
dent last summer to come to college resolved 
to do his best work for as long a period as 
Uncle Sam would let him stay. 
Dean Pinchbeck , himself a World War II 
veteran who served, as he laughingly says, 
on a LMT (large mahogany desk), urged 
each prospective student to "continue with 
your educational plans" and to "go just as 
far with your college work as you possibly 
can." He pointed out that "if the situation 
improves you will be that much further along 
with your educational work. If the situation _ 
ANOTHER ACADEMIC YEAR BEGINS. In the procession, immediately behind the flag 
bearers are Governor Battle (right) and President Modlin. Behind the president is Chancellor 
Boatwright who walks in stride with the Rev. W . Clarence Brown. 
does not improve, I know you will gladly 
serve your country in its hour of need. In 
either case you will have made substantial 
progress on your college studies." 
The same sentiment was expressed at the 
opening convocation by President Modlin 
who said the current crisis is a testing period 
in which we must "strengt hen our faith in 
the democratic principles of justice and free-
dom on which this country is founded." He 
prayed that "Almighty God lead this coun-
try and the world into the pathways of peace 
and international understanding." 
President Modlin noted sixteen additions 
to the faculty, including Dean of Students 
Josephine Tucker of Westhampton College 
and Miss Catherine Bell , registrar at West-
hampton. N. Wilford Skinner, who had been 
absent from the faculty on leave while he 
worked toward his Ph.D. degree at Ohio 
State University, returned to his post as as-
sistant professor of German. 
William H. (Rusty) Warren, who has just 
completed his Ph.D. _res1dence at Purdue Uni-
versity, joined the staff of the Business 
School as director of placement. He succeeds 
E. Robert Welsch, who was called to active 
duty in the Navy in which he had served as 
an officer during World War II. 
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SUMMER SCHOOL 
The graduating class of 92 at the close of 
Summer School reflected the absence of the 
G.I.'s who had swelled the previous summer 
class to an unprecedented high of 124. Au-
gust and June classes together totaled more 
than 400, however, and formed one of th e 
largest aggregate classes in the University 's 
120-year history . 
Dr. Charles J . Smith, provost of Roanoke 
College, in discussing "What Must An Edu-
cated Person Believe?" told the graduates in 
his commencement address that "the educated 
man is expected to possess loyalties superior 
to those owned by the ignorant man. The 
educated man should believe in himself, be-
lieve in his country, and believe in God ." 
"With such a code of loyalties ," Dr. Smith 
said, "his behavior will be such as to mark 
him as a reader who can be trusted." 
"Mass education and the expansiveness of 
knowledge are not as important," he said, 
· "as the acceptance of ideas which have proved 
', themselve~._good ." A college degree is not 
"wo rth while," he said, "unless in the pur-
suit of learning its holder has come to be-
lieve something mightily and gloriously. " 
HOMECOMING 
UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND men and women liked their joint Homecoming so well last year that they have decided to do it 
again. The date is Saturday, l'f ovember 4th, and the occasion is 
the football game between our Sf>iders and the Wolfpack of North 
Carolina State. -- --•-
Committees, representing both sides of the lake, have completed 
all details of what they declare will be the "best Homecoming ever," 
an assertion which is being echoed by the students who are busily 
at work planning their floats for the mammoth Homecoming parade. 
The day will dawn bright and fair (who says it's going to rain?) 
and committees on both sides of the lake will be at work early to 
register the alumni · OI) Millhiser Field and the alumnae in Keller 
Hall. . 
There'll be a football game between our up-and-coming freshmen 
and the first-year men of V.M.I. on Millhiser Field at 10 o'clock. 
Old grads who have not yet seen the Richmond yearlings i~ action 
will have an opportunity to look over some of the men who should 
be stars on varsity elevens for the next three years. 
After the game, there'll be a lunch in Millhiser Gymnasium at 
which Alma Mater will be hostess to her returning sons and daugh-
ters. Guest tickets will be available-for $1.00 each- for the alum-
nus who wants to bring his wife or other guest or for the alumna 
who wants to bring her husband or other guest. 
For Westhampton alumnae there will be special entertainment 
provided by Mortar Board on Saturday morning. Coffee will be 
served in the reception room at 10:30 and songs and skits will be 
presented by the students. 
Chairman J. Earle (Pete) Dunford, '15, and Ann Seay Jackson, 
'4 5, in a joint statement urging all old grads to come back Novem-
ber 4th emphasized that lunch will be served promptly so that 
alumni and alumnae will have ample time to reach the stadium for 
the 2: 30 o'clock football contest. In fact, they pointed out, spectators 
should arrive at least 15 minutes early in order to witness the Home-
coming parade. . 
Organizations at Westhampton, at Richmond College, at the Busi-
ness School and Law School will enter competitive floats in the hope 
of winning the handsome Miller & Rhoads trophy which is given 
annually to the outstanding entry. (For the past two ears this cup 
HOMECOMING CALENDAR 
Friday, November 3 
5:30 P.M. Meeting, Westhampton Alumnae Boord, Keller 
Holl. 
6:45 P.M. Alumnae Dinner, Westhampton Dining Room. 
8:30 P.M. After-dinner Coffee for Alumnae, Keller Holl. 
Saturday, November 4 
9: 15 A.M. Alumni Registration, Millhiser Field. 
10:00 A.M. Alumnae Registration, Keller Holl. 
10:00 A.M. Freshman Football, Richmond vs. V.M.I., Mill-
hiser Field. 
10:30 A.M. Mortar Board Entertainment for Alumnae, Kel-
ler Hall. 
12: 15 P.M. Lunch, Millhiser Gymnasium (University of 
Richmond Host to Alumni and Alumnae). 
2:30 P.M. FOOTBALL: RICHMOND vs. N.C. STATE, City 
Stadium. 
HOMECOMING CHAIRMEN 
Ann Seay Jackson, '45 J. Earle Dunford, '15 
has been won by the Westhampton Student Government entry.) In 
addition to the grand prize, the Harvey Hudson trophy, a revolving 
prize, will be given to the fraternity which has the best entry. Phi 
Delta Theta won the trophy last year; Phi Gamma Delta the previous 
year. 
The parade and the half-time ceremonies attendant to the crowning 
of pretty Sue Peters, '52, as Homecoming Queen are expected to be 
unusually colorful. In addition to the host University of Richmond 
band, under the direction of Mark Troxell, there will be a half dozen 
other bands, including the ail-girl band of Mary Washington Colleg e 
in Fredericksburg and the Front Royal-Warren County band which 
features high-stepping majorettes. The cadet corps of John Marshall 
high school, Thomas Jefferson high school, and Benedictine have 
been invited to attend, accompanied by-their bands. 
Miss Peters, a vivacious brunette who usually performs down in 
front as one of the University of Richmond cheerleaders, will enter 
the field in regal splendor on a float provided by the Richmond 
Junior Chamber of Commerce. With her will be five other West-
hampton beauties. (The queen and her court were chosen by the 
combined vote of students in Richmond College, Westhampton 
College, and the School of Business .A:dministration.) 
After the coronation ceremony, Queen Peters will award the trophy 
to the best entry in the parade and the Harvey Hudson trophy to the 
best fraternity entry. Earlier in the day another trophy will be pr e-
sented to the fraternity which does the best job of decorating its 
house or-in the case of fraternities which have no houses- the best 
job of decorating along the roadside. This trophy was voted by the 
Richmond College Interfraternity Council. 
Details of the parade have been worked out by a committee headed 
by R .. CJifton _Long , '47. Clarence J. Gray , '33, dean of students 
at Richmond College , will serve again as parade marshal. The parade 
will move through downtown ,Richmond and will then proceed 
south on Boulevard and thence to City Sta.dium. 
- All of the entertainment on the Homecoming calendar will be 
free, the co-chairmen pointed out, with the exception of the varsity 
football game in City Stadium . 
In addition to the Saturday program, the Westhampton alumnae 
have a dinner planned for Friday night in the Westhampton dining 
room, the continuation of a pre-Homecoming custom of many years 
standing. The speaker will be Cathryn Henna, ' 25, Director of Home 
Service for the Pacific Area of the Red Cross. 
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SWANSON HAS LANDED • • • 
U. of R. Alumnus Has Situation 
Well in Hand in Oklahoma City 
Where, as Superintendent of 
Schoofs, He Has Individualized 
and Personalized Education. 
J. O1ester Swanson, '26, who organized 
and directed the University of Richmond 
band during his undergraduate days, is work-
ing to "beat the band " in his efforts to make 
Oklahoma City schools a model public schoo l 
system. 
Since July 1 of this year he has been super-
intendent of Oklahoma City schools, a job 
to whid1 he has Drought years of experience, 
plus a well-known capacity for hard work. 
He's progressive, Imogene Patrick points 
out in a feature article in the Oklahoma City 
Oklahom cm, but that doesn't mean he em-
braces every newfangled idea in education. 
As a matter of fact, he says that "some of 
the theories of education that came into prau 
tice 25 and 30 years ago just didn't pan out ." 
He referred specifically to the method of 
teaching chi ldren to master reading by learn-
ing to recognize whole words instead of let-
ters and syllables. The Oklahoma City schools 
are going back to "a form of phonetics," al-
though Swanson realizes that where teachers 
have been trained in the opposite method the 
change-over can be a slow process. 
Miss Patrick, who attempts to answer her 
own question, "What manner of man is this 
who heads up our city school system?" de-
cides that Dr. J. Chester Swanson "knows a 
lot about the three R's of Education." He's 
no visionary, says Miss Patrick, who quotes 
a teacher as saying that "whi le other adminis-
trators are appointing committees to "define 
and evaluate the situation,' Dr. Swanson al-
ready has landed and has the situation well 
in hand. " 
His educationa l program embraces three 
points: 
Every American boy and girl should have 
twelve years in the public schools, which he 
defines as '"the real melting pot of our civili-
zation where "peop le of all walks of lif e, 
all backgrounds are thrown together. " 
The P,ubli c school program should have a 
curriculum to meet individual needs, inter-
ests and apt itudes. 
The sd10ol program should be closely 
allied with all worthwhile activities in the 
COm_£l1unity. 
tie probably bears down hardest on point 
2 because he is convinced that "assembly line 
education" won't work, that education must 
be geared to meet the varying needs of the 
individual. Or, as Miss Patrick says, Swan-
son recognizes that all the children who 
attend Oklahoma City schools are not of 
"standard make." Some, she points out, 
"come equ ipped with all the extras," others 
HOME WORK. J. Chester Swanson, who as superintendent of Oklahoma City Schools, works 
w ith and for children all day long, becomes a school patron when he returns home to his 
fami ly at night. With him here (left to right) are Ruth, 11; Edith, 15; Mrs. Swanson (Eddie 
Soyars, '26), and John, 13. 
have a flaw or two in the mechanism. Some 
are comparatively bright , others comparative-
ly dull. Some are healthy , others are handi-
capped physically. Some are aggressive, others 
are timid . 
It's not that Dr. Swanson is the first man 
to talk about "education to meet the indi-
vidual needs of all the children," but what 
impresses Miss Patri ck is the fact that his 
policy has involv ed a minimum of wordage 
and a maximum of action. He has set out 
"to determine what these individual needs 
are and he can put them into terms the busi-
nessman, the housewif e, the laborer can un-
derstand ." Furthermore, he has "set the ma-
chinery in action to meet them." 
He turned his attention first to what he 
termed the "terrific problem" in reading. H e 
turned his attention also to vocational work, 
to the physical education program, music, 
art and other special services in which he 
felt the school system was weak. 
His physical education program is aimed 
at improving the health of all students, not 
just at promoting competitive sports. He 
would reach the boys and girls with poor 
postures, boys and girls whose teeth are in 
bad condition. He believes that seeming 
"m iracles" can be accomplished with these 
children in many cases. 
Although he recognizes a nationwide trend 
in the reading difficulties, he doesn't believe 
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that excuses him from trying to do something 
apout it. Not only has he turned back to a 
"form of phonetics " but he emphasized read-
ing in the preschool workshop which was 
attended by 250 Oklahoma City teachers this 
summer. Some of the nation 's top experts in 
reading were brought in as consultants. 
Miss Patrick finds the " most dramatic" of 
the changes in Swanson's public school pro-
gram the opening this fall of new vocational 
shops to mak e three-hour-a-day, three-year 
job training courses available in a variety of 
fields to some 1,500 youngsters. 
This job was tackled first , he said, because 
it was the most sorely needed. He feels that 
in doing vocational work, "we actually 
str engthen the college preparatory program 
in that we take other students out of those 
classes who hold back the work and actually 
are nothing but a nuisance. " 
H e debunks the idea that job-training 
courses are a "du mping ground" for students 
considered failures elsewh ere and that voca-
tion al and academic work are "mutually ex-
clusive." Often, he says, a vocational stud ent 
demonstrates a pronounced aptitude in Eng-
lish or art. 
His four-point program provides for mak-
ing a variety of courses available to the stu-
dents, counselors to help each student de-
termine what are the right courses for him , 
(Continued on page 28) 
Progress Report -
FOUNDATIONS POURED FOR STUDENT CENTER 
ALUMNI RETURNING for Homecom-ing November 4 w ill find visib le evi-
dence of the work that has been done on the 
Student Center Building which will be ready 
for their use at Homecoming 1951. 
As the ALUMNI BULLETIN goes to press, 
workmen have finished the job of excavating 
an area of approximately three-quarters of 
an acre in the ravine between the Adminis-
tration building and the dormitories. More 
than 4,000 cubic yards of earth has been re-
moved. 
Utility tunnels have been completed and 
concrete for the footings has been poured 
by workmen of A.H. Ewing's Sons, Inc., con-
tractors for the $275,000 building. 
Delay in the arrival of structural steel may 
keep construction moving at a snail's pace 
through the fall but the workmen expect to 
move back into high gear in December. 
Meanwhile, "sidewalk superintendents," both 
students and faculty members, have watched 
each step in the progress with interest. 
Members of this year's junior class will be 
the first to use the building which has been 
sorely needed for many years. Its central lo-
cation will make it available to students dur-
ing the between-class intermissions as well 
as afternoons and nights. 
For the first time, students w ill have an 
eating place to which they can take visiting 
members of their family and other friends. 
The spacious college store, with adequate 
booths and fountain seats, will be in sharp 
contrast to the Student Shop which has been 
serving Richmond College inadequately since 
1914 when the University moved to the pres-
ent campus. 
The second floor will provide space for 
alumni headquarters and a conference room 
which ultimately may become a clubroom for 
faculty members. A barbershop and cloak-
room will be located on this floor. 
A spacious lounge, a large study and a 
multiple-use meeting room for student organ-
izations will be found on the third floor. 
Publications will have their headquarters on 
the top floor. 
The building is expected to be of especial 
value to the commuting students who have 
been hard pressed for a place to study be-
tween classes and who, in fact, have had no 
campus home. It is expected to draw these 
IT WON 'T BE LONG NOW. Workmen pour 
concrete for the Student Center Building which 
will be erected in the ravine between the Uni-
versity of Richmond Administration Building 
and the Richmond College dormitories . More 
than 4,000 cubic yards of earth were exca-
vated. At the left, President Modlin removes 
the first shovel of earth. He is flanked by Rob-
ert T. Marsh, Jr. (right), president of the Alumni 
Society, and Charles L. Halloran, Jr., of Rich-
mond, vice-president of the Richmond College 
Student Government. 
students closer to the campus and to improve 
the spirit of all students. 
For these and other reasons, the Univer-
sity's trustees decided last June to authorize 
the immediate construction of the $275 ,000 
building even though all of the funds were 
not in hand at that time. It was felt that 
alumni giving next year and in subsequent 
years would be sufficient to defray any finan -
cial deficit. 
FUND GIFTS LARGER 
Comparative figures compiled by Alumni Fund Treasurer Robert M. Stone, '30, 
show that not only hove the number of fund contributors grown steadily during the 
three years the fund hos been in existence but that the average size of the gift 
has been growing . 
During the 1950 f und a total of 65 a lumni made gifts of $100 and over, as com-
pared with ~6 for the prev ious year. Similar ly the number of givers in the $50 to 
$100 bracket grew from 33 in 1949 to 44 in 1950. 
A comparison of the gifts for the two years follows: 
Amount of Gift 
Under $10 
$10-24 
$25-$49 
$50-$99 
$100 and over 
Total Number of Contr ibutors 
(7 J 
1949 
453 
388 
126 
33 
36 
1,030 
7950 
441 
406 -
95 
44 
65 ,...... 
1,051 
A Modern 
,, MILLER'S TALE 
Flour milling is today referred to as an 
"ancient and honorable profession." How-
ever it was not always so. And it is one in 
which change has come slowly. 
When we were exposed to Chaucer some 
twenty years ago, I suspect that we did not 
take in the full significance of the ribald 
story of the flour miller. The Reeve's Tale 
bears rereading sometime for pure enjoy-
ment. In it, two scholars from Cambridge Uni-
versity seduced the miller's wife and daugh-
ter in order to get back at him for stealing 
part of the grain which they had brought 
him to be ground into meal for their school. 
SLAVE MUSCLE was the chief source of power 
when milling began on a commercial scale. 
Because of the alleged traditional dishonesty 
of millers in those days the tale received 
great popularity and did not add to the 
miller 's standing in the community. Indeed, 
as an example of how the miller and his 
family rated in the social life of Anglo-
Saxon days, it is said that one of the laws 
( 
of Aethelbehrt, king of Kent in the 6th cen-
tury, was to the effect if anyone "molest a 
maidservant of the King he shall pay 50 
shillings amends. Or if she be a maid who 
grinds at the mill he shall pay only 25 
shillings." 
The basic milling problem has always been , 
and still is, that of separating the mealy por-
tion of the grain from the tough indigestible 
outer bran covering. The approach to the 
problem, though, has developed over a long 
period of time through a series of distinct 
and significant principles. First, we know 
that there was used the principle of crushing 
by repeat ed blows ·with a hard object , per-
haps a stone or a stick, against the grains . 
Ancient crushing-stones have been found in 
different shapes ranging from a ball-like ob-
ject that could be held in the hand , to an 
W . E. (Bill) Slaughter, '27, who was editor of the 
Messenger in his undergraduate days, and is now comp-
troller for General Mills Research Laboratories , teIT0 he 
sto ry of the fascinating profession of flour milling. 
By W. E. SLAUGHTER, '27 
elongated stone resembling the pestle of a 
mortar. Each household crushed its own grain 
when and as the meal was needed. 
The next development was the use of a 
stone with a concave surface to spread out 
the grain while another stone was rubbed or 
thrust back and forth to pulverize the grain. 
This method was easier than the former and 
perhaps faster. The Bible intimat es that each 
family was careful of its millstones and took 
pride in having a better one than its neigh-
bor. In fact, in ancient days it was a capital 
offense to steal a man 's stone although prac-
tically anything else, including his wife, 
could be taken with less punishment 1 
The third step came about as a logical de-
velopment from the thrusting principle, and 
was a rotary motion applied to the stone 
which did the rubbing. The use of a rotary 
principle made possible the grinding of larg er 
quantities. At best the task of grinding was 
an odious, monotonous and degrading one, 
and the work was mostly done by women 
or by slaves or prisoners. It certainly was not 
an honorable task for virile men, and in 
Lamentations it was said of the victors, "They 
took the young men to grind." Although 
each household still ground its own grain, 
in the royal or larger households the grind-
ing was done by slaves; and in the semipublic 
mills, by prisoners, because we read that 
when the Philistines captured Samson, they 
put out his eyes and "brought him down to 
Gaza and bound him with fetters of brass 
and he did grind in the prison house." When 
slave and prison labor was not availab le, it 
was the task of women : as, "two women 
shall be grinding at the mill; one shall be 
taken and the other left." And as mentioned 
by Homer, Odysseus returned home and was 
met by the woman who was grinding at his 
mill in the night to finish her task while the 
other women workers slept . 
You might say that research really entered 
into the milling process when experiments 
were made with gears. Then treadmills and 
animal power could replace human labor. 
The rotating millstone opened the door of 
opportunity to the use of power because of 
the mechan ical principle involved . Hen ce 
came the use of water , and later wind . Back 
in the 1st century BC, Vitruvius Pollio, a 
famous engineer-writer described how water 
wheels are built and how they mechanically 
operate the mill; and a Greek poet of that 
era bade the maids to "cease their toil since 
Ceres has commanded the water nymphs to 
perform your tasks and these now throw 
themselves against the wheel forcing round 
the axle and with it the heavy millstone." 
However , when the barbaric Nordic people 
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overran the Roman Empire, their ignoran ce 
and superstition caused them to mistrust this 
development and they considered it blas-
phemous to compel the spirit of free streams 
to work as a slave of the mill; and where 
water mills continued to be used, the people 
tried to appease the supernatural power by 
sacrifices such as throwing flour or bread into 
the stream. 
After water , which of course is still with 
us even to this day in many mills , the next 
development was in the use of windmills -
perhaps sometime around the 13th or 14th 
century. It is thought that the windmill might 
have originated in Asia Minor and the idea 
was brought to Europe by returning Cru-
saders. Even in the use of wind for power 
the struggling miller found obstacles. It is 
said that when the monks of the St. Au-
gustine monastery in Overyssel wanted to 
erect one in 1391 , the neighboring count 
forbade it on the grounds that the wind 
passed over his estate and hence belonged to 
him. However, he was overruled by the 
Bishop of Utrecht who, taking care of his 
own, made the point that the wind over the 
whole province belong ed to him only and 
therefore the monks had his permission to 
use it. Some years later, it is recorded that 
the Count of Friesland extracted from his 
millers· a yearly tax for the use of the wind, 
and in 1651 a Nuremberg jurist noted: "It 
is the privilege of the authorities to sell wind 
to the mills." 
The principle of one millstone rotating 
above a fixed one, which adapted itself to 
the use of power in the form of steam and 
electricity, was the pattern in flour mills until 
MANY EXPERIMENTS were made with gears, 
treadmills and animal power in an effort to 
make the mills of man grind faster . 
well past the middle of the 19th century. 
Many mills even today utilize millstones in 
their grinding process. Much research and 
experimentation was devoted to determine 
(.Continued on page 10) 
ON THE GRIDIRON 
Team Plays Well Against V.M.I. But Loses 26 to 14; Wake Forest Power Crushes Spiders. 
For a game which definitely ended in de-
feat for the Red and Blue, the Richmond -
VMI game was extremely pleasing to Spider 
fans. 
T earn followers had been conditioned for 
gloomy defeat, but instead Coach Dick Es-
leeck" s 1950 squad played like the favorites 
and if the breaks had gone the other way 
could very well have been on the other side 
of the 26 to 14 defeat. The Spiders led for 
three quarters and were ahead 14-13 when 
the Keydets connected on a series of des-
perate screen passes and flanker plays. 
Even before the season started it was ap-
parent Richmond would have a stable of 
competent backs, but the big question was 
the line. That's still the question. But the 
VMI game showed some encouraging signs. 
Until the fourth period, a 6-3-2 defense kept 
VMI bottled up. Assignments were carried 
out as prescribed. 
If the Spider line turns out as hoped, 
these people will probably be largely respon-
sible: Ends~ Bill Cox, Corky Hohmann , 
Paul Loehr, a transfer student, and Co-cap-
tain Doug MacLachlan, probably top man in 
the forewall; Tackles-Charles Kelley, Bill 
Newhouse and Louis Thayer; Guards-James 
Clark, Tony Raccioppo and Marion Wilkosz , 
and Centers - Art Wolan, Paul Atwell, and 
John Mac Brown, an unbeatable linebacker. 
There seems to be no one who does not 
agree that Esleeck's switch from the single 
wing to the split-T was a wise move . The 
change-over has produced some rough spots , 
as was expected, but the Spiders have adapted 
themselves speedily to the new system. 
Helping to bring this change about are 
three new coaches who seem to meet every-
body's approval. They are: Backfield Coach 
Louis (Weenie) Miller , Line Coach Francis 
(Scoop) Evans, and Evans' assistant, Chester 
Fritz. The only member of. Esleeck's staff 
who served with him last year is Freshman 
Coach Jack Null. 
In the traditional opener against Randolph-
Macon , the unfamiliarity with the T was ap-
parent although Richmond won the game 
26 to 7. 
Last year's score was 27 to 0 and the Yel-
low Jackets were never really serious contend-
ers for the victory. But at the 1950 debut it 
was a different story . Not until the fourth 
period, and late in that period, was the out-
come assured. The Richmond team lacked 
coordination and drive. The quarterbacking 
was timid. There were those who felt the 
Jackets, who scored the first touchdown , 
would have won had they not been younger , 
outweighed, and without equal depth. 
By J. E. POWERS, '50 
Jolting Joe Purinai, a junior from Glass-
boro, N. J., stood out like a lighthouse in 
Richmond 's curtain riser. He picked up 134 
net yards rushing in 19 tries. The 202-pound 
fullback spark-plugged every scoring drive . 
Joe also took the Spider spotlight in the 
second game of the season- a game in which 
there was very little light for the Spiders to 
share . Wake Forest got all the glory in a 
43-0 victory which laid up a half-dozen 
Richmond players with injuries . 
Esleeck, who doesn't have enough first-
string material to employ the two-platoon 
plan, ran out of reserves before the half was 
over. A weakness of which he was well aware 
long before the season started became ap-
parent to everyone in the Wake Forest game. 
Richmond is liable to win a lot of first halfs 
and lose the ball games because they don't 
have the strength to last for the required 60 
minutes. 
Besides the power-laden Purinai, Rich-
mond has several other talented backs. The 
most outstanding at this time are Billy Farris, 
Walt "Baby" Nelms, Ralph Shoemaker and 
Johnny Thomas. 
Farris, one of Coach Esleeck's· best pupils , 
is about the shiftiest and smartest halfback 
Richmond has. When playing safety, which 
is most of the time, the Portsmouth junior 's 
talent gives the Spiders just what the posi-
tion calls for - safety . Time and again in the 
VMI game, he dropped TD-bound Keydet 
backs after they had negotiated all the inner 
defenses. 
A fleet-foot Hopewell product who does 
the 100-yard dash in 10 seconds, Halfback 
Nelms has the speed and evasive ability to 
go all the way if the blockers will open the 
way for him. 
Shoemaker is hard driving and unstop-
able until he is completely downed . 
Quarterback Thomas caught the tough 
assignment of quarterbacking a T team for 
the first time in his college career, with the 
extra handicap of directing teammates un -
adapted to the formation. He acquitted him-
self passably in the first game and has im-
proved in successive contests. The Hampton 
senior , a lefthander, leaves no doubt but that 
he will perform superbly for the remainder 
of the schedule. 
FOOTBALL ON THE AIRWAVES. J. D. Lawrence Jr., Cities Service distributor for the Rich-
mond area, signs the contract for the broadcasting of all University of Richmond football 
games, at home and abroad, over WXGI (950 kilocycles). Mr. Lawrence is flanked by 
Graeme Zimmer (left), station manager at WXGI, and W. F. Caylor, assistant athletic director 
and business manager for the U. of R. athletic department . Standing are Harry Curran (left), 
WXGl's play-by-play announcer, and Ed Randall, WXGI account executive . 
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Hardy Foresees 
BRIGHT TRACK FUTURE AT U. of R. 
New Track Mentor Expects Spiders to Become Power in Southern 
Conference 
By GEORGE D. TAYLOR, '51 
A NEW ERA in track and cross-country athletics is being inaugurated at the 
University of Richm0 nd . 
And Fred Hardy will be the guiding force 
behind it. 
Hardy, who has recently been named track 
mentor and instructor in physical education , 
foresees Richmond on a "footing equal to 
anybody in the Southern Conference." With 
a faraway hopeful look in his eyes, he speaks 
of Richmond participation in the Southern 
Conference, the A.A.U. meets and perhaps 
the Millro se games in New York. 
The men who play a feature role in 
Hardy's plan of the future are a group of 
sophomore track and field men . At pre sent 
his working force in_cludes ten sophomores 
and only two senior holdovers from last year's 
squad. Th ese two boys, Sam and Richard 
White, are expecte d to provide the leader-
ship in the cross-country field. 
Hardy thinks his group has potentialities 
but "u nfortunately cross-country takes a lot 
of experience." And this year he plans just 
that for his sophomores. By running these 
boys this year he hopes they may get the 
background necessary in distance runnin g. 
The defeat Hampden-Sydney recently hand ed 
his thinclads he attributes to lack of experi-
ence. 
The cross-country men fac'e a schedule 
wh ich was deliberately made the toughest in 
Richmond histor y. The ten-meet line-up in-
cludes teams like N. C. State, West Virginia, 
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL 
Freshman footba_ll is looking up at the 
University of Richmond despite the 20 to 7 
defeat the Baby Spiders took in their season 's 
opener against a strong Fork Union Military 
Academy team. The Fork Union victory was 
the eleventh in a row for the men of Coach 
Ed, Merrick, '4b. 
In the freshman line-up were two of Mer-
rick's stars of last year's great team, ;Corky 
Johns, at fullback, and Al Pecuch, at center. 
Both were members of the all-St~te military 
team. 
Other stars of Jack Null 's freshman team 
include Bob Hallinan from Mt. St. Michael s 
in New York, an excellent offensive and 
defensive center. He w~Jghs 195 pounds. 
t'i'AJ;. end, Bill Roberts , rangy six-foot-two 
La.wtencevi Ile native, is an excellent pass re-
ceJv:er ·,~ho may be tabbed to replace Co-
Captain Doug Maclachlan on the varsity next 
year. 
Jim Cooper of Lew~~, Delaw are, a blo9<-
ing back in prep S!=h(:lol, has been shifted to 
Virginia , William and Mary, and VMI. 
In track, Hardy faces a somewhat easier 
task. He will have holdovers from last year's 
squad ready to go at the termination of the 
pigskin season. Merrell Nuckols, speedy back 
for the Spiders, is counted on to leap the 
hurdles and Keith Loury can be expected to 
place again with his shot-put. And there is 
Tommy Bean e, last year's freshman sensa-
tion, who sprints like the wind. 
"I plan to have every boy comp ete in every 
meet in which he can give a creditable per -
formance," the track mentor says. "Nothing 
helps quite so much as experience ." With hi s 
eye on the State and South ern Conference 
meets, Hardy is eager to see Richmond take 
its place among the Conferen ce track lead -
ers. 
Hardy thinks Richmond will do "reason-
ably well in its class." 
What about next year? 
'Tm quit e optimistic." 
Hardy came to Richmond from John Mar -
shall High School where in one season he 
produced a team which captured the State 
Group I championship. A former Jayem 
star, he holds his B.A. and M.A. degrees in 
physical education from the University of 
North Carolina . While at Carolina he cap-
tained the 1940 track team. Previous to his 
John Marshall post , he taught at Salisbur y, 
N. C. High School for one year. Durin g 
World War II , Hardy attai ned the rank of 
capta in in the Army Transport ation Corps. 
quarterback where he shows promise. H e's a 
hard runn er and a capabl e passer. 
Up front the standouts seem to be Sher-
wood Frostick, former Glen Allen high 
school star, and Walter Garcia, who prepped 
at St. Christopher's School. Both are tackles 
and apparently of varsity caliber. The larg est 
man on the freshman squad, Garcia, carr ies 
205 pounds on a six-foot-five frame. 
Perhaps the outstanding performer against 
Fork Union was Ed Elliott of West.. Palm 
Beach, Fla.., a very fast back who reeled off 
several runs for long gains. Ronnie Holmes 
of Stambaugh, Mich., scored Richmond 's only 
touchdown on an inter.ce'pted pass. 
~ 
Miller's Tale 
(Continued from page 8) 
the best type oLstone to use for milling. It 
had to be porous so that it would not polish 
in use to a smooth finish; it had to be hard 
in order to giv~ long ~ervice; and it had to 
be heavy in order to withstand frequent 
dressings . The best stone was quarried in 
[ 10] 
France and French millstones were the last 
word in the industry up until the time when 
steel rolls came into use in the 1870's. 
A real problem was created with the settle-
ment of the great northwestern plains of the 
country. The climate was· too severe and the 
summer too short to grow the softer winter 
wheat that had supplied the mills of the 
East. The brittle , hard spring wheat did not 
lend itself to good milling because of the 
difficulty in separating the bran particles and 
in reducing the floury particles to uniform 
size, which made for best baking qualities. 
However in 187•0 or ther eabouts a machin e 
was developed called a "middlings purifier" 
which separated the bran and graded the 
floury particle s by size. Then along with the 
purifier the millers developed a different type 
of stones which they called "middlings 
stone s" for further grinding the floury par-
ticles down to the fineness desired for best 
baking purposes. In other words, the stock 
from the stones which were used to crush 
initially the wheat berry was sent through the 
purifier and thence to the middlings stones to 
reduce them to uniform fineness. This gave 
what was called in the trade "patent flour," 
probably because the purifier itself which 
made this system possible , was a patented 
machine . The development of this "g radual 
reduction system" enabled hard spring 
wheats to be gro und , and caused a shifting 
of the milling industry to the Midwest. 
Along about this time someone began to 
give attention to better ways of preparing the 
whe;it for grinding. Screens were invented 
for separating materials larger or smaller 
than the wheat berry, and air was introdu ced 
for removing the dust. Hence, grain cleaning 
technique:; became an important part of the 
milling process. It was not until the latt er 
part of the 1870's that wheat was conditioned 
for grinding by the addition of water, known 
as "tempering." The purpose of this was to 
toughen the bran around the wheat berry, 
thereby making it easier to reduce the amount 
of the broken bran which una voidably had 
entered into the flour. 
Another big development in the millin g 
process which led to the modern efficient 
plants of today came about through the de-
velopment of spiral conveyors for movin g 
the stock horizontally , and bucket elevators 
for lifting. The 'milling process usually starts 
at the top of the building and by gravity 
runs down through the several floors, and 
with the aid of conveyors and elevators goes 
up and down and up and down until it 
comes out on the packing floor. 
Thes e, briefly, are the principal significant 
developm ents in the milling process itself 
which made possible conti nuous operations , 
enabling the more economical 24-hour-day 
plant. 
Once bread was the most important part 
of the human diet, and only relatively re-
cently, as history goes, has it become a sup-
plement at mealtime . The romantic Omar 
Khayyam sang of "a loaf of bread, a jug of 
wine, and thou," and even though he yearned 
for "thou ," he wanted his bread first! 
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T he-Rev . W . Th orburn Clar k continu es to serve 
as chairman of th e H enri co Co un ty School Board 
and rece ntly we lcomed the count y teaching perso n-
nel at a plannin g clini c. 
1897-
Th e Rev. W . E . G ibson, D.D ., visited hi s home 
chu rch at U ppe rvill e, Va., on Jun e 13 fo r the ded i-
cat ion of a be !! whi ch ha d been insta lled in the 
belfr y of th e chur ch in honor of his fa th er anJ 
mother Durin g the sum mer months he sup plied as 
guest mini ste r in var ious churc hes in v ;rg inia an d 
on August 6 assisted in th e dedi cat ion of th e new 
Ed ucatio nal Buil ding at the Broa du s Memor ial 
Bapt ist Chmc h in Ri chm ond whe re he is pas tor 
emeritus. 
1899--
State Senator R. 0 . Norris, Jr, of Live ly, Va. has 
bee n appoi nted to the advisory commi ttee of the 
Natio nal Rivers and H arb ors Congress . He wi ll 
serve as one of the adv isors to the represe ntative in 
Co ngress from the First Co ngress iona l D istr ict . 
H unt er M iller has been appoi nted chairma n of 
the V irg in ia A.B .C. Boa rd for the fiscal year whic h 
bega n Ju ly 1. Mr. Mill er has been a mem ber of 
the board for fiftee n years. 
1900-
Judge J. D oug las M itchell of the 13th J udicial 
D ist rict was ap poin ted by the Supreme Cou r t of 
Appeal s to serve on a thr ee-jud ge court in the 
ann exa ti on proceed ings institut ed last month by th e 
city of New port News . 
Claud e M . D ean celebrate d hi s fifty-fifth an ni-
versary as clerk of the Fo ur th Cir cui t Co urt of Ap -
pea ls. H e was admitt ed to th e Vir g ini a Bar in 
l 895, the same year he became clerk , and durin g 
hi s "s par e ti me" atte nded th e U ni versity. H e is a 
recogni zed auth ori ty on court economy and has ad-
dressed the annual judicia l conference of seni or 
circui t jud ges on num ero us occas ions. His sugges-
tions on how to cut lit igat ion expen ses, officia ls 
claim, have res ul ted in the saving of hun dreds of 
thousa nd s of do llars. M r. D ean has served un der 
six of the countr y's l 3 chi ef justices of th e Supreme 
Co urt of the Uni ted States . 
1901-
D r. T. Ryland Sanfo rd ret urn ed on O ctober l to 
preach at the Bra nch's Bapt ist Chur ch in Chester-
field Co un ty where he was pastor fifty year s ago 
w hil e a st udent at Richmo nd College. T he Rev. 
Joseph H. Cosby, '29, is the prese nt pastor. 
1903-
The Rev . Lacy M. Ritte r, D .D ., celebra ted on 
Octobe r 8 h is 35t h anniversary as pastor of the 
Baptist churc h at Bow ling Green, V a. Sin ce hi s call 
to Bow ling Green he has perfo rmed 472 mar riages 
and for the spec ial ann iversary service he in vited all 
of the coup les to attend a " H oneymoo n Spec ial" 
reuni on. 
THE WINNAH AND STILL THE CHAMPION. That's J. Vaughan Gar y, '12, who was •nomi-
nated for a new term in Congress from the Third Virginia district . Pleased as punch with the 
election returns , Mr . Gary 's campaign manager, Paul Saunier , Jr. , '40 (left), turns pn his smil e 
as his candidate builds up an impressive lead o ver Minetree Folkes , Jr ., '34. It was th e 
second time the two U. of R. alumni had clashed and it w as the second victory for Gar y. 
In the Fourth Virginia district another alumnus , Watkins M. Abbitt , '31, won the Democrat ic 
renomination (tantamount to re-el ,ection) w ithout opposition . 
'[HJ 
HENLY M. FUGATE 
After 53 yea rs of the "raptures" and "responsi-
bili ties" that go wit h the " highest of all calli ngs," 
Dr. H enl y Mi tchell Fugate, '99, has re tired from 
the active mini stry . 
In a message to the members of the congregation 
of College H ill Baptist Churc h in Lynch burg, where 
he has served for more tha n 15 years, D r. Fugate 
said that the "s up reme des ire" of hi s life has been 
to be a "goo d min ister of Jesus Chr ist. " 
" I have sought to rep resen t my Lord in my social 
contacts," he wrote, "see king alw ays to be a rea l 
hu ma n in the mi dst of men. . P ub licly and from 
house to house I have soug ht to bring my Jost 
fr iend s to my wo nderfu l Savior." 
Born and rea red in Ab ingdo n, he attende d V.M.I. 
for one year and then entered business in Knoxvi ll e. 
La_ter he ent ered Richmond College to b~_gi_n h is 
pr eparat ion for the ministry and then studied at 
Sou th ern Baptist T heologica l Seminary in Louis-
vi lle . · 
H e served as pas tor at Mi ll field Church in South-
am pton Co un ty and Centra l Ch urch in Is le of 
Wi ght Co unty and then accepte d an inv itation to 
go as a State missionary to Grayson and Tazewe l I 
cou nties where he wo rk ed for a per iod of seven 
years . Hi s next pastorates we re at Farmvi lle and at 
Park Place Church in No rfo lk . 
In 1915 he we nt to Georgia where he served, in 
success ion, congregatio ns at W aynesboro, Maco n , 
and Valdosta. He accep ted the call to College H ill 
Ch ur ch in Lynchburg in 1935. 
·' Loya l through the years to his A lma Mater, D r. 
Fugate sent fo ur chi ldren to th e Unive rsity, Mary , 
·22; Henr ietta, '26 (deceased), El izabeth, '32, and 
Watki ns, '32. Both survivi ng daug hters are at 
Averet t Co llege, M ary as reg istrar and E lizabeth as 
financial secreta ry. Wat is in bus iness in Roa noke. 
DOCT?R OF _HUMANE LETTERS. For "t ranslating Christian idealism into humane living, " 
Captain Francis Lee Albert, '19, the senior Baptist chaplain in the United States Navy, has 
received t_he honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. In conferring the degree, Presi-
dent William W. Edel of Dickinson College {left), said Captain Albert in his 32 years of 
service as a chaplain in the Navy "we nt far beyond the required duties of your office, and 
took for your task the interpretation of the Navy, its men and officers, their lives and ideals 
to the civilian community, and your success in this field has meant much to the morale of th~ 
armed forces in trying times . With perhaps a longer combat record than that of any other 
Navy chaplain, your decorations and awards (Legion of Merit and Purple Heart) attest the 
merit of your service." 
1907-
Senator A. Willis Robertson has been named to 
the committee to watch operations of price and 
wage controls. He will serve on the committee if 
and when the President decides to apply wage and 
price contro ls. 
J. B. Woodward, Jr., president of the Newport 
News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co., bas been 
appointed by the Governor of Virginia to serve on 
the new State Retirement Board for a period of 
four years. 
1909-
Dr. John B. Hill, for the 21st consecutive tim e, 
directed the annual Virginia Baptist Assembly at 
Massanetta Springs. Dr. Hill is secretary of the 
Sunday School Board for the Virginia Baptist Board 
of Missions and Education. Record s reveal that Dr. 
Hill bas participated in the dedication of more 
Baptist churches in Virginia than any other person. 
Leaders joined in tribute to his work when a 
specia l committee of 15 men representing all parts 
of the state recommended to the assembly that th e 
Virginia Baptist Board of Missions and Education 
suspend its rule for retirement and arrange with 
Dr. Hill to continue his service. 
1911-
Wilmer L. O'Flaherty of Richmond has been 
elected to the State Commission of Veteran Affairs. 
The commission met in August at Roanoke. 
Col. Aubrey H. Camden, superintendent of Har-
grave Military Academy at Chatham, is salut ed in 
the Religious Herald, which refers to him as " the 
personification of the Chatham trainin g school of 
the past and the Har grave Military Academy of the 
present." His worth to Virginia Baptists and to the 
cause of Christian educa tion is "beyond estimation." 
1915-
J. Earle Dunford has resigned as manager of the 
Virginia Associa tion of Insur ance Agents to re-ent er 
the private practice of law. H e became manager in 
1945 upon his release from active military duty. He 
formerly served two years as assistant counsel of the 
State Corp oratio n Commission. He retired from the 
practice of law in 1928 to accept a position in the 
investment department of the Life Insurance Com-
pany of Virginia. 
1916-
Dr. W. H. Brannock celebrated his thirty-first 
anniversary as pastor of the Gregory Memorial Bap-
tist Church in Baltimore on the last Sunday of 
April. 
1917-
Col. Thomas R. Aarons has returned from a 
three-year tour of duty in Hawaii and the Marshall 
Islands. He is now profe ssor of military science and 
tactics at Rutgers University. 
1918-
The Rev. Thomas N. Tombes has accepted the 
pastorate of the Baptist field of churches at Goshen 
Va. He was formerly pastor at Ivor and wasmocl'. 
era tor of the Blackwater Baptist Association. 
1919-
The Rev. L. C. Northen was in Charlottesville 
recently to celebrate th e fiftieth anniversary of the 
University Bapti st Church. The church was or-
ganized in 1900 with the late Dr. Henry W . Trib-
ble, '85, as pasto r. Dr. Tribbl e was the fath er of 
Dr. Harold W. Tribble, ' 19. Mr. Northen was 
pastor from 1929 until 1930. 
1920-
w . R. Broaddus, Jr. of Martinsville has been 
elected president of The Virginia Bar Association. 
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Mr. Broaddus is a member of the Virginia General 
Assembly. He is a past president of the Alumni 
Society. 
1921-
. The Rev. Kennet_h E. Burke, treasurer of the Bap-
tist General Assooation of Virginia , was given a 
set of silver candelabras by the Burrows Memorial 
Church in Norfolk where he was pastor prior to his 
present position. 
Dr . Robert F_. Caverlee recently had a four-day 
ded1cat10n service at the Fredericksburg Baptist 
Church, culminating a $183,000 expansion pro-
gram. Included in the program were Dr. Ryland T. 
Sanford, '0 1, only living former pastor, and Dr. 
Edw_ard H. Pruden, '25, of Washin g ton, who is 
president of the Northern Baptist Convention. 
1922-
Captain Irving T. Duke has gone into action in 
the Korean War. As commander of the U.S.S. 
Missouri he took part in the shelling of Samcbok, 
a Red-held port on the Sea of Japan . The battl esh ip 
made an 11,000-mile speed dash from Norfolk to 
the Sea of Japan to support Marin e Corps landing s. 
She encount ered a hurric ane off Cape Hatt eras 
dodged a tropical storm at Pana ma, and rode int ~ 
Korea n waters on the tail of a typhoon. Captain 
Duk e visited Richmond during the summer months 
and then went to Norfo lk. 
T. Coleman Andrews has been installed as presi-
dent of the American In stitute of Accountants. H e 
is the bead of a Richmond accounting firm and as-
sisted the Hoover Committee in preparing its re-
port on the Federal government. 
Dr. C. Y. H su bas become head of the depart-
ment of physics at H ampto n In stitu te, Hampton, 
Va. 
1923-
Dr . E. T. Clark presided at the ordination of his 
son, Edward, Jr., on September 10. Dr . Clark is 
pastor of the First Baptist Church in Winchester. 
Dr. Curtis V . Bishop , president of Averett Col-
lege and mayor of the city of Danville continues to 
improv e aft er a ser ious illness. H e ~as rushed to 
the Memor ial Hospital in September for an emer-
gency appendectomy and for some time was a cause 
of anxiety among friends in Danvill e and the stat e. 
1924-
The Rev. Herbert R. Carlton of Galax is a mem-
ber of the Bap tist Board of Missions and Education, 
the Board of Managers of the Oak Hill Academy, 
and Training Union director for th e New River 
Association . 
Born: A daughter, Anne Louise, to Mr. and Mr s. 
Raymond D. Snyder on January 20. 
1925-
Jobn R. Cheatham was a delegate to the Kiwanis 
CLODIUS WILLIS RETIRES 
Dr. Clodius H. Willis, ' 14, chairman of the de-
partment of electrical engineering at Princeton Uni-
versity since 1936, has stepped down from the 
chairmanship to devote himself to the text of a book 
be has in preparation. 
He has been chairman of the technical program 
committee of the American Institute of Electrical 
Engineers for the past year and will continue in 
that capacity next year. He ·holds several patents on 
electronic power converters and has been a consult-
ant for the General .Electric Company for 20 years. 
A member of the Princeton faculty since 1926 , he 
prev10usly taught at the University of Richmond . 
He received his B.S.E. and Ph.D. degrees from 
Johns Hopkins University. 
During World War I he was an instructor at the 
U.S. Army Signal School at Langres, France. 
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and of Sigma 
Xi. 
CHIEF JUSTICE HUDGINS 
HONORED 
Chief Justice Edward W. Hudgins, '05, of the 
Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals has been 
elected chairman of the executive <:ouncil of the 
National Conference of Chief Ju stices which met 
in Richmond in September. 
He has served on Virginia's highest court for 20 
years, and was elevated to Chief Justice in 1947. 
He was one of three University of Richmond 
alumni who served on the Virginia Commission 
which made arrangements for the National Confer-
ence. Others were W. R. Broaddus, Jr., '20, of 
Martinsville, president of The Virginia Bar Asso-
ciation, and John J. Wicker, Jr., '13. 
International Convention at Miami during June. 
The Rev. William Russell Pankey and Mrs. 
Pankey were among the Richmond delegation who 
attended the meeting of the Baptist World Alliance 
in Cleveland during July. 
1926-
Dr. ]. A. Soyars of Saltville has begun operation 
of a new modem fifty-bed hospital. 
1927-
Norwood G. Greene , Secret Service agent in 
charge of the ,tirginia district, has been conducting 
a campaign to lessen the number of "slugs" placed 
in coin-operated devices. He has collected a great 
deal of "money" which is useful only for scrap 
metal. In fact, a bag of this "money" serves as a 
doorstop in his office. 
Sergeant First Class F. W. Baars of Richmond is 
one of fifty foster fathers to a 14-year-old Japanese 
boy. Jimmie Headquarters was adopted by the 
headquarters company of the Fifteenth Medical Bat-
talion, First Cavalry Division, of which Sgt. Baars 
is a member. The youngster's borne was destroyed 
in the air raid on Tokyo on April l 5, 1945 and 
since that time be bas never located bis parents. 
The boy bas lived in the barracks for nearly two 
years. 
The Bodeker Drug Company of Richmond has 
announced the appointment of E. Elwood Ford as 
treasurer effective July 1. Mr. Ford attended the 
graduate school of New York University and is a 
Certified Public Accountant in both New York and 
Virginia. He was formerly on the faculty of the 
University of Richmond. 
J . Elliott Drinard, Richmond City Attorney, was 
one of the commitfee chairmen who reported at the 
League of Virginia Municipalities last month. 
The Rev. T. Eugene West, D.D., of Boston, 
Mass. was in Virginia during the summer months. 
He conducted the annual revival services of the 
Bacon's Castle Baptist Church in Surry County and 
during the week celebrated the twenty-fifth anni-
versary of his ordination. A silver bowl which was 
appropriately inscribed was presented to him during 
the service. Dr. West is pastor of the Dudley Street 
Baptist Church in Boston. 
M. Edwin Barrett of Alexandria is vice-president 
of the Alexandria Insurance Corporation which was 
formed in July. 
1928-
Oscar W. Fary of Richmond was a member of the 
Navy Reserve Officers annual training duty at the 
Naval Reserve Center in Richmond during the 
summer. He bolds a commission of lieutenant 
commander. 
The Rev. W. E. Cullers has resigned as pastor of 
the Burkeville Baptist Church to accept the pastor-
ate of the Charles Town Baptist Church. He bad 
served as moderator of the Appomattox Baptist 
Association and as pastor of Burkeville Church for 
nine years. 
W. Lee Smith, president of Lewis & Smith Dru g 
Co ., Inc. , has announced the purchase of Self Serv-
ice Drugs with stores in Lincoln and Grand Island , 
Nebraska. The newly formed company of Lewis, 
Smith, & Allen Drug Corporation took over man-
agement of the two stores July 1. 
Lt. Col. James H. Gordon of Meadville, Pa. is 
now serving with the 8th Army in Japan. 
1930-
Donald R. Mann has been appointed Public Af-
fairs Offi<:er for the American Embassy at Havana, 
Cuba. He will direct the press, motion picture, 
radio, and cultural activities of the U. S. interna-
tional information and exchange program in Cuba. 
He will coordinate the Department of State over-
seas program which is designed to promote closer 
understanding between the U. S. and the peoples 
abroad, direct relations with the Cuban press, and 
arrange for the exchange of students and teachers 
between the U . S. and Cuba. 
The Rev. C. R. Stevens is engaged in erecting a 
new educational building at the Four Mile Creek 
Baptist Church in the Varina District near Rich-
mond. Ground-breaking ceremonies were held in 
July. The new two-story brick building wilJ pro-
vide space for all Sunday School departments, with 
an estimated cost of $65,000 . 
1931-
City Councilman F,._&my Garber who is a colo-
nel in the Virginia National Guard has not yet been 
calJed into active duty. Colone l Garber is executive 
officer of the Headquarters Detachment of the 107-th 
Antiaircraft Artillery Brigade. 
Representative Watkins M. Abbitt of Appomat-
tox fought during the last session of Congress to 
have Virginia dark-fired tobacco treated separately 
for acreage allotments. Virginia tobacco growers 
have been at odds with the U.S . Department of 
Agriculture on acreage alJotment. 
fyfalJory Freeman received well-merited prais e 
during the summer series of the Richmond Summer 
Theater. His first major role was in his senior year 
at Richmond College and he later participated in a 
number of radio plays. In 1936 he helped in or-
ganizing the Richmond Theater Guild and while 
seeing service in the production of ""Berkeley 
Square" he met the future Mrs. Freeman. He played 
at most of the Virginia camps during World War II 
and during the summer months received praise for 
his comic roles. 
The Rev. John Robert Stiff of Martinsburg, 
W. Va. has been elected president of the Martins-
burg and Berkeley County Ministerial Association. 
On June 2 5 he assisted in the ceremonies attending 
the laying of the cornerstone of a new church build-
ing at Crozet, Va. where he was pastor for a num-
ber of years. 
Charles S. Stokes is Deputy Director , Social Af-
fairs Division, Economic Cooperation Administra-
tion in Athens, Greece. For the past several years 
he has been working with Dr. Oswald Hedley, '25, 
who recently returned to this country and is now 
residing in Richmond. 
GOOD CITIZENSHIP CRUSADE 
In a feature article in Printers' Ink, John Archer 
Carter, '16, a member of the volunteer radio com-
mittee of the American Heritage Foundation, tells 
the story of "1,000 radio stations and their good 
citizenship <:rusade." 
"One of the greatest cooperative public informa -
tion jobs in history," he wrote, "is hitting on all 
six , thanks to the assistance of patriotic men and 
women in more than 1,000 U.S. radio stations and 
leading advertising agencies." 
As a result of two years of intensive work-dur -
ing which more than 30,000,000 people daily heard 
radio spots and features on behalf of good citizen -
ship-Mr. Carter feels that the American people are 
now keenly aware of the heritage that is theirs. 
1932-
W. C. Bloxom has been appointed administrator 
of the Johnston-Willis Hospital in Richmond. Prior 
to this appointment Mr. Bloxom received training 
from the Virginia Mechanics Institute of Tech-
nology and the University of Chicago. He has had 
1 7 years' experience in hospital administration and 
served as assistant director of the hospital division 
of the Medical College of Virginia. 
Lt. Col. George Huffman is stationed at Guam. 
Born: To Mr. and Mrs. Hatcher B. Kincheloe of 
Rocky Mount, N. C., a son, Hatcher B., Jr. , Dec. 9, 
1949 . A grand total of four boys and one_§irl. 
I933-
Among the staff officers of the 80th Airborne Di -
vision (Reserve) is Lt. Col. Theodore P. Mathew-
son of Richmond. 
R. Milton Hobson has been appointed secretary 
of the Bodeker Drug Co. in Richmond in addition 
to his position as credit manager. He has been with 
the company since 1936 except for four years ' serv-
ice in the Navy during World War II. 
David S. Henkel is engaged in the practice of 
law in New York City and is a member of Sullivan 
& Cromwell Law Firm. 
1934-
Benjamin T. Peele, Jr. has been appointed Assist-
ant Superintendent of Research in the Division of 
Research and Planning for the State of Virginia. 
He was formerly a school principal in Suffolk. 
Roy N. Puckett, assistant principal of Thomas 
Jefferson High School in Richmond, was one of the 
Navy Reserve Officers who was on annual training 
duty at the Richmond Naval Reserve Training 
Center during the summer. 
FIFTEEN LAW MEN PASS STATE BAR 
Fifteen University of Richmond Law School men passed the Virginia State Bar exami-
nations in June. 
The newcomers to the profession are:' Stephen J. Boyle III of Richmond, Delmar L. 
Brown of Suffolk, Frank E. Butler of Richmond, John E. Campbell, Jr. of Martinsville, 
Wilson Page Cheeley of Colonial Heights, L. Shelton Clarke, Jr. of Petersburg, Thomas 
T. Cralle of Richmond , Douglas P. Dettor of Guilford College, N. C., Herbert G. 
George of Richmond, Oakley J. Graham, Jr. of Richmond, James L. Jones of Richmond, 
Anthony T. Layne of Richmond, Hugh R. Thompson, Jr. of Richmond, James M . Wilt-
shire, Jr. of Richmond , and Milton M. Wood of Richmond. 
Cheeley is practicing law in Colonial Heights, George in Richmond (Mutual Build-
ing), and Thompson with the firm of Poole, White and Thompson, also in the Mutual 
Building. 
Layne is office manager in the land department of Ford, Bacon & Davis, Inc., which 
is acting as agent for the Natural Gas Corporation of Virginia. Wiltshire is an adjuster 
with the Pennsylvania Threshermen & Farmers' Mutual Casualty Insurance Company. 
Cralle is expecting an early call from the Navy. 
Six of those who passed the bar-Brown, Butler, Campbell, Dettor, Graham and 
Jones-are still students in the Law School. 
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URVC-That's University of Richmond-Virginia-Carolina Chemical Corporation Alumni Club. 
And there are no less than fifteen illustrious Spiders employed by that Richmond firm. 
Seated , left to right, are: Alfred J. Dickinson, Jr. ('37), C. Bruce Rennie, Jr . ('39), Claude M. 
Whitley ('36), Edward R. Adams ('41), who was recently elected an assistant treasurer of 
the corporation, and Charles L. Leake ('06). Standing, left to right, are: Harris E. Willing-
ham ('50), Allan Creedle ('50), J. Langhorne Tompkins ('49), R. Clifton Long ('47), Douglas 
W . Laird ('42), Richard H. Decker ('28), A. Percy Gates, Jr . ('48), Robert M. Kelly ('51), and 
C. Meredith Evans, Jr. ('36). Absent from the picture is Walter B. Gillette ('40). 
1935-
Robert W. Ferrell has 
been appoi nted assista nt 
general sa !es manager for 
the General Electric Com-
pany's Receiver Di vision in 
the Electronics D epartment 
at Electronics Park, Syra-
cuse, N. Y. H e has been 
associated with General 
Electric for 14 years in var i-
ous legal, emp loyee rela-
tions and product service 
positions at Schenectady, 
New York City and Syra-
cuse. He is a graduate of 
the Harvard Law School. 
1936-
Milton J. Lesnik is now associated in partn ership 
with the law firm of Lesni k, Amoscato & Gord on in 
Newark, N. J. 
1937-
The Rev. Horace L. Ford, pastor of the Broadus 
Memorial Baptist Church in Richm ond, presided at 
the dedicati on of the new educationa l bu ilding in 
August which was built at a cost of $85,000. 
Born: To Mr. and Mrs. Stuart E. Ullman, Rich-
mond, a son, Jeffrey Lee, May 3. 
On May 28 the Talb ot Park Baptist Chur ch in 
Norfolk had a specia l service to mark the burning 
of its mortgage. In seven years the membership has 
increased from 2§. to ...§19. The Rev. Fred T. 
Laughan, Jr. is pastor. 
Born: To Mr. and Mrs. S. Frank Straus of Rich -
mond , a daughter, Jeannette Ann , on Jun e 5. 
Born: To Dr. & Mrs. Charles B. Keppler , a 
daughter , Kri stina Elliott, on July 4 at Sewanee, 
Tenn. 
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU 
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ginia has designed a special plan which offers maximum protection at 
minimum cost. 
If you cannot, just now, afford to own-on a regular plan-all the 
life insurance you need, but can look forward with reasonable assurance 
to a good future income, this special plan will ideally suit your needs. 
Ask a Life of Virginia Representative to tell you about the many 
advantages of our Modified Life Plan. 
THE LIFE 
Insurance Company 
OF VIRGINIA 
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1938-
John B. Boatwright, Jr. has been elected secretary 
of the Virginia History and Government Textbook 
Commission. Mr. Boatwright is state director of 
statutory research and drafting, one of the most 
vitally important positions in the State governme nt. 
Engaged: Miss Anne Garoogian of Brooklyn, 
N . Y. and Ernest H. Dervishian of Richmond. Mr. 
Dervishian, - Assi"stant Commonwealth's Attorney 
for Richmond , is a winn er of the Congressional 
Medal of Honor in World War II and is a captain 
in the Judge Advocate General Reserve. 
William H. Matthews has been named manager 
of the regional sa les promotion department of the 
Ford Mot or Company 's Southern Lincoln-Mercury 
regicn. The department was recently created and 
Mr. Matthews is the first to serve in that capacity. 
Th e Jonesboro Baptist Church celebrated its 
centennial on July 30. The Rev. George A. Harri s, 
Jr. is pastor of the three-church field. 
1939-
Stuart R. Allen has been promoted to the rank 
of Lieutenant Commander in the U. S. Navy and is 
compl eting his present tour of duty with the Pacific 
Fleet . 
Dr. Thomas English Hill, minist er and author, 
contim"ies tct serve as profe ssor of Philosophy at 
Macal ester College in Saint Pau l, Minn. 
1940-
Since leaving the University, Micha el S. Pepi has 
been employed by Fairchi ld Engine and Airplan e 
Corp. at Fanningdal e, L. I. , N . Y ., and at present 
is assistant chief chemist working on engin e prob-
lems which involve chemistry. 
Carlson R. Th omas is now with the D epartm ent 
of Drama at Ohio University. 
Thomas G. Lewi s is branch manag er for th e Na-
tional Carbon Co., Ltd . in Bombay, India. He does 
not expect to return to the States for at least two 
years. 
Enga ged : Ruth Caroline Maris to John Tivis 
Wick er-b oth of Richmond. The wedding will take 
place in D ecember. 
1941-
William P. Andrews and his wife were among 
recent appointments made by the Foreign Missio~ 
Board of the Southern Baptist Convention. The y 
have been attending the Southw estern Baptist Theo-
logica l Seminary at Fort Worth , Texa s for the past 
two and one-half years. They will serve in Chile. 
Engaged: Miss Martha Brockinton of Charleston , 
S. C. to Robert Lecky Stone of Richmond. No dat e 
has been set for the wedding. 
The Rev. Jam es M. ogg has become pastor of 
the Baptist church at Morgantown, W. Va. H e was 
formerly pastor at Townsend, Va. 
George E. Roberts has been promoted to the posi-
tion of division manager for the Calvert Fire Insur-
ance Co. with headq uarter s in Baltimor e, Md. He 
NEATHERY VISITS CAMPUS 
Returning to Falconer, N . Y ., where he has been 
pastor of the congregation of the Baptist church for 
16 years, the Rev. R. W. Neathery, '99, writes with joy of his trip to the University campus and hi s 
visits with old friends both on and off the campus. 
He writes with affection of Dr. R. E. Gaines, with 
whom he had lunch, of Dr. R. E. Loving , '96, and 
of others of the University facu lty. 
In 1899, his last year on the campus, he was one 
of a student body of 216- tben the largest enroll-
ment in the school's history. He marvelled that the 
school had grown into a great University, serving 
more than 4,000 students. 
While in Richmond, he visited two of his college 
mates, the Rev. J. W. Cammack , D.D. , '0 1, and 
Clarence E. Taylor , '99. " It was astonishing," he 
wrote, "to see how much those boys remembered 
about me." 
On his return trip he visited with his son, Robert , 
Jr., '27, in Philadelphia and made a visit to points 
of historic interest in that city and near by, includ-
ing Valley Forge. 
is in charg e of some twelve states from Maryland 
to Texas. 
Dr. William B. Fitzhugh announces the opening 
of his office for the practice of dentistry in the 
Methodist Building in Richmond. 
Dr. Edgar C. Garber, Jr. has recently opened his 
medical office in Fayettevill e, N. C. where his prac -
tice wi ll be limited to obstetr ics and gynecology. 
1942-
Malcolm U. Pitt , Jr. has been appoi nt ed assistant 
pnnc ipal of the Albert Hill Schoo l in Richmond. 
Willis D. Hol laricfl ias accept ed a commission as 
captain in the U nit ed States Army and is now at th e 
Army Industrial Hygiene Laboratory , Army Chemi-
cal Cent er, Maryland. He will be concerned mainlv 
with th e study of Radiol ogical Defens e. · 
1943-
Marri ed: Mi ss Frances Ann e Gill and Dr. Julian 
Pratt Todd, Jr. both of Richmond . Th e ceremony 
was pertor med on Jun e 24 at the Tabernacle Baptist 
Church by the Rev. Jack R. Noffs inger, '4 0, and th e 
Rev. Paul G. Wiley , '37, uncle of the brid e. 
Richard C. Ow en has moved to New York City 
where he is assistant advertising manager of Boyle-
Midway, Inc. , Di vision of American H ome Prod -
ucts. 
Born: T o Mr. and Mr s. Willi am B. Graham of 
Richmond, a son, Da vid Randolph, on June 5. 
John A. Schools has been named manager of the 
industrial and trade bureau of the Richm ond Cham-
ber of Commerce. Hi s duties wi ll cover the bro ad-
ened indu stria l and trade development programs of 
the Chamb er. 
Alton L. H owe ll has assume d the duties of min-
ister of I)lusic at the M onum ent Method ist Church 
in Richm ond. He is also vocal instructor at Thomas 
J efferson Hi gh School and director of the Acea 
Temp le Chanters . 
1944-
Th e Rev. F. Stanley Lusby has been awarded a 
fellowship in advanced study at the University of 
Chicago. He has already begun his work for a doc-
tor of philosophy degree at the divini ty school 
there . On Sept. 17 he was guest minister for th e 
first worship service of the River Road Baptist 
Church of Richm ond in its new chape l. 
The Rev. Ralph Noo nkester, Th.D ., served dur -
ing the summer month s as associate pastor of the 
Baptist church at Buena Vist a, Va. 
Born: To th e Rev. and Mr s. 0. W. Rhod enhi ser 
of Wallburg , N . C., a son, William Melvin; on 
July 21. 
1945-
Lt. ~ t H ..... Dunn3:vant of Richmond is seeing 
action in Korea as a member of the United States 
Air Force . H e is a part of the F-51 fighter group 
which has been supporting ground forces during 
the push northward to the 38th parallel. In Au -
gust Lt. Dunnavant had 46 missions to his credit. 
The Rev. Harr y W. Baldwin of the Northum -
berland Dioc ese of Vir ginia was among thos e 
pr esent at Columbi a to celebrate the 100th anni-
versary of St. John 's Episcopal Church. Th e cele-
bration was held during the month of Augu st. 
The Rev. Phili art , assistan t pastor of the 
Tabernacle Baptist Church in Richmond , made a 
tour of 13 European countries during th e summer. 
He noted that "one of the greatest problem s fac-
ing Europe is that created by the man witho ut a 
country. " 
Born: To Mr. and Mr s. Edward L. Pitt, III , a 
daught er, Pamela Walston Pitt , May 28, 195-0 at 
Stuart Circle Hospital, Richmond. 
1946-
Al!en W. Flannagan, Jr. wi ll be in Charlotte s-
ville for two years wh ile continui ng hi s graduat e 
wor k at the University of Vir ginia . 
The Rev. Scott C. Hutton Jr. , has become a full -
time liefcl worke r for the Wt ·ginia Baptist Training 
Unio n Department where he wi ll assist in general 
promotio nal work and wi ll be available for teaching 
study courses, training schools, and speaking en-
gagements. 
DR. HEDLEY DECORATED 
From Athens comes the word that Dr. 0 . F. Hedley, '25, former director of the ECA 
Public Health Division, has been awarded the Cross of the Commander of the Ord er of 
the Phoenix by King Paul in recognition of his services to Greece. 
The diploma and the Cross are to be pr esented to Dr. H edley in Washington by the 
Greek ambassa dor to the United States, Athanassios Politis. 
Dr. Hedley was loan ed to Gre ece by the United States Public H ealth Service in July, 
1947, to develop a public health advisory unit under the American Mission for Aid to 
Greece . 
The unit was subsequent ly transferred to ECA and established as a division. Dr. H edley 
served as director until August of this year when he returned to Washington to serve as 
liaison officer betw een the United States Public Health Service and the Federal Security 
Agency. 
1947-
Born. T o Mr. and Mrs. David D aniel of Newark , 
N . J , a daugh ter , Dian e Elaine, on May 20. 
Charles B. Lilly of Beckley, W. Va., has been 
made Assistant Di strict Attorn ey General for the 
State of W est Virginia. 
Married: Mi ss Jun e Parker of Richm ond and 
Manley Caldwell Butler of Roanoke. The wedd ing 
took place on Jun e 26 at the Bethlehem Lutheran 
Church in Richmond. 
Married: Miss Vivian Borton and Kermit Eu-
bank McKenz ie, both of Richmond. The wedding 
too k place on September 3 at the home of the brid e. 
Mr. McK enzie received a master's degree from the 
Russian Institute of Columbi a University in 1949 
and Miss Borton , '48, received a master's degree 
from Columbia in the depa rtm ent of his tory. 
Stan ley Schoenbaum has formed a partnership in 
the Trave lers Building in Richmond which will be 
known as Cohn and Schoenba um . Th ey wi ll engage 
in the genera l practice of Jaw specia lizing in Fed-
eral and State tax matters. 
Born: To Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Jones, Jr. of 
Suffolk , a daughter, Mar y Gay, on March 16. 
1948-
Walter Carson is teaching mathematics at the 
high school in Luray after teaching a year at Vic-
tor ia. 
Engaged: Mi ss Gladys Katherin e Bibb and_fumes 
Edward Bailey, Jr. both of Richmond. The wed-
ding is to take p lace during the fal l. 
Engaged: Miss Marion Kenn edy Huske and 
Charles Edwin Moomaw of Richmond. Miss Husk e 
was former Registrar at Westhampton College. 
No date has been set for the wedding . 
V. Earl Di ckinson and Miss Mary Louis e Walton 
were married in Jun e at the Elk Creek Baptist 
Church. Following a reception at the borne of the 
br ide at Brokenburg , the coup le left for a North-
ern wedding trip. 
William Melvin Maxey was ordained into the 
Baptist ministry at the Sharon Baptist Church ,_ 
James River Association, on July 30. H e is con-
tinuing his studies at the Souti:;;;;:; Baptist Th eo-
logical Seminary in Louisvill e where he will receiv e 
a bachelor of divi nity degree in May. 
Engaged: Miss Betty Jean Wheatl ey of St. Peters -
burg , Fla. and Edward Randolph Carter of Rich-
mond. 
Married: Miss Joyce Clarice Coulter and Charles 
NEW ENSIGNS 
Edward L. Dun ford and Wa lter J McGra w, both 
members of the class of 1950, have been commis-
sioned as ensigns in the United Stat es Naval Re-
serve. Both were in the Reserve Officer Candidat e 
School this past summ er at Newpo rt , R. I. Dun ford 
was commander of the First Company. 
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McGraw is now studying Jaw at Washington and 
Lee University; Dunford has joined the sales staff 
of McCormick and Company of Baltimore and will 
spend the next few months in Arkansas, Oklahoma , 
Texas, and Louisiana . 
DON'TS FOR PARSONS 
Laymen will rejoice in the fact that preachers, 
too, are sometimes "standin' in the need of prayer." 
Dr. W. H. Baylor, speaking out of more than 50 
years' experience as a minister of the Gospel, has 
published a reprint of his booklet, "Better Not! 
Some Don'ts for Young Preachers." 
Sample don' ts: 
Don't live beyond your income. 
Don't be a stingy parson. 
Don ' t lose your temper in public. 
Don ' t be jealous of your fellow ministers. 
Don't be lazy. 
Don't flirt with other churches or threaten your 
own church. 
Don't try to hold on to the church you have left. 
Don't deal in off-color stories . 
Don 't grow old. 
Dr. Baylor, despite the calendar's spite , has kept 
the last commandment religiously. Former execu-
tive secretary of the Maryland Baptist Union Asso-
ciation and pastor emeritus of the Park View 
Baptist Church in Portsmouth, he now lives in the 
Homewood Apartments in Baltimore. 
Anthony Somma, Jr. , both of Richmond, in June at 
St. Ben edict's Catholic Church. 
Married : Miss Mary Alpha Rudasill of Wood-
ville and Frank Lawson Pankey of Pamplin on Au-
gust 19 at the Woodville Baptist Church. They are 
living in Louisville , where Mr. Pankey is a student 
at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. 
Married: Mrs. Margaret Woodruff Dodge of 
Matoaca and Lt . Howard Watkins Saunders, III of 
Hampton on September 3·0 at St. Paul's Episcopal 
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Church. They will live in Petersburg while Lt. 
Saunders is stationed at the Adjutant General's 
School at Fort Lee. 
Robert D. Kilpatrick, who has been teaching at 
Woodberry Forest, has been recalled into the serv-
JCe. 
Robert P. Lumpkin received a master of arts 
degree from Harvard University in June. 
Joseph S. James, Jr. has received a master of sci-
ence degree from the Institute of Textile Tech-
nology at Charlottesville. 
Born: To Mr. and Mrs . William H. Warren, a 
daughter, Katherine Letha, at Wilmington , N. C. 
on October 1. Rusty is director of placements for 
the School of Business Administration of the Uni-
versity of Richmond. 
George W. Stokes has been made Assistant At-
torney General of the State of West Virginia. 
1949-
Edward T. Clark, Jr. was ordained into the Bap-
tist ministry on September 10 at the First Baptist 
Church in Winchester. His father, who is pastor of 
the ordaining church, preached the sermon. Mr. 
Clark is attending the Andover-Newton Theological 
Seminary in Massachusetts and is youth director of 
the Trinity Baptist Church, Arlington, Mass. 
Phillip M. Courtney received the master of sci-
ence degree in business administration at Ohio State 
University on September 1. 
Married: Mrs. Neblett Torence McClure and 
Charles Homer Turner of Richmond in St. James 
Episcopal Church on June 12. 
Hugh Douglas Pitts received the master of arts 
degree from the College of William and Mary in 
August . 
Married: Miss Martha Page Duval of Richmond 
and Chester Thomas Bolling of Norton. The cere-
mony took place at the Forest Hill Presbyterian 
Church in Richmond on September 2. Following a 
Northern wedding trip , they are making their home 
in Wise . 
Paul A. Jamarik is an attorney with the Federal 
Trade Commission in Washington. He and his 
family are making their home in Alexandria. 
Homer W. Hanna, Jr. of Charleston, W. Va. has 
been appointed Assistant Attorney General for the 
State of West Virginia . He holds a master of laws 
degree from New York University and is a member 
of the Virginia and West Virginia State bar asso-
ciations, the American Bar Association, and the Bar 
Association of the District of Columbia. He has 
been admitted to practice before the West Virginia 
Supreme Court, the Virginia Supreme Court , the 
Washington , D. C. district court, and the U . S. 
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. 
Married: Miss Alma Virginia Rector and Charles 
D. Jenkins, Jr. both of Richmond, July 6. 
Married: Miss Louise Grasty of Crozet and 
Nolton W. Turner of Richmond at the Hillsboro 
Baptist Church, Yancey Mills, Va., on July 15 by 
the Rev. John R. Stiff , '31. Mr. Turner is con-
tinuing his studies at Crozer Tfieo logical Seminary 
and is serving as pastor of the Massaponax Baptist 
Church in Spotsylvania County. 
Married: Miss Deborah Eddy Holmes of Rich-
mond and Thomas Harold (Cotton) Billingsley of 
Fredericksburg. The ceremony was performed in 
August. 
Walter B. Barger was ordained into the Bap-
tist ministry on June 25 at the Buchanan Baptist 
Church. He is continuing his studies at Colgate-
Rochester Divinity School and is serving as pastor 
of two churches in Scottsburg, N. Y. 
Married: Miss Sophia Elizabeth Bowen and 
David S. Clay both of Winston-Salem, N. C. 
Morris Cather of Winchester, who has been pas-
tor of The Vaughan Summit Mission in Page 
County since 1947, has entered the Southern Baptist 
Theo logical Seminary at Louisville, Ky. He attended 
the Graduate School of the University last year. 
1950-
Engaged: Miss Myrna Lee Austin of New York 
and Leonard Alvin Kocen of Richmond. 
Married: Miss Nancy Gene Richardson and John 
Po~ J:lliot_t, ]r. of Richmond on 'A_~~s_! Li?!!!. the 
chapel of the First Baptist Church. Mr. Elliott is 
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FREDERICK WINS $1,000 
Philip Frederick, Jr., who won the Alumni Coun-
cil medal as the outstanding grad uate in last Jun e's 
class, has been awarded Phi Gamma Delta's Edu-
cational Foundation graduate study fellowship of 
$1,000. He was chosen from a field of 18 appli-
cants from educational institutions throughout the 
country. 
The money will be applied to the cost of Fred-
erick's first-year education at the Medical College of 
Virginia where he is now a student. 
Among those on the executive committee of the 
Foundation which made the award are Dr. Guy E. 
Snavely, executive director of the Association of 
American Colleges; Daniel L. Marsh, president of 
Boston University , and Donald R. Richberg, a 
prominent Washington lawyer and past head of the 
NRA. 
attending the Union Theological Seminary in Rich-
mond. 
Dean M . Greiner is practicing law in Bristol, Va. 
J. Boyd Sutton has accepted the call of the First 
Baptist Church in Newport , Ky. to serve as asso-
ciate pastor. He is also a student at the Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary. 
Married: Miss Evelyn Malissa Henderson and 
William Pace Chappell, both of Martinsville, Va. , 
on July 1 at the First Baptist Church in that city. 
After a Southern wedding tr ip they are making 
their home in Martinsville. 
Married: Miss Frances Galvin and Henry B. 
Ward on September 2 in Richmond. The ceremony 
was performed by the bride's uncle, the Rev. E. J. 
Wright, '15. W. Roland Galvin, '25, gave the bride 
in marriage. The couple are making their home in 
Arlington while Mr. Ward is studying law at the 
American University in Washington. 
Miss Charlotte Ruth Coates of Peola Mills and 
James H. Johnson of Woodville were married on 
August 19 at Sperryville. The groom is a student 
at the Medical College of Virginia. 
Miss Joyce Anne Parrish and William Marshall 
Wills, both of Richmond, were married on Sep-
tember 8 at the Seventh Street Christian Church. 
Following a wedding trip to Canada, the couple are 
making their home in Richmond . 
Married: Miss Helen Trice Thompson of Rich-
mond and c::::arL .!:.ewis Shires oi White Sulphur 
Springs, W. Va. The ceremony was performed at 
the Ginter Park Presbyterian Church on Sept. 9. 
Married: Miss Barbara Martin and James W. 
Huxter of Richmond on September -8. 
Miss Hilda Lee Moore . of Altavista and James 
P. Hankins, Jr. of Halifax were married on Sep-
tember 2 at the First Baptist Church at Altavista. 
Fritz Laurinaitis has signed a new contract to 
play with the Richmond Rebels during the present 
season. He's a guard. 
William H. Smith, Jr. of Richmond has received 
an appointment to the School of Veterinary Medi-
cine at Texas A. & M. and is enrolled for the 
present semester. 
GLENWOOD CLARK IN BRAZIL 
Prof. G. Glenwood Clark, '14, of the department 
of English Literature at William and Mary, has left 
for Brazil where be will be visiting professor of 
American Literature . Mr. Clark will be on leave 
of absence from the college until February. He 
will visit various Brazilian cities and will lectur e 
on American literature to cultural groups under the 
auspices of the State Department of the United 
States . 
Mr. Clark is the author of a life story of Thomas 
Alva Edison which was recently published for jun-
ior readers. It has met with critical approval. 
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R. C. Co-eds-
We regret to report that Mrs . Sands Smith 
(Mattie Louise Brown) has recently Jost her hus-
band. 
Mrs . W . S. Matthews (Lily Frances Trevvett) 
who was exchange teacher at King Edward High 
A glance backward into the year 1949-50 
would reveal to you, the members of the 
Westhampton College Alumnae Association, 
many accomplishments and even unexcelled 
records for our association. The fact that 
more alumnae returned to the campus for 
alumnae activities last year than ever befor e 
and that the larg est number of alumnae con-
tributed the largest amount of money ever to 
be given to the Alumna e Fund proves that 
your interest in Westhampton is increasing 
with the years. For these facts we are grate-
ful. 
Because of this increased interest and sup-
port on the part of you alumnae, our asso-
ciation has been able to do more for the stu-
dents and for the college and university. One 
of the chief interests of the association is to 
foster relations petween the association and 
the students at the college. During the past 
year the alumnae served tea to the students on 
each afternoon during the two examination 
periods. The Alumnae Daughters' Club was 
formally organized and the members were 
entertained at two teas during the past year. 
Prizes were fornished to students in connec-
tion with Pan-American Week and to mem -
bers of the undefeated hockey team. The 
Alumnae Association also shared part of the 
cost of a set of dishes to be used by the stu-
dents for their parties. 
One of the major undertakings of the 
alumnae last year was the presentation to the 
University on January 15 of a portrait of Dr. 
Maude H. Woodfin. The cost of this portrait 
was paid with contributions from our alum-
nae. 
The alumnae garden committee continued 
its project of planting in the court and garden 
and started a new project of planting azaleas 
along the the path to the lake. 
The Campus Shop completed a very suc-
cessful year, and the profit is being used to 
rearrange and redecorate the Campus Shop 
with enough balance remaining to transfer 
$500.00 to th€ Swimming Pool Fund. 
The Annual Workers' Conference for 
board members, local club presidents and 
class secretaries was held on October 1, 1949. 
A large number of alumnae attended the all-
day meeting. 
Last fall the alumnae board decided to try 
having the Westhampton Homecoming at the 
School, Vancouver, British Columbia, last year 
has returned to her post at Thomas Jefferson High 
School. 
Miss Isabel Harris is giving a course in Descrip-
tive Astronomy at the new "Eve ning College " 
sponsored by the Richmond Area University Center 
one night a week for seventeen weeks, beginning 
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
By POLLYANNA SHEPHERD, '37 
same time as Richmond College on October 
28 and 29. Evidently this was a wise change 
since the attendance at the 1949 Homecom-
ing exceeded that of any pr evious _year. 
Alumnae Day on June 3 brought the year 
to a successful conclusion. A banquet was 
held jointly with the Richmond College 
alumni at which Dr. Douglas Freeman was 
the speaker . 
Much progress was made during the year 
with our local clubs. The Philadelphia Club 
and the New York Club were reorganized , 
and a new club was organized at Martins -
ville . These and other local clubs in Atlanta , 
Baltimore, Washington, Halifax, Norfolk-
Portsmouth, Richmond , Roanoke, Newport 
News-Hampton, Danville and the Eastern 
Shore have . rendered a valuable service 
through their financial contributions and by 
publicizing the college to the people in their 
respective localities. 
The Maude H. Woodfin Memorial Fund 
more than doubled during the past year, due 
primarily to a bequest of $2,094.62 from the 
estate of Elizabeth Fleet. The total in the 
fund now stands at $4,1 12.36. 
The Alumnae Fund Committee did a splen-
did job last year and the financial report bears 
evidence of this fact. Ninety Alumnae Fund 
workers met for a dinner at the college in 
February and at that time plans were made 
for making contacts with all alumnae. As a 
result of the efforts on the part of this com-
mittee and their co-workers, over 700 alum-
nae contributed $5,848.50 to the 1949-50 
Alumnae Fund. We are proud of the in-
creased loyalty of our alumnae as revealed in 
the fact that last year's record exceeded any 
previous year in number of contributors and 
in total amount contributed . 
The above facts show very briefly some of 
the activities and services of our association 
during the past year and prove that our asso-
ciation is serving the purpose for which it 
was organized . 
And now as we glance forward into the 
plans for the year 1950-51 , we hope that this 
year may be a year of even greater accomplish-
ments and that it may be a year when the 
spirit of loyalty, fellowship and service will 
lead us to do even greater things for our col-
lege and university. 
Our first service to the students this year 
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the last Thursday night in September. 
1914-
Ther e were ten girls in the class of 1914 of the 
old Richmond College and we claim the distinction 
of being the last of the co-eds. In 1915 came We st-
hampton and a great gulf or at least a Jake was 
was in the form of a rearranged and redeco-
rated Campus Shop. Later in the fall we plan 
to have a tea for the seniors at which time the 
organization and purpose of the Alumnae 
Association will be explained to them. 
On October 14 the Annual Workers' Con -
ference for board members, local club presi-
dents and class secretaries was held at the col-
lege. At this time plans for the year's work 
were made , and alumnae workers obtained 
up-to-date information concerning the col-
lege and the association. 
Westhampton alumnae will follow the 
plan of last year and have their Homecoming 
at the same time as Richmond College. The 
banquet will be held on Friday, November 3 
and activities will continue through Saturday, 
November 4. 
The Alumnae Fund Committee is busily 
engaged in planning another intensive effort 
this year to contact every Westhampton 
alumna. So confident are we of the results , 
that we have set as our goal for the year 
19 5 0-51 a total of 7 5 0 alumnae contributing 
at least $6,500.00 to the Alumnae Fund. 
The local clubs play a very important part 
in the work of our association. They interpret 
the college to the people in the community 
and to prospective students and are respon-
sible for much of the favorable publicity 
which is given to our college throughout the 
state and nation. Likewise through their 
activities they have made splendid contribu-
tions to our Swimming Pool Fund. We have 
set as a goal for this year the organizing of 
thre e new clubs in an effort to keep our alum-
nae active throughout the year and to keep 
them informed about activities pertaining to 
the college and the association. 
As the year progresses your officers and 
your board will plan other activities that will 
help us to serve our purpose of rendering a 
service to the students, to the college and to 
the alumnae. 
We sincerely hope that each alumna will 
plan to take an active part in your local club 
work, send news to your class secretary, mail 
your contribution to the Alumnae Fund, and 
come back for Homecoming and all other 
alumnae activities during the year. 
We'll be happy to greet you at Homecom -
ing on November 3 and 4 ! 
placed between the sexes. In later years the girls of 
our class have been in communication with each 
other by means of a Round Robin to which I am 
indebted for most of my news notes. I have it 
now. However, it is incomplete because we have 
never been able to get in touch with Eloise Harris. 
If you see this, Eloise, please write to me at 3725 
Yuma Street , N.W., Washington 16 , D. C. W e all 
want to hear from you and have you join in the fun 
of th e Robin. There are now only eight of us, each 
Jiving in a different state except that there are two 
in the District of Columbia. 
From Parkersburg, W. Va., Louise Baldwin 
Waterman wr ites of the birth of her first grand-
child in March 1949, Joseph Bruce Waterman. 
Congratu lati ons to Louise and to the proud parents 1 
Margaret Clendon lee sends us a picture of her self 
taken last Christmas w ith four of her tall sons. 
Clendon lee, the second son, is married and prac-
ticing law in Ne'Y York so he is not in the picture. 
Audrey Dillon Arn old wr ites of spending six weeks 
in Chicago last spr ing while her husband was on 
temporary duty at Hinds Ho sp ital. She is now back 
in her beloved Southwest which she describes so 
glowing ly that one is tempted to reach for one's 
hat and hop the first plane going in that direction. 
She enclosed lovely pictures of her two littl e grand-
sons, Teddy and Bruce Wi!liams. Hazel Gary keeps 
act ive and in terested in many things since her re-
tirement. Her letter contai ns a budget of fascinat -
ing news from Richmond, a place which will always 
be dear to our hearts. Elizabeth Gray Perry writes 
about her globe-circling trip from which she re-
turned in time for the marriage of her son, Marvin, 
Jr. , to Ellen G i!liam on April 6 of this year. It 
was my great pleasure to spend an eveni ng with 
Elizabeth, her husband , Marvin , Jr. , and Ellen last 
June when I was in Cambridge ·for the graduation 
of my nephew, Humphrey Johnson. Though neither 
of us knew it until the next day, her son and my 
nep hew received degrees from Harvard , Ph.D. and 
B.A. respectively , at the same time. Emily Jinkins 
writes of the lovely trips she has been taking this 
summer. She is the only memb er of th e class to 
whom I can talk just by lifting the receiver of th e 
telephone and we sometimes go to Alumnae meet -
ings tog ether. Alice Spires Sechrist sends pictures, 
too, of her attractive nieces and neph ews with news 
of the marriag e of Ronny , Tom's son, last Jun e. 
H er niece Polly , John 's daughter, is now in Cali-
fornia attending the state university. 
There the Robin ends or rather begins again. It 
wi!l be a year before it returns to me so in the 
meantim e, dear classmat es, please keep me in-
formed of yourselves. The ALUMNI BULLETIN is a 
quarterly! 
GLADYS J. REED. 
1920-
I had a nice Jong letter from Frances Shumate 
in the spring. She ·is " head of the D epart ment of 
Mathematics in the new Huntin gto n East High 
School which has th e larges t 'floor space' of any 
high school in West Vir ginia, and has one of the 
larg est and finest Trade Schools in the U.S." 
"Schmoty" has gotten to be quite a go lfer and 
has won lots of prizes. She spo ke of coming to 
Richmond around Commencement and we were 
disappointed that she didn't show up. 
Shippi e's daught er Frances Sutton and my 
younge r daughter, Clarice, graduated from West-
hampton in June. Frances is teaching in Coving-
FA CUL TY NOTES 
When summer comes the Faculty and Staff of 
Westhampton College like the birds fly East, West , 
North, and South to mountains, plains, Jakes, and 
seas. 
Dean Roberts remained in Richmond part of the 
time, comm utin g between Indiana and Virginia. 
Ma rgaret Rudd retired to the mountains of Vir-
ginia, w here she conduct ed a successfu l summ er 
camp for stu dents wis hin g to study Spanish. With 
the help of the three Spanish-speaking counsellors, 
the students were able to gain a spea kin g know l-
edge of the langua ge very rapidly. 
Mrs. Eunice Foy, with daughter Randolph, also 
spent the sum mer in the mountains but in North 
Carolina near Asheville. Another member summer -
ing in North Carolina was Mis s Freda Webb, our 
Di etician. 
The majority , however, left "t he sa lubri ous cli-
mate of the Virginia Rivi era" for Jess favored 
climes. 
~ ne Begien Campbell and her husband had a 
pleasant vacat ion at lake Winnepesaukee in New 
Hampshire , resting and painting. Paulin e Turnbull 
and Miss Keller attended a frat ern ity convention in 
Jasper Natio nal Park , Albert a, Canada, and after-
ward visited the Columbia Ice Fields, crossing in 
a sno-mobi le the first mile of the great Athaba sca 
Glacier which is the source of the Columbia River. 
Marjorie Rivenburg attend ed the A.A.U.W. re-
gio nal meeting at Myrtle Beach, S. C. and after a 
visit in northern Pennsylvania spent the remaind er 
of the summe r with her sister in H ershey, Pa. 
Fanny Crenshaw as usual was at her camp on 
Sebago Lake, Maine, where she entertained a suc-
cession of Westhampton College g uests, Mi ss 
Harris being one, and ot her friends. 
Dr. Kimbrough after a visit to New York , spent 
her time between Williamsburg, Yorktown, Vir-
gi nia Beach, and Richmond. 
Jean Wright and Marian Green drove north, 
spending some time in Vermont and New Hamp -
shire. 
Carolyn Lutz played the doting aunt to three 
smal l Canadian nephews, driving them around in 
her new car. She later returned to D ecat ur, Ill. , 
for a visit with her siste r before returning to 
Virginia. 
Margar et Ross opened her hou se in Chautauqua , 
and with her friend Miss Rebecca Gordon, spent 
the summer atte nding lectures, concerts, grand 
opera, and the many other attractions of Chau-
tauqua. 
A week after college closed, Martha Stewart 
sai led for England on the Queen Elizabeth. l and -
ing at Southampton she went on to Scotland to visit 
her family after a brief stay in London, and brought 
her visit to a close with a delightful two -week trip 
through Devon. 
Helen Stafford and Hannah Coker sailed on the 
New A msterdam, also for England. H annah at-
tended an English wedding in the chapel of Jesus 
College, 0.15forc!., after which she met H elen Staf-
ford in London and they went touring in a small 
Ford for two weeks. Helen then went to Ir eland 
ancT-scotland, finall y landing in Paris in time to 
fly back for the opening of college. Hannah flew 
from London to Paris, met her friend Mi ss Watson , 
who has spent the last twenty years in Paris, and 
together they went to Switzerland, Vienna, and 
reach ed Salzburg in time for the Mozart Festival. 
In that romantic setting Hannah spo tted at one of 
the concerts an old flame, a Captain in the army, 
now stat ion ed at Salzburg. At the beginning an 
English College wedding, at the close the sight of 
an old friend lost Jong to view, no wonder she 
report s the summer as "s imply marv elous. " 
The new Dean of Students, Josephine Tucker, 
took an exciti ng and interesting trip through the 
Rocky Mountains with Altha Cunningham. Plenty 
of hairpin curves with a sheer drop of a thousand 
feet, many thrills, and such beautiful scenery 1 
Mi ss Lough spent July and part of Augu st in 
California near Los Angele s. As the tim e ap-
proached, however, for the opening of college, 
neith er relatives nor California sunshine could keep 
her away from Virginia . She is teaching several 
classes of History at R.P.I. this winter. 
Madam Brot is teaching this year at Agnes Scott , 
and has alread y met Florenc e Smith and compared 
note s about Westhampton. Mll e. Mons eau has gone 
to Randolpl1-Macon at Lynchburg to teach French. 
Mis s Marian Hamilton is at the University of Vir-
ginia in the Department of English, preparin g to 
work for her Ph.D. 
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ton , Virginia this winter, and Clarice at Dum-
barton, about four miles from Richmond. 
Clarice was married in the summer and hadn 't 
gotten "straight" in her apartment when her hus-
band, who was in the Naval Reserve was called 
into active service, so she is back with me. 
If I've " talked " too much about my child it is 
just because the rest of you haven 't given me any 
news . Please do better 1 
love , 
SALLIE ADKINSON RYLAND. 
1922-
We now have three daughters at Westhampton . 
Margaret Hook er Slaughter's L!ne is a senior; my 
Joyce is a junior ( after an attack of chicken pox) , 
and Zola 's Sarah is a fr eshman. 
lillias was back in Portsmouth thi s summ er as 
her mother is ill. W e managed a lunch together. 
She is teaching at a Masonic H ome, loves her work. 
This summer she went to the University of Ken -
tucky. 
Stella was sick earlier in the summ er but is back 
on the job at Maury Hi gh. 
Elva's older boy begins school for the first time 
this fall. 
What has happened to I'!i.!Jl, D,2! Winfr ey, Jo 
Talley, and you dozen of others wfio never write) 
et's be in the " top ten" this year, how about it:> 
Love, J 
ELIZABETH. 
1923-
Early in September a headlin e in one of the Rich -
mond papers said , "Co llege D ean Begins Year As 
Freshman. " That dean is none other than Tuck , 
and best of all, she is back at Westhampton. 
Tuck took over her duties as Dean of Students at 
the beginning of the fall term. Now we feel that 
we have another very definite link with the College. 
Havin g Tuck and H annah both there is wonderful. 
Tuck was former Headmistress of Concord Acad-
emy. After graduating with us, she received her 
master's degree from Radcl iffe in the study of chil-
dren 's books. She has built up a collect ion that 
dates from the year 1810. You i;emember Tuc k fre-
quently said , ''I'll never teach," but in addition to 
her duties as D ean of Students she is teaching some 
English classes, too. 
Olivia was in South Boston for a few hour s this 
summ er. She came with her brother , John, to attend 
the funeral of a friend. I did not get a chance to 
talk to her, but I und erstand that she had a most 
enjoyable vacation, dividing her time between vis its 
to a brother at his cottage at Virginia Beach, and 
another in W averly , Pennsylvania. 
Speaking of vacations, I was passing through a 
small town in Virginia during vacation time, an-:l 
very unexpecte dly ran into May Thomp son Evans, 
who was also passing through. W e had lunch to-
gether, and took time out to visit an antique shop 
while our husbands wai ted pati ently for us . later 
during vacation period we were sights eeing in the 
Great Smokies and I saw Leonora Dor sey. It was 
singular that we should meet in the Indian Mus eum 
in Cherok ee village, among the hundreds of tour-
ists. Leonora has been dean at Corpus Christi for 
many years. 
We were so distr essed to hear of the death of 
Myrti e's mother. Mr s. Bidgood was in her eighties 
and had mad e her home with Myrti e for many 
years. Myrtie is Jiving in Chatham , and is teaching 
in Hargrov e Militar y Academy . We send her our 
Jove and dep est sympathy. 
Did you know that I am a grandma now )- And 
I like it. Evan H. lacy , III, was born September 
18. Evan is very proud of his newest namesak e 
and insists that he doesn 't mind being a grandpa at 
all, but isn't sure he likes being married to a 
grandma. · 
Pleas e send me new s of you and your grand-
children. 
love to you, 
CAMILLA WIMBISH LACY. 
1924-
A long awaited letter from Joanna Savage Ellett 
-iarrived too late in May for me to pass the news on 
in the summ er BULLETIN, so I'll do so now. Joanna 
had had a wonderful trip to Florida at Easter with 
her husband and daughter. Returning home to 
Pittsburgh they had stopped in Charleston, S. C., 
and visited all the beautiful gardens. At home , 
Joanna and "little Joanna" are particularly inter-
ested in "T he Children's Civic Theatre Society," 
atte nding plays and concerts and taking courses in 
creative dramatics. It seems to be a very progres-
sive group, having a budget of $ l 2,000 ! Joanna 
also sings in her church choir. 
Frances Waterfield Baldy called me early in 
the summ er to tell me she and her family were 
leaving in a few days for Germany where her 
husband, an attorney, will be located with a Gen-
era l Counselor's Office to the Hi gh Commissioner. 
They were flying from Springfield, Mass., to 
Frankfurt-am-Main. Both she and her young daugh-
ter were very excited over it all, and busy shop-
ping for what they would need for the next two 
years. I promised her some mail, so how about 
helping me out? Her address is: Mrs. Francis H. 
Baldy, H.I.C.O.G., A.P.O., 757 (New Arrivals 
Section), New York. 
All of us in Richmond are so delighted that Vir -
ginia Clore Johnson and her family are moving 
here this fall and will be located at 4217 Park 
Avenue. Virginia will be librarian at Highland 
Springs High School, her son will be a junior at 
Thomas Jefferson, and her daughter who has been 
at St. Mary's in Raleigh the past two years, will 
be a freshman at Mary Washington. Her husband, 
Walkley E. Johnson , is clerk of the United States 
Court for Eastern Virginia, in the Richmond and 
Norfolk offi.ces. They're not severing all ties with 
their native Accomac, however, as they are keep-
ing their cottage on the Bay on the Eastern Shore 
for the summer months. 
Did you know that Bernie Whitlock Bowles' 
daughter, Mary, who graduated from Westhampton 
in June, was married during the summer to Mr. 
Robert Flanagan , Jr., Sergeant, U.S. Air Force) 
Mary Peple spent a part of her vacation at the 
Cascades Inn, Hot Springs, Virginia. 
Charlotte Francis Sloan sent me a card from 
Quebec during the summer. She and her husband 
had an extensive motor trip through New England 
and eastern Canada. 
If you don 't have time to write me a letter , how 
about a government post card) It will hold a lot 
of news that we al I can enjoy. 
NORMA BROADDUS. 
1925-
Mem ories of the reunion sti ll linger and if you 
al l are like me you have enjoyed thinking of it 
a ll summer. If you did not receive a copy of Polly 
and Bil lie"s account of it (and whether you were 
there or not you will want one) just send me a 
card with your address and we will get one off 
to you immediately. Your copy may have gone 
astray or been sent to an incorrect address-or you 
may have just been over looked. 
No wonder Evelyn cou ld not find Marg aret 
Taylor's letter - I had it I She is now Mrs. Minor 
Edwin Chamblin ( 461 E. 222nd St., Cleveland 23, 
Ohio) and has a son, Minor Humphr ey, who is 
eight years old. Margaret was one of those miss-
ing in the Autobiographies, so her e are a few high-
lights of her life during the last 25 years: She 
taught English and French , doing grad uate work 
in the latt er at McGill University in Montr ea l. 
She was housemother in a dormitory of Fairmount 
College in Washington and work ed for several 
years in the book department at Woodward and 
Lothrop's there . One of her outside interests , or 
hobby, has_ been in the field of art. She spent eight 
weeks taking lessons in oi l painting at Provinc e-
town , Massachusetts, and studied drawing at the 
Corcoran Art Gallery in Washington. 
A letter from Mary Mason Hamrick says that 
they had "a wonderfu l trip to California , covering 
6,500 miles in the month and getting a fair but all 
too cursory impression of the Southwest and West ." 
They took in practically all of the National Parks 
and San Francisco and Los Angeles. She was sorry 
to miss the reunion but has thoroughly enjoyed 
hearing about it and she thinks that Time has been 
very imparti al and gent le with 25'ers (judging 
from the picture). 
Here is Buck's masterpiece, which Evelyn men-
tioned in the last issue of the ALUMNI BULLETIN: 
The Composite "Gi rl " of the Class of 1925 
( From informati on received on 3 2 of us) 
I am 23 parts married and 9 parts single. 
I have 17 girl offspring-ages 5 to 20, 3 of whom 
are in college. 
I have 13 boy offspring -a ges 6 to 21, 2 of whom 
are in college. 
have four cats ( according to the record). 
I have lived in 22 states in the United States, and 
in England, Venezuela, France , Italy, Mexico, 
and Australia. 
Since 1925: 
I have been to 31 Colleges and Universities in 
10 States and in France. 
I have 11 Masters degrees and am just this side 
of 2 Ph .D's. 
I have taught History, Math, Eng lish, Dramatics , 
French, Chemistry, Biology, Physics, General 
Science, Physical Ed and Social Work -a nd 
Charm. 
have taught in Elementary Schools, High 
Schools, Colleges and University Graduate 
Schools. 
I have also been employed as follows: 
Newspaper work 
Health Counsellor 
Fashion writer 
Bank clerk 
Research work 
Statistician 
Draftsman 
Office manager 
Census enumerat or 
Y.W.C.A. work 
Laboratory technician 
in WAC's 
Pharmacy work 
Librarian 
Printing business 
Social worker 
I have also been busy with the Amateur Theater , 
Country Club, Bridge Clubs, Women's Clubs 
and Associations, Alumni Associations, the 
PTA, Church Work , a Birth Control Clinic, as 
Board Member, as Member of a City Council , 
as Member of Professional Associations. 
have traveled abroad in many countries. 
P.S.-I have 5 granclchilclren by marriage. 
I hope some of you may be able to get back to 
Westhampton for Hom ecoming and am looking 
forward to seeing you there. If you have never 
ALUMNAE WORKERS' 
CONFERENCE 
A bright October Saturday saw the fifth annual 
Alumnae Workers' Conference held at Westhamp -
ton College . 
More than fifty alumnae board members, class 
secretaries, and local club presidents came back on 
October 14 for a full day of work and play on th e 
campus. 
They were greeted by Dean Roberts, who re-
ported on student enrollment, new faculty members , 
curriculum changes and other academic aspects of 
the college. The new Dean of Students, Mis s 
Josephine Tucker , '23, was introduced and spoke 
briefly . Two student leaders, Eleanor Wright and 
Paula Abernathy , presented the students' viewpoint. 
Following these talks an interesting demonstration 
of corrective physical education was given in the 
Corrective Room. 
Group conferences, at which each of the three 
groups of workers made plans for the year, occu-
pied the rest of the morning. 
After lunch in the Court Dining Room , Dr. 
Carver presented the University testing and place-
ment program with visua l aids and explanation. 
A tour of the puppet rooms, with a performanc e 
given by Mrs. 0. Donnol, new teacher of puppetry 
at Westhampton , delighted the group. 
The final event of the day was a tea in Keller 
Hall to which all of the University faculty mem-
bers were invited. Violin and cello music were 
furnished by Westhampton students. 
been back at that time, you have been missing a 
lot , so try to come. 
1926-
MrCKEY MCVEIGH RATCLIFFE 
(Mrs. Davis T. Ratcliffe) 
715 N. Charles Street 
Baltimore 1, Maryland. 
Her e it is fall again and hard to realize where 
the summer has gone. Betty Ballard Willett has 
come back from the beach and her annual bout 
with Tommy's hay fever. While clown there , she 
ran into Mary Payne Smith and they had a nice 
If it is made by FOSTER STUDIO there will be 
"Nothing Missing But the Voice'' 
~ Virginia's leading photographer for 56 years 
~~~~~~~~);;:)~QA~~!,! 
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M~RY ELLEN STEPHENSQN, '36, 
APPQINTED DEAN OF WOMEN 
AT MARY WASHINGTON 
COLLEGE 
. Dr. Morgan L. Combs, president of Mary Wash-
mgton College of the University of Virginia, has 
announced the appointment of Miss Mary Ellen 
Stephenson, '36, as Dean of Women. 
Miss Stephenson is a candidate for the Ph.D . 
degree at the un·v~rsjt of Chicago and was host-
ess in two large dorm1tori'es while studying there . 
She won her M.A. at Middlebury College. 
Since 1948 she has been an assistant professor of 
Spanish at Mary Washington College and for the 
past year the director of the Spanish House whose 
resident members are pledged to speak only Spanish 
among themselves while in the dormitory and on its 
grounds. 
visit. Bye also saw Emma Huntley Turnbull when 
she was at the ·beach this summer. Emma says 
both her girls are now in college. 
I guess those of you who subscribe to the Rich-
mond papers saw the spread with pictures of 
Mary Woodward's very photogenic daughter, who 
matnculated at Westhampton this fall. 
Marion Marsh and her husband took son Fred-
die on a historical tour of Williamsburg this sum-
mer and ran into Ruby Sale and her husband. 
Marion says he is a mighty good-looking man and 
Ruby looked fine. Mary Virginia Daughtrey in-
vited Marion and her family up this summer but 
they were unable to go due to a severe and pro-
longed sinus infection which Freddie developed 
about that time. Mary Virginia said in her letter 
!O Marion that she has resigned her teaching job 
m order to spend more time with her father who 
is not well. ' 
Inez Cutchin sends us news that she is well and 
lazy and enjoying her life as a housewife. She 
and her husband have taken several nice trips late-
ly. She definitely plans to come to our 25th re-
union. We have also had word indirectly that Gene 
Edmondson is coming back to "reunite " next 
spring. 
As for myself, I have been busy with the polio 
situation and never did get my vacation, but I hope 
to take it Christmas. 
Please write Betty and let her have news of 
John G.Kolbe, Inc. 
311 EAST MAIN STREET 
RICHMOND, VA. 
Phone 2-831' 
Equipment 
FOR THE PREPARATION 
AND SERVING OF FOOD 
CHINA * GLASS and 
SILVERWARE * 
For Thorough Planning of 
Your Kitchen, for More 
Efficient and Modem Op-
eration ... Call in Kolbe'• 
you before our next Bulletin goes to press. You 
may not think you are important but the rest of 
'2 6 thinks you are . 
As ever , 
LOUISE FRY GALVIN. 
1929-
_Hello, Everybody ! Did you have a grand time 
this summer' I hope all of you had time to do 
everything that made you happiest and will make 
you remember this summer as the best one yet! 
I have heard from quite a few of you and every-
one seems to be having an interesting time . 
Tom Rudd has had a "busman's holiday " and 
loved it! She has been conducting a Spanish lan-
guage Camp at Stuarts Draft near the Skyline Drive 
for Spanish teachers, teachers-to-be, and under-
graduates. They all had to pledge to speak Spanish 
only, and during the four-week period they lived 
and studied together and enjoyed the~selves tre-
mendously. Tom had two Mexicans and one Puerto 
Rican as assistants . The Mexican was accompanied 
by her son who is a student at the Medical College 
m Mexico , and the Puerto Rican who is Professor 
of Spanish at Florida State U~iversity was ac-
companied by her 16-year-old niece---so 'Tom says 
she had all ages and sizes! The course ended with 
a fiesta, a play, and dancing. She has had the idea 
for such a camp in the back of her head for several 
years and after the success of this first ye;ir, she 
hopes to make it a permanent thing. Good luck, 
Tom! 
Jimmy spent the summer in Florida with her 
two daughters and while there flew to Nassau 
which was great fun. 
Trudy, her husband and son, were in Richmond 
for several weeks this summer and she certainly 
does look fine. 
Thelma Stephenson Connor is back after three 
years in Tokyo and was in Richmond for a few 
weeks before going to Texas where her husband 
is stationed . Her address is: Mrs. E. M. Connor, 
512 Dickman Road, Fort Sam Houston San An-
tonio, Texas. ' 
Frances Bristow Young is quite busy these days 
because in addition to her 19-months-old son sh~ 
has another job--she is Elementary School li-
brarian in Richmond and divides her time between 
Robert E. lee and Bellevue Schools. She thorough-
ly enJoys the work and finds the children very in-
terested in and cooperative about the books. 
Mary Richardson Butterworth recently had a 
tea at her home for all the Richmond girls enter-
ing Westhampton. Other guests were alumnae 
Miss Josephine Tucker, new Dean of Students' 
Miss Keller, Miss Turnbull , and Dr. Lough. ' 
Mary, incidentally , is really doing quite a job 
for the college because in addition to being treas-
urer for the local Alumnae club , she is also Mem-
ber-at-Large of the Advisory Board. 
I had a wonderful lett er from Billye Williams 
Thomas which was just bubbling over with happi-
ness. They have a summer cottage at Silver Lake 
( doesn·t that sound lovely?) , N. H., which is a 
regular mountain climbing and ski district. To 
quote Billye "Our picture window is seven feet 
high and 12 feet long-a dream and it looks out 
on Silver Lake-trees-Mt . Chorowa and blue 
skies and vivid sunset and lovely silvery rain ! No 
matter which it is it is beautiful and we love it." 
Then she very modestly admits that "honestly it's 
the prettiest cottage on the Lake." Thanks for that 
letter, Billye , and do write again soon. 
Now how about all the rest of the crowd-
Edmonia in Washington, Mahala and Frances in 
Tennessee, Helen in Florida, Kathryn in Michi-
gan, Anne in Ohio , Bernice in Texas, etc - wher-
ever you are , do let me hear what you are doing 
and if you're not doing anything right now, then 
let me know what you are planning to do- we 
will love reading about it in the Bulletin. 
Best wishes always , 
VIOLET. 
1930-
Following up a suggestion that was made dur-
ing our Reunion in June, a '30 Round-Robin Letter 
starts its journey this fall. We'll all be anxious for 
news, so let's keep the letter rolling. 
Too late for the last BULLETIN came news of 
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Sara Cohn Ettenheim. Sara's children are grow-
mg up. George is now fifteen and Elizabeth, four-
teen. Sara has been active in civic affairs during 
the last few years. She has been president of the 
Federation of Jewish Women's Organization of 
Milwaukee, member of the Board of Child Care 
Centers, and instructor during the war in Navi-
gation and Meteorology for the Air Force. Sara 
had just been to Richmond for her sister's wed-
ding, and could not be with us at our reunion 
in June. 
Sincerely, 
ALICE RICHARDSON CONNELL. 
1931-
A letter from Lauretta Taylor Sullivan arrived 
during the summer. She and her family have · 
moved from Garden City, N. Y., and are now 
living in Bedford, Pa., where Gene, her husband, 
has the Dodge-Plymouth agency. She writes that 
she is making plans already to pick up Phil John-
son Pope in Charlottesville in June and drive on 
to our 20th reunion. Do hope that the rest of 
you will begin to get ready now to be present for 
this grand occasion. Carolina Beattie and Page 
Cauthorne Spellman will be the committee heads 
to make. plans . for our reunion. Am sure that they 
would like to have any of your suggestions for 
this reunion. 
It's time for the Alumnae Fund drive to start 
and the class of ·31 had 18 contributors last year. 
Our best so far! let's make it 100 per cent for 
1951-a reunion gift to Alma Mater " for the 
friendships thou hast wrought." 
MARGARET LEAKE. 
1933-
I had nice letters from Marjorie Canada O'Rior-
dan and Ella Freeman Anderson early in the sum-
mer. Marjorie is still living in Decatur, Ga., and 
Ella is now living in Williamsburg, Va . 
When I was in Charlottesville in August, I 
went by to see Mary Ruffin Jones Mason and her 
family. Since then they have moved to Atlanta, 
Ga. Mary Ruffin's husband will be connected with 
Emory University. 
PHOEBE DREWRY THIERMANN. 
1935-
Rhea Talley's article on cats, which was original-
ly printed in the New York Times Maga zine and 
later reprinted the lJ:1/ oman' s Magazine , is to be 
included in a Minnesota college textbook on think-
ing and writing. Rhea doesn 't know which subject 
her article is to illustrate. 
Dorothy Na lle Gerzeny, who lives in Parma 
Heights, Ohio , is interested in joining a West-
hampton alumnae club in the Cleveland area if one 
has been organized there. ' 
Gladys Smith Tatum had a wonderful vacation 
to the West , visiting Colorado Springs, Santa Fe, 
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle and 
Glacier National Park. ' 
1936-
w e are all very proud of Mary Ellen Stevenson 
who is now Dean at Mary Washington College 
Fredericksburg. Best wishes to you, Mary Elle~ 
from all of · 36. 
Mrs. Leroy C. Webb (Mary Virginia White) 
and husband and two children, Lucy and Charles, 
have moved to 12 Hawthorne lane, Greenville 
South Carolina . ' 
Mrs. French M. Clevinger (Bobby Brock) has 
a new daughter , Nancy Cooke Clevinger born 
June 2, 1950. 
Mrs. William Tall Jones (Ruth Parker) also 
has a daughter , Margaret Darden born in May , 
1950. 
Mrs. Robert E. Giles (Alice Ryland) joined the 
procession and has a daughter , Martha Jane Giles 
born May 13, 1950. 
Mrs. Robert Fox (Kitty Ellis) and family are 
enjoying living on a 250-acre farm in King Wil-
liam County. 
Mrs. Paul Conley ( Betty Kelley) and family 
moved into a new bungalow last April. 
Mrs. Paul Alexander (Lucy · Blackwell), hus-
band and daughter visited Mrs. Robert Harvey 
( Florence Marston) over labor Day week end. 
Margaret Bowers and Libba Conwell were there 
and had a nice visit. 
A nice letter has come in from Mickey Myrick 
·who spent her leave in Honolulu and was stationed 
in Arlington. She is a Lieutenant in -the regular 
Navy. 
Helen Falls wrote of her interesting work at 
the Baptist Bible Institute in New Orleans. 
Mrs. Richard D. Schafer (Alice Turner) keeps 
very busy teaching at Swarthmore, and looking 
after her husband who -teaches at the University 
of Pennsylvania , and their 3-year-old son . 
1937-
Stepping into Margaret Dudley Griffith's shoes 
as secretary for our class is a very difficult assign-
ment -s he did such an excellent job----but with 
your help maybe we can keep up with the where s, 
whys, and whats of the 3 7ers . 
The Griffiths moved in -the early spring to Matt 's 
home town-Waynesboro - wher e he is affiliated 
with the Chamber of Commerce. Their most ex-
citing news, however, was the birth of Robert 
Sumter Griffith, II (9 lbs.) on March 24th. 
More exciting baby news-Arnold and Rhoda 
Cornish Sparrow welcomed their second son, Alan 
Craig, into the family circle on May 5th. 
Louise Patrick Quast has not recovered com-
pletely from her operation last winter but is pro-
gressing as well as can ,be expected . Her new ad-
dress is 1241 Valley Avenue, S.E., Washington 
20, D . C. 
Virginia Lee Priddy at first reported she had 
no news whatsoever and in the course of the con-
versation, I found she had just returned from a 
long week end in New York and is hoping to go 
to Houston, Texas soon on another long week end. 
Virginia Lee is now doing promotion and circula-
tion work for the magazine, The Commission, pub-
lished by the Baptist Mission Board and is very 
enthusiastic about her position. 
Peggy Louthan Shepperd with her two daughters 
was in Richmond in early September for her first 
visit of any length since she and Dick moved to 
Hilton Village. They are firmly entrenched in the 
-community-Dick belonging to the Kiwanis and 
Peggy to the Junior Woman's Club and the Penin-
sular Alumnae Association. For you who haven't 
seen Peggy recently, she had a most becoming new 
short hair-do with bangs. 
That rounds up the news that I've been able to 
gather except that Jean Hudson Miller and I after 
many trials, have learned to drive a car. To you 
who have been driving for years that might not 
seem such an accomplishment, but we who had 
-our doubts are mighty proud of ourselves. 
For the Winter BULLETIN I hope we will have 
many news items. Your news doesn't have to be 
spectacular. 
1938-
Liz ANGLE 
521 N. Belmont Avenue 
Richmond 21, Va. 
Julia Gunter Davidson was in Richmond re-
cently for a few days and brought me up to date 
on her family. She and Jim have bought a new 
house in Durham, N. C. ( 2200 Sprunt St.) which 
boasts of three bedrooms and space for a recreation 
room in the basement-quite an asset when you 
have two little boys. Jimmy will be five in October , 
and Gene will be four in January. Jim has finished 
h is residency and is starting in private practice. 
We're glad to hear from you, Julia. Best of luck 1 
I received a nice letter from Edith Crostic Grigg 
the last of April. She and her family are well 
established in Circleville, Ohio where her husband 
is working for the General Electric Company . In 
fact he"s manager of a new fluorescent factory 
there and the youngest manager in the lamp de-
partment of the company. Edith has reason to 
be proud! They have three sons- John Edward, 
Georgie, and Roger. Edith writes, "As you can 
imagine, our house is a lively place and in spite 
of the work we feel we are richly blessed." 
There are several new arrivals making their debut 
in this issue . Virginia Ogburn Butrin (Mrs. 
Charles) and her husband are the proud parents 
of a baby daughter, Beverly Gray, born May 19. 
She and Charles are now Jiving at 1610 Blanding 
Street, Apt. C, No. 1, Columbia, S. C. 
Charles Carlyle Cosby, Jr. , put in his appearance 
on August 11. He is the pride and joy of his 
parents Jo Ma llory Cosby and Charles who at this 
point are wondering, I'm sure, just what they used 
to do in all -their spare time. 
Gene Austin Hall and "T" now have a second 
son, William Austin, born last December 28. The 
Halls are living at 7315 Midfield Street, Apt. C, 
Suburban Park, Norfolk, while "T" is interning 
at De Paul Hospital there. 
PEGGY LOCKWOOD NOLTING. 
1939-
Even after having no news at all last time, we 
still have very little news now. w ·e certainly do 
wish that you girls would write more often so we 
would have something to report. 
Those of us in Richmond were mighty glad to 
have Elizabeth Ashbrooke Jackson and her family 
move back to Richmond. Huxter has entered pri-
vate practice here. He recently had to go to New 
York on business and Libby went along, too. After 
the business was over they had a wonderful tim e. 
Their address in Richmond is 2716 Hillcrest Road . 
We are glad to hear that Dot Alston Adams is 
feeling a bit better these days. Hope it continues, 
Dot' 
In a recent newspaper clipping we saw that 
Ruth Houser was here one week end for a wed-
ding. How about Jetting us hear from ·you some-
time, Ruth? 
Virginia Britt Austin has moved into her new 
home on Purcell Road , Glen Allen . She says she 
never thought she would move to the country, but 
she and Frank and the two children like it very 
much. 
Does anyone know if Rosalie Oakes went abroad 
this summer? We heard she planned to go. 
We would like to have Schuman's address in 
Mississippi. 
Ellen Warner is also back in Newport News. 
Drop us a line, Ellen! 
Evelyn Hazard Angus and her family have 
bought a new farm, 200 acres, out Route 33, about 
sixteen miles from Richmond. At present they are 
still at the old farm but hope to _ move soon. They 
ought to have plenty of manpower in a few years 
with those three boys of theirs. 
Do you remember Kitty Forbes who was in our 
class for a while? We saw her the other day . She 
has been in Alaska but is now back here at Bilt-
more with her husband and two children. 
Anne Eppes Regester and her husband hope to 
be in their new home in Bryan Parkway before 
Jong, at least before the end of the year. 
That's about all for now. Please, please write 
more often. 
YOUR FOUR SECRETARIES. 
1940-
The one thing wrong with our tenth reunion 
was the fact that everybody could not be there , 
but there were 36 who made it to one function 
or the other, so I think we can well be proud of 
ourselves. We got off to a good start with the 
buffet supper at Millie Donohue's, where we ate 
out of doors and attempted to catch up with the 
news of the past ten years . We then adjourned in-
University of Richmond 
School of Law 
School of Business 
Westhampton College 
Class Rings 
Fraternity Jewelry 
doors to have a group picture taken, and posed 
and reposed, only to discover that the indoor 
mechanism on the camera was broken , and that 
our posing for that night was all in vain. Dell read 
us the - class prophecy which I am sure many of 
you will remember parts of, at least. Any resem-
blance betwee n its prophecies and present-day real-
ity is purely coincidental! Th e scrapbook then 
made its appearance, and with much neck-craning 
and back-breaking we all managed to get a glimpse 
of it anyway. Incid entally, the scrapbook is now 
on its way to those out-of-town peopl e who have 
written me that they wanted -to see it. If anyone 
else would like to be on the mailing list, please 
drop me a line and th en wait patiently, and one 
of these days I am sure it will get around to you. 
We are asking that each person pay the postag e 
for mailing it by registered mail to the next per -
son, as that seems to be the only convenient way 
of doing it. 
The second day of the reunion started with the 
regular Alumnae business meeting and lunch eon 
at school. Th e highlight of the latter for the Class 
of '40 was the arrival of Margaret Brinson, who 
flew from Florida to Norfolk and then drov e from 
Norfolk to school to be with us. 
Later in the afternoon we got -together at Dell 's, 
with Dell and Mary Grubbs as hostesses. There 
we finally had our pictures taken out of doors . 
We could not manage to get everybody there at th e 
same time for one picture, so there are several 
different group pictures . They are included in the 
scrapbook in regular snapshot size, and are being 
sold in a slightly enlarged size for twenty cents 
each. Our big week end closed with the banquet 
meeting held with the alumni of Richmond Col-
lege. 
We all thought the reunion highly successful 
and I am most grateful to all of you who helped 
with it, and to you who sent in material for the 
scrapbook. The most important conclusion reached 
was that we didn't look older, and that , if any-
thing , those 1 O years had improved us' 
I don 't have sufficient space to list the names 
of all those who attended, but I would like to 
tell you who came from out of town: Libby John-
son Alvis, Charlotte Dickinson Moore, Betty Wil-
letts Ogg , Lois West Lamprecht , Betty Pemberton 
Redding, Eileen Lloyd Mader, Caroline Doyle 
Saunders, Myra Gregory Crump, Margaret Brin-
son, Jane Aler Van Leeuwen, Dimple Latham 
Gravatt, Byrd Boisseau Perkinson. We were dis-
appointed not to see Mildred James Talton, Hil-
dah Batten Robertson, and Vista Robinson Getier, 
who had hoped to come, but at the last minute 
were not able to do so. 
I am sure that many of you know that Margaret 
Brinson was married in Norfolk on August 26 to 
Oliver Albert Reed, Jr. , Captain, United States 
Air Force. (Those of us who attended the tea at 
Dell's had the pleasure of meeting him.) They 
are now living at the Air Tactical School, Air 
University, Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida. 
And soon we'll have another bride in our midst . 
Doris Hargrove's engagement has just been an-
nounced to Vernon Edward Kibler. 
WALTER B. ANDERSON 
IL. G. Bo/four Co., Products I 
4111 Kensington Ave. Dial 4-3542 Richmond, Virginia 
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The reason Lucy Sisson Higgins was not at the 
reunion was the arriva l of Robert Keeling Hig-
gins, who was born June 10. Robert is Lucy and 
Wesl ey's third child and second son . 
We exte nd to Annabel Lumpkin Hessel our sin-
cere sympathy in the recent loss of her father. 
Space is getting short, so I will try to condense 
the rest of the news. I hear that Dot Roberts had 
a wonderful trip to Alaska this summer; that Lucy 
Baird has moved to 809 W. Franklin Street; that 
Bobby Winfrey Cannon has just recovered from 
virus pneumonia; that Jane Frances Reid and Elsie 
Dickinson have been appointed members of the 
Junior Board of the Retreat for the Sick; that 
Thais Silverman received an award during the 
summer as most outstanding Jewish young per-
son in the community ( perhaps you saw her pic-
ture in the paper), that Dell and Tony Smith and 
their children had a wonderful vacation this sum-
mer up in the ski country, at North Conway, New 
Hampshire; that Vista Getier has decided to give 
up her job and devote her time and talents to 
being domestic. 
I almost forgot to tell you that our class ranked 
sixt h last year in contributions to the Alumnae 
Fund, with 32 contributors giving $176.50_ Let"s 
do as well this year. 
1941-
KITTY LYLE 
2920 Noble Avenue 
Phone 5-6187 
Richmond, Va_ 
Can you realize -that June 1951 is on ly month s 
away and that soon we'll be sharing our 10-year 
reunion at Westhampton I Last June, a few of us 
met informally at Miss Rivenburg 's apartment to 
discuss some wonderful ideas for making our re-
turn to the campus a memorable experience . We'll 
pass on those ideas to you very soon, and I hope 
all of you-scattered far and wide-will make 
plans to return to Richmond in June. 
We've added on ly one baby, so far as I can 
learn via grapevine-and he is Richard O'Flaherty 
Stone, born on September 10 and weighing six 
pounds , nine ounces. Mayme and Pat are building 
an attractive new brick home next door to Mayme ' s 
family and until it. is completed they are living 
at 3603 Moss Side Avenue. Congratulations to the 
Stones , with a new baby and a new home in 1950. 
Margaret Forrer Wren was visiti ng Mayme one 
Sunday while we were there, and it was nice to 
see Margaret and her three happy children. Woody 
Believe in signs? 
THIS IS THE SIGN of America's premium 
toble miJk ... the milk that gives you 
MORE of the food values you need 
MOST .. . such a lot more for such a 
little morel Were proud to hold the 
oldest continuous Golden Guernsey dealer 
permit in the country! 
VIRGINIA DAIRY CO. 
"Home of Better Milk" 
DIAL 5-2838 
is busy with his studies at the Medical College of 
Virginia and the Wrens are living at the Diesel 
School with Earl Fox and Reba Booker Fox as 
neighbors. 
The Kenneth Basses have moved to 43 Old Mill 
Road and Kenny is now at Westhampton School. 
Naomi Policoff's Susan and Kenny are in the same 
grade. The Policoffs also have a new address -
4406 Cary Street Road. Leonard keeps busy with 
his medical practice ( internal medicine), and 
Naomi has Susan and Stephan plus outside in-
terests. She is Publicity Chairman for the West-
hampton P.T.A. and has the same office with the 
National Council of Jewish Women. 
Through Naomi I learned news of the Millers 
and DeVoses. Eleanor Kindell MilJer has a daugh -
ter Barbara Lynn (2½ years) and she "hopes to 
make reunion if dates coincide with our vacation 
and we can make -trip South to Richmond, too 
many ifs but I'm hoping. " We'll all be hoping , 
too, Eleanor, for the West Indie s seem a long 
way from us. Eleanor·s address is: P. 0. Box 240, 
Lago Colony Aruba , Curacao, Netherlands West 
Indies. 
Martha Beam DeVos and her family have had 
a busy summer in Ithaca with lot s of visitors. 
The Curtices (Margaret and Jack) are now in 
Salt Lake City where Jack is Athletic Director at 
the University of Uta h. 
The Courtneys (Ann and Bob) have moved 
from Christiansburg to Hampton. 
Henri etta and Al Ellwanger and Tommy are 
temporarily at Laburnum Manor but will soon be 
in their own home in Lakeside. They have bought 
a three-bedroom house in Oakmont just off Old 
H erm itag e Road. Henrietta's family are back in 
their home on Towano Road after fifteen months 
in Switzerland and Africa. 
Jeanne Wilkins Watson and Jan came to see us 
one summ er afternoon and while Jan and Connie 
played dolls, we talked. Paul is assistant principal 
at Glen Allen this year. The Clarks (Jane Trev-
vett Clark) are living in Martinsburg. Bobby is 
almost two now and Jane plans to be in Rich -
mond for Thanksgiving. Won't you phone me 
when you get to town, Jane? 
A nice card from Louise Morrissey who writes 
from Endicott, New York. "IBM has sent me up 
here to schoo l for a couple of months and, oh, it's 
been loads of fun. I joined IBM Systems Service 
Departm ent last February. It's fascinating work." 
The Weavers are still beautifyin g their lovely 
home in Midlothian. Betsy and Albert like antiques 
and I hear they have added some lovely pieces of 
furniture. 
Virginia Lee Glover and Leroy called on Jeanne 
and Paul Watson recently. The Glovers live in 
G loucester. 
Kira Nicholsky Curwen and Geoffry have moved 
to Ashland where Goeffry is practicing with Dr. 
Vaughan. They are living at Ashland Manor. Diana 
will be four in February and Betsy was a year in 
September. 
Marion Yancy had returned from Europe and I 
hope by the next BULLETIN I'll have some real 
news for all of us. You'll write me, won't you, 
Marion? 
Kitty Crawford Lindsay was in Richmond this 
summer , as were T eeny Evans Hardin and Caro lyn 
Gary Hugo. How ever, Teeny and Carolyn made 
their homes in Williamsburg while husbands 
Bristow and Larry took roles in Common G/o,-y 
- Bristow as Lor9 Dunmore , Larry as Jefferson. 
Helen Hill took some specialized courses at the 
University of California this summer. 
A nice letter was just received from Betty Riley 
(Mrs. Robert Johnson) whom many of you will 
remember. She writes that she wants to be at the 
reunion and would like to help . Those are fine 
words, Betty. We'll surely call on you. Quoting 
from her letter: "'I lived near Chicago for several 
years but have been back in God"s Country for 
two years now. I have one little 'Ya nkee' boy four 
years old, and one Rebel boy one year old." 
Dot Harshbarger and I did some chatting this 
summer. We were both shopping and stopped 
long enough to gossip a bit. Dot looks fine and 
keeps a busy schedule . 
Now is the time for you girls who haven 't writ-
ten to do so. We need your new address, the 
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number of children you have, etc. Won't you write? 
As for the Whittets , we took two short vacations, 
one with children, one without. Our brief trip 
North was a summer "hi- li te," especia lly the eve-
ning in New York celebrating our eighth wedding 
anniversary . Three children are a handful but we 
have lots of fun and keep busy. 
Let's hear from some "strangers" we used to 
know. 
Always, 
ANTOINETTE WHITTET. 
1942-
I am pinch-hitting for Annie Loie this time while 
she is in Detroit with Lot house bunting. H e has 
accepted a position with the stee l division of Ford 
Motor Company, and they are moving to Detroit 
to live. We hate to see them go, but are glad for 
the Seacats that Lot won't have to travel around 
the country in this new position. 
We also will be losing Harriett How e from our 
midst as she i~ being married in November and 
moving to Ohio-our very best wishes 1 • 
Ada Moss Harlow was elected president of the 
Junior High School Teachers Association this sum-
mer and went as a delegate to •the convention in 
St. Louis-had a wonderful trip. W e don't be-
lieve it has been mentioned before that Ethel 
Levine Bass has a new baby . 
Jean Grant writes from Atlanta that she received 
her M.A . degree in Parasito logy from Emory Uni-
versity in June. She is working for the U. S. Pub-
lic Health Service in Atlanta , and travels a great 
dea l. Her son Richard is getting to be quite a 
man now --4½ years old and has an amazing 
vocabulary. 
Jane Blake Longest is no longer teaching in 
Richmond. Her new address is Gloucester Court 
House, Va. She is confining her work to the hou se 
which is locat ed on the Ware River-particularly 
nice in the summer. 
Esther Wendling Mueller and Bernard Cline, 
U of R '42, were married in Buffalo, New York, 
Wendy's home , on June 10. Their new address is 
322-6 Martha Custis Drive, Parkfairfax, Alexan-
dria, Va. 
Frances Williams Garnett, ex-'42, 1505 Roanoke 
Avenue , Newport News, Va., bas two boys, about 
ages 6 and 21/z, who keep her quit e busy. Henry 
is practicing law in Newport News. 
Ruth Farley Linthicum (Donald E.), ex-' 42, 
1817 N. Rhodes Street, Arlington , Va., was mar-
ried in November, 1948. She is working in a law 
office as well as keeping an apartment going. 
Martha Beverly Myers, ex-'42, 214 South Pur-
due Avenue, Oak Ridge, Tenn ., has two girls, aged 
9 years and 10 months, respectively. Her husband 
is a scientist-they like livin g in Oak Ridge as 
it is a community of educated young coup les with 
ambition and abi lity. Martha herself is making 
plans to complete her degree at the University of 
Tennessee, which is close by. 
Dorothy Dill Robben and her husband took three 
weeks off this summer and toured Grand Canyon 
and Yellowstone-wonderful trip . 
Virginia Parker Dozier and her two boys spent 
the summer with her mother in Emporia while 
Hoyt was in Pensacola. By now they have returned 
to Houston unless he has received other orders. 
Allene Jones Pateson and her family are still 
in Arlington, and had a lovely vacation up in 
Monterey. She mentioned having heard from Anne 
Frank and " Piggy " Wilson. 
Betty Ann and George Shackelford are the proud 
parents of a baby girl, Mary Lisa, born in June. 
They are mighty pleased with her, and she really 
keeps them stepping. Jean Hood Redford and 
Chan have been transferred to Ft. Devens , Mass. , 
from Ft. Bliss, Texas. 
Doug and I have an apartment at 33 Malvern , 
Apt. 5. We moved in July , and like it fine. Please 
send ma-terial for our class scrapbook or we'll have 
a "blank " at reunion time! 
Sincerely, 
MAY THAYER HOLT. 
1943-
With this letter I am winding up my term as 
class secretary . I want to say I only wish I could 
have done a better job for you. Try as I did, I 
-couldn't find enough time to really keep up with 
all of you as it shou ld have been done, but I want 
to say bow grand you've all been about passing 
news on to me and sending in so many contribu-
tions. 
I bear from Pepper that Barbara Lewis Talbott 
and family are building a new borne in Annapolis. 
I know Barbara is busy these days 1 
Bobby and Jonie Johnston Black have gone back 
in the Army and Bobby has been stationed at Fort 
Knox. 
Bob and Frances Beazley Bell have been trans-
ferred to Englewood, New Jersey . 
Dolly and Dave Garwood-Congratulations from 
all of us on your little daughter, Virginia Ann! 
That was certainly grand news. Little Virginia 
Ann was born September 4, 1950 and weighed in 
at 7 lbs. 13 ounces. 
I bad a grand Jetter from Marjorie Clements 
Kidd. They have moved into a new apartment that 
bas a large front and back porch and a big yard. 
Bob even put in a vegetable garden' Marjorie 
wrote they had a wonderful vacation this past May 
-a three weeks' round-trip cruise to Hong Kong . 
They stopped at Banka Island on the way back. 
They were in Hong Kong six days and lived on 
the boat while in port. , Marjorie says she spent 
most of her time shopping-bringing back two 
Chinese teak carved chests, a rosewood nest of 
tables, a Chinese pipe tab le, some Swatow table 
linens, ivory and wood carvings, vases, etc. 
The name of the town they live in bas been 
changed from Buitenzorg (Dutch) to Bogor 
(Malay) since the government bas recently changed 
hands. She writes that they have one more year 
there before Bob's term expires. On their return 
trip home they will go by boat (freighter, Mar-
jorie hopes) and plan to stop in India , Egypt , 
Italy, France and England if they can 1 
Marjorie sent some pictures which I've put in 
our scrapbook I They are grand-Guess what! She 
sent a picture of her orchid house - Imagine grow-
ing your own orchids I Another picture shows, as 
Marjorie put it, "three of the servants"' 1 How 
many do you have I When you get back , Marjorie, 
I plan to corner you and hear all about it first 
hand! I know you'll have wonder stories to tell. 
Ilse Schott writes some wonderful news, that 
she is out of the hospita l, as a patient, and work-
ing there now as a secretary in the office. She says 
it is not like the same place when you can come 
and go as you please. Ilse says she never appreciated 
those little things before. 
Ilse writes that Mrs. Booker started an alumnae 
club in Boston recently and that she hopes to at-
tend some of their meetings, though she can't take 
an active part yet. 
Thanks so much for writing me, you all; and I 
just hope that you'll keep on writing me, even 
though I won't be class secretary any more 1 
It's been a wonderful experience keeping up 
with all of you and I want to thank you for all 
you have done. If all goes well, you'll be hearing 
from Mickey Allman Cage from now on. 
My very best to each of you, 
COZY. 
1944-
It's always so delightful to write the Jetter to 
you after the summer, for so much happens in the 
"g ood old summertime." There's always plenty to 
write. Again let me thank the group leaders for 
all you do. Maybe you don't realize how much it 
means to have you help me contact the class mem-
bers; but take my word for it-I couldn't begin 
to do it alone. 
A word of encouragement boosted me consider-
ably, recent ly. "I wish everyone in all the classes 
would write regularly. I enjoy every litt le bit of 
news that I read in the BULLETIN, and I am posi-
tive I am not alone in this feeling. " Thanks, Bar-
bara Clayton I Your newsy letter was wonderful' 
Barbara and Dave are terrifically excited about 
building their home-and terribly impatient to 
move in. They had hoped to move in October 1, 
but now the date bas been pushed back until 
around Christmas. However, they are putting the 
time to good use. Dave is refinishing some an-
tiques. "He has done a professional job on them, 
and I'm very proud of him and his work, " writes 
Barbara, who has been just as busy with sewing. 
It took me days last summer to make the cover for 
a dressing table, so I can fully appreciate the tre -
mendous job she is undertaking - to make draperies 
for the first floor of the new home. 
But that isn't all. These two are advisers to 
the young people 's group at their church. Cook-
ing for thirty-five teen-agers, meeting with them 
at the church , and having them in their home -
well, I have some idea of what that constitute s. 
Barbara was also a counselor at their annual con-
ference on the Susquehanna, and "I had just as 
good a time as they did." 
That sounds like me, for I felt the same way 
about my work as a counselor at Camp Alkulana 
this summer. It was a real mountaintop experience, 
and those three weeks are memorab le ones. 
Barbara visited Nancy Lubascb Markson during 
the summer. Shopping was the main item on the 
agenda, for Nancy was doing some redecorating 
in her apartment. 
The weddings are always exciting news . Ellen 
Mercer became Mrs. Keith Lawrence Maxwell on 
August 26th in Hanover County . I was out of 
town then , but I hear it was a very pretty wedding. 
Louise Walters Hill was matron of honor. I was 
here for the shower Louise gave for Ellen Mercer 
at Miller & Rhoads ' Tea Room. There was so much 
chatter and reminiscing that the time really flew 
by 
Then on September 9, Lois Kirkwood married 
Walter Murray North, Jr. ( the Walt of college 
days) in First Baptist Church of Norfolk. No re-
port on the wedding. 
I clipped from the paper an announcement of 
Mary Lee Smith 's engagement to Frederick W. 
Dickens, Jr., a graduate of the University of Min-
nesota. 
Norma Sanders is working in my old "stomp-
ing grounds"-Alexandria , Va. She likes her work 
with the Eastern Area Office of the Red Cross. 
As B. J. read me some deligbrful excerpts from 
Norma's Jetter, I was reminded of the papers 
Norma wrote for freshman English. I even remem-
ber the first sentence of one of them which Miss 
Ross read to the class: "My father says that any-
one who has been a high school senior should be-
come a college freshman. " I quote this often to 
some of my more sophisticated high school sen-
iors . Dot Hill said Norma was down for the 
Fourth of July. 
Wanted: Someone who knows the whereabouts 
of Peggy Lee Purcell Gano. The last address we 
have is Buffalo, N. Y. , but our letters have been 
returned from there. 
Billy Jane went to Louisville, Kentucky ,' to help 
her office get settled. The department for which 
she worked moved -their offices down there in 
August , and she stayed a week to help them get 
straightened out. While there, she saw Anne and 
"Mac" McKenzie, who have an attractive apart-
ment there. They are also interested in antiques. 
Our cradle roll has some additions. Elizabeth 
Caroline Copley was born April 22. Rita says she 
is named for her two grandmothers and will be 
called "Beth." 
Dee Dee says her baby girl, Kathy (Katherine 
Anna) is precious. Of course , we knew she would 
be I She was born June 3, and according to Dee 
Dee, she looks like her daddy. " It's a lot more 
fun to play with her than to clean house," says 
Dee Dee. I understand that the proud daddy is 
trying to make an acrobat out of her. While I 
was ta lking to Dee Dee on the phone, he had 
Kathy standing on her head -" ! don't know which 
one gets the bigger kick out of it," laughed Dee 
Dee. 
Dot Monroe Hill says that Bobby at 4½ months 
" is a -big boy, has two teeth, and is an important 
member of the family." He has blue eyes, auburn 
hair, and is "a good baby." With Fleet's imagi-
nation at its height, Dot says they have pink 
horses and little people in the house al I the time. 
Dot herself has to fill in as a streetcar conductor 
one minute and an elephant the next. 
Molly visited Dot in April, and the visit was 
returned in July. Now it seems that Molly is full 
of plans for a flying trip to South America this 
fall. 
It seems that Warren has been alerted by the 
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Navy. Although there have been no definite or-
ders, Ann and Warren are looking for a place 
back in Richmond so that Ann and the children 
will be nearer their folks in case he does have 
to go. 
Also Mary Graham's husband has been called 
into the Marines and is at Camp Lejeune. 
Milly and Skee vacationed at Nags Head. Al so 
they spent one week end at De e Dee 's cabin. Dot 
Duarte spent two months in Maine with her two 
boys. 
Evermond had a similar experience to one we 
had last February. Her apartment was burglarized 
and num ero us bond s and some mon ey were taken. 
Our house was robbed last February while we were 
at work. About $950 in bonds , along with some 
cash and my fur coat, was stolen. Since then, all 
the bonds have been cashed, but the culprits are 
still at large. 
Lois Hester , as usual , had a busy summer. She 
worked for Vaughan Gary 's campaign, worked at 
a camp near Virginia Beach, had two vacations 
at the beach , and now is back at Fairfax Hall for 
another year of teaching. 
Gloria and Clayton vacationed in Canada this 
summer. Now they are at Harvard until February. 
Then they will return to Portsmouth where Clay-
ton will go into practice with his uncle . 
Anne Gordon is working now in Richmond as 
secretary to the Director of Residents of the 
Y.W.C.A. She finds the work interesting for ther e 
is always "something going on ." She has some 
tentative plans for further study. 
I had a full summer, first at camp and then visit-
ing scattered friends. In August I visited Shirley 
Kipps Graves in Massachusetts. It was the first 
time I had been up for two years, and the first 
time I had seen her baby girl, Linda. The two 
boys are regular fellows and Linda is a doll, curls 
and dimples both. But school bells called me from 
play ; and I packed my books and pencils and 
headed for the schoolhouse, namely Thomas Jef-
ferson , where I am trying my hand with some 
remedial reading. 
Next deadline: December 10. Circle it on your 
calendar, and Jet me have a word from each of 
you by then. 
NITA , 
1945-
It really was a shame all of you couldn't have 
been here for our fifth reunion in June . We had 
a perfectly marvelous time catching up on the 
news. Friday night we had a buff et supper at 
Lillian Belk Youell's house in University Heights , 
Phone 7-4035 
Flowers' School 
Equipment Co. 
327 West Main Street 
RICHMOND-VIRGINIA 
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and Other Buildings 
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CHURCH FURNITURE 
WINDOW SHADES 
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where we stuffed ourselves, reread the class proph-
ecy which was rather ludicrous after five years, 
and read the letters from those of you who couldn't 
be here. Saturday we went to a luncheon in the 
new dining room at school and then to a very 
nice banquet in the gym that night. Sunday_ after-
noon Miss Lutz had a lovely tea for us rn her 
apartment. We just had the best time, so you all 
make plans to be here for the tenth ( oh, unhappy 
thought!) reunion. 
Well! I finally heard from Frances Tait. It 
seems that I have things all mixed up about her. 
She has been studying at Columbia since the fall 
of 1945. Let me quote a part of her letter: "After 
receiving my library science degree at Columbia 
in June , 1946, I worked in the be~utiful Bro".'s• 
ing Room in the library there , then rn the English 
Department Library, and then became the youn~-
est curator of the Brander Matthews DramatI~ 
Museum a marvelous theater collection at the Uni-
versity."' Now Frances is telling stori~s iz:i the 
Children's Room of the New York Public Library 
and working on her Master's in English. Her ad-
dress is 430 W. 118th Street, Apt. 33, New York 
27, N. Y. It was wonderful to hear from you, 
Frances. How about another letter soon? 
We were all delighted to hear about Betty Law-
son Dillard's son, William Munford Tu5.k Dillard, 
born this summer. Congratulations, Betty! And 
we'd love to see that new house, too. 
Conway and Van have gone to New York I? 
live . I declare, Conway, I've forgotten where 11 
was you were going. Please write and let me know. 
Elizabeth Whitehorne is now working as a secre-
tary in Cincinnati. Her address is 2665 Highland 
Avenue. Let me hear from you some time , Eliza-
beth . 
Anne Fisher Keppler couldn't come to the re-
union because Kep was graduating from Prince-
ton. Congratulations to Kep , Fish, and send us the 
details of what you're doing now. 
It was certainly nice to see Ann Twombly Le-
land , Nat Heller Moore , Betty Clement Adair, 
Eulalia Edwards "Pitts, Peggy Clark Huber, Anne 
Clark Howe and Annette Patterson Hemby, who 
were all here for the reunion. I think that covers 
all the out-of-towners. If I've slighted anyone, it 
was purely unintentional, I assure you. 
W e were very sorry to hear about the death of 
Nancy Leslie's father in September. Our deepest 
sympathy to you and your family, Nancy. 
Marianne Waddill Jones was here from Phoenix 
for a few weeks this summer. Anne Latane is 
adorable. 
Jane Woodward Tondetter, her husband and 
little daughter, who was born in 1947, are living 
in New York now. It was good to hear from you, 
Jane , even if it was indirectly. 
Jacki e Batten Culpepper, her husband and son 
are now living in Suffolk. 
I have some news for you this tim e, too. Some 
of you have probably already seen it in the paper, 
but I'm being married sometime this Fall ( the 
date depend s a great deal on the Army) to Linton 
D. Stables, Jr. We are going to live 'way out in 
the country, so the next time you write to me, 
send it to R.F.D. No. 10 , Box 298, Richmond, Va. 
Let me hear from all of you soon. 
Love, 
NANCY GREY. 
GUST. PANGOLA 
... Caterer ... 
318 Laburnum Ave. 
Phone 4-1977 
RICHMOND __, VIRGINIA 
1946-
Congratulations are in . order for several proud 
parents. First, Anthony Michael D1Serv10, a bounc-
ing 8-pound IO-ounce baby boy was born May 23, 
the son of Elsie (Henly) and Tony. Elsie says the 
baby looks like her and is blonde but she's hoping 
he'll change as he grows to resemble Tony. Isn ' t 
that typical? 
Elsie mentioned on the back of her announce-
ment that Temma (Tatarsky) Bohner's little girl 
is now a year old. I believe I'd reported that but 
lest I haven't, here it is. Temma and Harry are 
living in New York City. . 
The stork visited Jean (White) and Andy Robe-
son "down Charlottesville way" on June 8, at 6:41 
P.M., bringing Martha Willis Robeson, we1ghrng 
seven pounds. We, . D?well and I, saw Mart~a 
while we were in V1rgrnta this summer and shes 
a "dear." Andy worked at the Ap()lied Physics Lab 
in Silver Spring this summer whtle Jean and the 
baby spent most of the time in Culpep_er._ Andy 
was there every week end, however, butldrng a_n 
extra room for their trailer , and finally earned 1t 
to Charlottesville to assemble it. The Robesons are 
to be at the University of Virginia a~ain this ;wrn-
ter while Andy continues work on his Masters rn 
Physics. 
While passing through Culpeper , we stopped by 
to see Faye (Clarke) and Ja_ck R~ndle. They, and 
their small daughter , Patnoa Diane, came fror,n 
Kansas to spend the month of August with Faye s 
parents. They ' re to be living in_ Lawrence ,_ Kan-
sas, this year and next year wdl be movrng to 
Kansas City. Jack 's now a medical student you 
probably remember. Jeanne and Charlie Gammon 
were visiting the Randles when we dropJJed by. 
We'd seen Jeanne and Charlie _just prev10us to 
our vacation for they came to CrnonnatI for a v1s1t. 
Charlie was more or less "between terms" and 
Jeanne had a short vacation from the hospital and 
housekeeping . Really seemed ltke old times to have 
them out here. . . 
Bev Ryland and a friend of hers, Micky Wil-
liams who taught at Natural Bndge last year too, 
stopp~d to see . us as they were traveling to the 
Canadian Rockies, pornts west and south. Bev 
wrote that they saw some wonderful_ countr~! one 
of the most awe-inspiring sect10ns berng the Bad-
lands " of North Dakota, a mass of buttes and 
mesas ranging in color from yellow to red-and 
a can'yon there which is not unlike the Grand 
Canyon. Their trip lasted a moot~ or so and Bev 
was back in Richmond to be maid of honor for 
her sister Clarice's wedding. Clarice was graduated 
from Westhampton this spring. 
August fifth was a red-letter day for Anne Wade 
and Ernest William Fry. They were mamed rn the 
Columbus Baptist Church of Falls Church. Btll, 
according to a letter from Joyce Eubank, was grad -
uated from George Washington Umvers1ty this 
spring. Joyce was one of _Ann's bndesma1ds-her 
tenth time in such a capaoty. She holds the record 
for our class as a bridesmaid, doesn't she, or can 
anyone top that? 
Joyce saw Sue Anderso_n in_ one of Washington's 
Hot Shoppes. She's workrng rn the capital city anJ 
must be getting along well for she's sporting a 
new Chevrolet. 
Mary Frances (Bethel) Wood is pl~nning to 
substitute at Craddock High School this wrnter. 
She and Buddy had a busy summer-quite a num-
ber of guests and a grand vacat10n to look for; 
ward to in September. None of Mary Frances 
group had written and so she enclosed no news 
of anyone else at this time. . 
I know you ' ll all be grieved to learn , 1f you 
haven't already heard , that Julia (Shelton) and 
Jake Jacobs lost their baby girl this summer . She 
died very suddenly. We mourn their loss and ex-
tend to them our sincerest sympathy. 
That's all this time. I'll be expecting lots of 
mail from you all this fall. 
Love, 
ALTA. 
1947-
That old deadline almost caught up with us this 
month, but in spite of the not to~ abundant news , 
we are present in our usual place rn the BULLETIN. 
(24] 
We got a long letter from Schimmel ".'ith the 
news she is now living in New York City (she 
has been there since December). She really has a 
title--Research Assistant in the Clinical Biophysics 
Section of the Sloan-Kettering Institute of (he 
Memorial Medical Center for Cancer and Allied 
Diseases. She is working with radio isotopes usrng 
a "labeled" organic compound to trace the course 
of that compound in human metabolism. She has 
a "weensy" apartment near the hospital and says 
she has an "extendable studio couch-bufi:PY but 
adequate--which I offer to '47ers pass_rng _up 
Nawth." She had news that Tina Clauter 1s berng 
married September 30th in Roanoke to Dr._ John 
F. Stapleton. He is a resid_ent 10 med1one at 
Georgetown University Hospital where Trna has 
been working since Octo_ber, 1948. 
Beth Decker is located Just across the street from 
Ruth but they have only gotten together two or 
three' times-both being very busy. Beth started 
her fourth year in med school in mid-July. The 
fourth year is made up of five two-month semesters 
-o ne of which is an elective penod. She 1s thrnk-
ing of coming to Richmond and working at a hos-
pital here for one month of 1t. Surely hope you 
do Beth- it would be so good to see you agarn. 
Toni Reid Zuercher and Ed are now living at 
1042 Park Avenue, Schenectady, N. Y. 
Lavinia and her son, "Robin," were home for 
several months this summer. "Robin" is a darlrng 
and such a big boy! . 
Elsie is now located in Roanoke dorng . youth 
work in a church there. She started workrng rn 
July after resting up from school work, exams, etc. 
With summer always comes vacat10n time. Izzy 
reports a wonderful vacat!on. to My~.tle Beach an~ 
most important-a dnver s license at long la_st. 
Verda spent a week of her vacat10n 10 Washrng-
ton, thereby almost living _ up to a threat to accom-
pany her brother and his bnde on their honey-
moon. Keeling vacationed to beaches 10 Maryland 
and Nags Head. 
No issue of the BULLETIN would be complete 
without news of recent weddings and engagements. 
Shirley Davis managed to keep _the news of her 
big day a secret, thereby surpns10g us all. With 
Virginia Wagstaff as her maid of honor, Shirley 
and Robert Sanford were married in Washrngton. 
At present they are living in nearby Manassas 
until they can find an apartment 10 Fort Belvo1r 
where Bob is now working. On August 26th 
Nancy Richardson became the b_ride of John P. 
Elliott , Jr ., in a lovely weddrng 10 the Chapel of 
First Baptist Church in Richmond. Frances Coles 
and Lena Thornton Small were among her at-
tendants. Nancy and John have a hous_e at 500 
Somerset Avenue , and Nancy finds her time quite 
full with teaching and keeping house while John 
is attending Union Seminary. He also has a church. 
Lena's husband, Holmes Small, has gone _to 
Missouri where he was called into active servtee 
from the reserves. Lena may join him later , but 
at present she is teaching in _Suffolk. . 
Marion Huske is at home rn Arlrngton makrng 
preparations for her wedding on _Novemb_er 18th 
to Ed Mumma. After their weddrng Manon and 
Ed will make their home in Richmond and we 
hope we will see more of them. 
Among our summer brides was Rita Steiner. 
We know few of the details; so let us hear from 
you, Rita. 
Peggy Hawthorne Charlton and Charles are 
back in Bremo Bluff and Peggy has resumed her 
school classes after a fishing trip in Canada. 
"Copie" Hudson has launched on a new career 
-this time it 's elementary school. Polly Jones 1s 
also taking her turn at elementary work this year, 
fifth grade at Manchester. We hope sh~ will en-
joy the change from all the classes 10 Sooal Studies 
of last year. 
A visit through Hopewell will find both Lois 
Rynaldo and Dottie Hughes teach10g. Dottie was 
quite pleased with her job last ye~r and most par-
ticularly with her work rn _the_ Girl Scouts there . 
This summer found her enioymg a tnp to camp 
with the girls as much as they did. 
Gin Ellett has returned to teaching the 3 R's. 
Although we saw a great deal of Gin this sum-
mer, the name of her new school es~aped our at-
tention . . For what new place of learn10g have you 
forsaken Bowling Green, Gin? 
This fall finds Mary Cox teaching Latin in New-
port News High School. Since she is teaching all 
of the Latin in the school, she is head of the Latin 
Department. From first reports she is really en-
joying it and has found a nice place to live. Helen 
Cole Richardson and Straughn are still located in 
Newport News and Mary was their dinner guest 
recent ly. 
A visitor -to Martha Edwards Allen would prob-
ably find her surrounded by stacks of wallpaper 
samples, magazines giving interior decorating hints, 
etc. That lucky gal is building a house! Don't 
forget to send us your new address, Martha. 
Sara Frances Derieux says building has begun 
on her new home on Bryn Mawr Road. She and 
Sam are celebrating their first . anniversary this 
month; so we want to add our congratulations to 
the rest-Happy Anniversary! 
Marion Collier Miller and John will soon be 
occupying their new home in Sunset Hills. 
Howie and Kent have returned to Bergen, New 
York, after spending the summer in Richmond . 
Kent returned to Colgate-Rochester to Divinity 
School after receiving his degree in summer school 
at the University of Richmond. 
Ann Young Lewis and Art have a nice new 
apartment and Art has a new job with the govern-
ment. Before going back to Berlin -to teach, Vir-
ginia Wagstaff reported a long visit from the 
Lewises. 
Carolyn Marsh must be mining gold in the 
basement of the Chemistry Building-she is sport-
ing around in a new De Soto. 
StilJ flying and enthusiastic about it is Pat Guild . 
Her present station is Norfolk, Virginia. When 
you are home for a few days, Pat , get in touch 
with some of us in Richmond. We would like to 
see you and to hear more about what you are 
doing . 
Betsy Slate Riley writes- "Life is just too ironi-
cal I After three years of marriage , I am granted 
the privilege of having dinner with at least six 
bachelors (at the Seminary). How I could have 
enjoyed that at an earlier date 1" 
In the Baby Department we hear -that Sylvia H. 
Silverman has a baby girl. Let us hear more about 
her, Sylvia. Jane Earp Davis has another baby girl, 
born the latter part of August. What is her name, 
Jane? 
We're glad to say that Higgy has moved closer 
to W .C. She is now making her home in Wash-
ington. She dropped in out of the blue for a visit 
and it was good to see her. Let us have your new 
address, Higgy. 
Many of you will recall the pleasure of seeing 
Imogene Cowan performing in one of the plays 
presented by the Summer Theater Group at St. 
Catherine's in July. Until recently she has been 
the Director of Dramatics at Mars Hill Col!ege. 
She is now in Richmond where she wilJ be em-
ployed in -the Department of Corrective Speech in 
the Richmond Public Schools. Good luck on this 
new venture, Imogene . 
On a Saturday it is not unusual to see Betty Tins-
ley and Alice Mason Cral!e with their heads to-
gether over some juvenile books. The place is the 
Boys and Girls Department of The Richmond Pub-
lic Library where Betty is working. Alice is teach-
ing school at Laurel, hence her preference for fifth 
grade literature. She and Jesse have recently moved 
into their new home at 4609 Wythe Avenue. Jesse 
is working for the city in the Auditor 's Office. 
October 28th is to be -the date of Carolyn 
Storm's wedding to Harry Pattie. Moe Murphy 
and S. F. are among her attendants. By the way, 
Moe and her husband are living in Fredericksburg 
where she is secretary to the President of Mary 
Washington College. 
This about winds up the news for this letter. 
We are sorry there wasn't news about more of 
you, but next time we shall do better. In the 
meantime don 't forget to write to us for we want 
to know what each of you is doing. 
Love, 
Izzy, MIMI, BETSEY, NANCY, BETTY. 
1948-
Many thanks to you group leaders who tried to 
redeem our class after that last issue of the BULLE-
TIN and came up with a number of newsy tidbits. 
There are many of you who haven 't written to 
your leaders for so long . . . won't you get on 
the ball this next time ? ? ? 
Summer is past and the school bells have rung, 
which means that lots of our class have trooped 
back to work. Ginna and Sally go back to their 
same schools this year, others have changed locale. 
Peggy Shiflett was scheduled to teach at William 
B. Cary School in Richmond, but her husband was 
transferred to Marion, Virginia, so Peggy will be 
teaching the ,6th grade there . Mary Cross Mar-
shall is back in Richmond for the school year 
after spending most of the summer with her in-laws 
in Victoria. At long last, a word of Felicity Mac-
Donald's whereabouts-Home from Europe, Flip 
will be teaching in a smalJ, private school ( Spring-
side) in Philadelphia. 
Sugar and Joe Bowman are in the midst of 
building a new home . It is out in Westham and 
they will be moving in in late fall. I know Sugar 
will have a grand time getting a brand new house 
all fixed up . Jo and Bob Pittman have moved into 
their own home, too. 
It is always nice to hear from Johnny, who 
is so far away in the Maine woods. She had her 
annual fishing trip not long ago to New Hamp-
shire and Boothbay Harbor. I was so very sorry, 
though, to hear of the death of her father -this 
spring. 
Betty Hickerson and Jack Butterworth were mar-
ried in August and everyone has written that the 
wedding was lovely. Emily Powers was a brides-
maid, and Doris Moore, Faye, Brumsey, and Gin-
na helped at the reception. They had a wonderful 
trip to Myrtle Beach, then returned to Richmond, 
where Butter entered his third year at the Medi-
cal College of Virginia. There were several other 
weddings, too . September 2 was the date chosen 
by Vivien Borton for her marriage to Kermit Mc-
Kenzie. Helen Condyles was an attendant. Vivien 
received her Master's degree in history from Co-
lumbia this year. Kermit, whom you will remem-
ber from Richmond College, is a recent graduate 
of the Russian Institute of Columbia. 
Kitty Candler was a summer bride, also. She 
and Donald Martin were married August 15 in 
the First Baptist Church in Altavista. August 26 
was the wedding day of Lois McClanahan and 
Jack Garrett, and the services were held in First 
Baptist Chapel in Richmond. Pat Fuller Gatlin 
and husband, Tom, who were also married in Au-
gust, now have an apartment in Alexandria. Best 
wishes to all of you new brides! 
This fall Judy Barnett will be teaching physics 
and mathematics at St. Mary 's Seminary Junior Col-
lege at St. Mary 's City, Maryland. She has finished 
all of the academic work on her Master 's degree 
and the experimental part of her thesis, but still 
has the writing to do. Emily Lineberry has given 
up her job at the Sylvania Division American Vis-
cose Corporation and is busy being a school teach-
er's wife . 
Dottie Lloyd is engaged and planning a winter 
wedding. Her fiance is a graduate student at Prince-
ton. What's his name, Dottie? Eleanor Pitts writes 
that she and Bil! Rowan (U. of R.) are engaged 
·and plan to be married in the spring. Another 
"good turn " done by Westhampton! Bill has just 
finished law school at Georgetown University in 
Washington. Eleanor is tackling shorthand at Pan 
American night school. In late September she is 
to fly to Boston for an advertising and public 
relations convention, which sounds very interest-
ing. She had Barbara Wood Miller and Lewis 
as her house guests for a week late in the sum-
mer. Bobbie is teaching the 5th grade at a school 
in Arlington. 
Winnie Early, Frankie King, and Marian Gools -
by are proud mamas now . . . Winnie and Marian 
with baby boys and Frankie King with a young 
daughter. 
Millicent went back to Columbia this summer 
and Doris went up to New York to visit with her. 
They crammed the days full with shows (South 
Pacific and Gentlemen Prefer Blonds), radio 
shows, etc., and had marvellous times. Maybe some 
of you proud owners of television saw Millicent! 
She was on two TV shows and netted a washing 
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FOR PARENTS ONLY 
A University of Richmond rattle (or 
"parent caller," as it is referred to by 
scores of U. of R. babies) will be sent to 
your new baby boy or baby girl-if 
you 'll notify the Alumni Office or the 
Alumnae Office of the youngster's ar-
rival. 
Just send the vital statistics: baby's 
name, parents ' names, date and place 
of arrival. We'll do the rest. 
machine, a Spaniel, and a year's supply of dog 
food! Sally Taylor and several of her friends from 
Martinsville took off for a vacation. They thor-
oughly enjoyed their trip to Daytona Beach, Flor-
ida and the tropical vegetation-orange trees, 
palms , etc.-were something new for them to see. 
Jeanne Decker spent a week in Amelia with Sally, 
then Sally returned with her to Ocean City, N. J. 
to stay for a week with Jeanne and her family. 
Jeanne had a month's vacation to spend there. 
She will be back at Johns Hopkins working this 
winter. En route home Sally had a layover in 
Washington , D. C., so she called Doris Vickers, 
who told her she was engaged. "The" man is 
Charles Hall, a boy whom she dated while at W.C. 
She will be teaching in Junior High School in Sil-
ver Spring this year. Sally also talked with Boo 
Koltukian in Richmond. It seems that Boo had at-
tended the National Education Association con-
vention in St. Louis in July. 
Ginna 's summer included several jaunt s . 
visits with Emily , her annual stay at Massanetta, 
and a couple o' trips to the beach. Betty Wood an-
swered the call of the open road, quit her job, 
and took off for the West with a girl friend. They 
spent a week in Sun Valley, went to Sal-t Lake City 
and Denver, and all in all, had a grand trip. They 
stopped in Richmond for a few days on the way 
home . . . visited with Bish, Renee , and others. 
Pat Adams left her job with Virginia Electric 
Company to -teach this year. Hengie Bradshaw is 
back in Winchester now. They left Montgomery , 
Alabama, in the spring after Brad had completed 
the Air Command and Staff School there, and took 
a month 's leave. Then they headed for California. 
They were getting settled in a home in Riverside, 
but three weeks later Brad was quite suddenly 
sent overseas and is now stationed in Japan , so 
she is back at home. Jimmy Suttenfield was called 
back into service and stationed, I believe, in Massa-
chusetts, so Jackie is living with the Pitts . 
Monty Elliott's usual swell letter came, and this 
time with news of herself, too. She is pinned to 
a Phi Chi from the University of Oklahoma. His 
name is Ralph Ownby and he is a Navy doctor 
stationed at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. She 
met him while he was interning at the Medical 
College and he sounds like a marvelous person. 
(Lucky, too!) 
Maude Giles White and Bill had a travelling 
summer. Those "galavanting" people went to New 
Orleans, Georgia, and Pennsylvania. Frances 
Stewart is crazy about her new job as Richmond 
Baptist Student Secretary. She works with Baptist 
students at R.P .I. and the various nursing schools, 
and during the summer was quite anxious for the 
fall influx of students to work with. Hannah will 
be back at Louisville. She had a short visit with 
Janice. 
I'm always glad to see that letter from Bish 
come in because it is always so lengthy and in-
teresting. She relayed -the news from Diet that she 
played this summer in a softball league and her 
thrill of the season came when she was chosen to 
hold down "the hot corner " · or third base, in the 
League All-Star Game! She and Troy have re-
cently acquired a new sport coupe affectionately 
called "Blackie" and , as Bish says, she has be-
come Demon Diet! Bish and Jack stayed in Rich-
mond through the summer and saved their vaca-
tion for football. She says she will really enjoy 
going to a game with Jack for a change, instead 
of watching him. 
Virginia Kreyer had a wonderful summer with 
her family in Connecticut during all the hot 
months. She is back at Union Theological Semi-
nary now, and living at International House. Emily 
and Jack Powers travelled to Canada with Jack's 
folks in June. When they returned , Jack went back 
to William and Mary for further work on hi~ 
Master's. When school was over they went to Cul-
peper to visit with Em's family, and then on to 
Washington, so they have been quite busy. 
I've reached the end of the line, so will "recess" 
until the next issue. Wanna hear from all of ya! 
Best love, 
JACKIE. 
1949-
News is scarce once again. Didn't you do any-
thing this summer? Those of you who haven't 
written recently, please do. None of us want to 
lose contact this soon after graduation. Don't for-
get we are planning a reunion in June, and every-
one is "expected " to be there. 
The medical profession leads the news this time. 
Betty Dick and her family are now in Baltimore 
where Betty's husband is interning at Johns Hop-
kins. 
Olive (Trader) and her husband, Martel spent 
the summer in Richmond while both worked at 
Johnston-Willis Hospital. Martel will be a senior 
at M.C.V. this fall. 
Cynthia P. and Jack Lawson , Lou W . and Ben-
son McCutchean have returned to Richmond and 
are living at Lewis Gardens, near Sandston. Ben 
and Jack both are juniors at M.C.V. Also back in 
Richmond are Mimi A. and Bill Gill. Cyn, Lou, 
and Mimi are teaching this year-Cyn the first 
grade and Lou and Mimi are in the third grade. 
Ruby P. and Nelson Weber are now living in 
Ashland. Hathaway writes that she and Ann Carter 
have been out to a delicious dinner several times. 
But, they are claiming all the credit for teaching 
her to cook-in their apartment last year I Ruby 
is still with the Agriculture Department-testing 
seeds-and Nelson is in the psychology depart-
ment at the U . of R. Hathaway also wrote that 
she and Ann Carter have an apartment in Rich-
mond that is still open to all Westhamptonites ! 
There were some real vacationists in our midst 
this summer-Julie Moeller bad a delightful sum-
mer in Denmark, but was looking forward to 
school opening! Kitty Wyatt spent two months 
vacationing in Europe. When she returned she 
had only two days before she began teaching school 
again. Sallie Van Dyck spent a week in Miami 
this summer, some time in New York, and, she 
and Marilyn A. drove to Canada in Sallie's new 
Studebaker. They bad a wonderful time. Marilyn 
is now back in New Jersey after taking the sum-
mer "off. " Cornelia Ayre spent twelve weeks in 
summer school working on her Master 's degree, 
and then she took a trip to Canada with her mother 
and father. While away she visited Lake Ontario, 
Niagara Falls, Watkins Glen, and Gettysburg 
where she saw the 150th celebration of Adams 
County including a pageant depicting the history 
of Pennsylvania. 
Aubrey Bradford spent several weeks this sum-
mer in Pensacola visiting Izzy Taylor. Audrey is 
now teaching at Glen Allen. She and Beth Wil-
burn have an apartment in Richmond. Others who 
are continuing teaching this year are-Jean Moody 
at Warwick; Harriett Smith at Hampton; Rosie 
Calhoun , Marion; Ann Bing, Kenbridge; Laura S. 
James, Elaine L. Davis, Suffolk; Frances Hix at 
Fox Hill. During the summer I went to Pamplin 
for a week's visit. Jackie Cunningham has returned 
to Keen Mountain to teach. This summer Vickie 
took some library courses at Madison College. 
Jane Norris is teaching Latin and English in 
Wythe County again this year. Bobby Rhodes and 
her husband are back in Georgia after spending 
the summer in Danville . Bobby is continuing her 
teaching. 
Flo Crute is still with the Dan River Cotton 
Mills. 
Carolyn B. Thompson and the "doctor" are back 
in Chilhowie. 
Libby McNeal is still working in the library 
and from all reports had a wonderful summer 
dating Randolph-Macon boys 1 
Georgia Kilpatrick writes that she had a won-
derful year teaching at Gunston Hall where she 
gave a number of plays, including a faculty play 
and Midsummer Night's Dream . Georgia also said 
that she was engaged to Jack Hammack who is 
practicing law in Lawrenceville. They plan to be 
married in December and Georgia intends to 
teach. 
Jane Sanford is teaching in Martinsville again 
this year. During the summer she stayed there and 
did recreation work. Jane and another teacher have 
a garage apartment. From Kitty Wyatt came the 
news Jane was pinned, but no details. 
Peggy H . and Bill Barnett moved to Raleigh 
the last of August, have a new apartment, and 
Peggy is going to continue teaching while Bill 
works on his doctor's degree in sociology. 
Bobby Rodeweld writes that she stopped work-
ing at the bank on July first and is now looking 
for a job as copywriter. 
Neville W. and Dick Broaddus are building a 
house in Martinsville, hope to be in it by De-
cember, and are thrilled about their prospects. 
Dick is practicing law with his father, in Martins-
ville. 
Nan Johnson Adams is now working at the 
State-Planters Bank in Richmond. During the sum-
mer Stanley was at the U. of R. They were married 
last April. 
May K. and Joe Howe are now in Charlottes-
ville. Joe is still with the Highway Department, 
and is also taking graduate courses at the Uni-
versity of Virginia. May says she is just being lazy 
and keeping house. They got a new car in June, 
and are thrilled over that. 
Randy M . Eilis's baby was born April 25th, and 
they have named her Marsha Mann. 
Again, to the brides! It seems there are more 
to add to the list each time. The two most im-
portant occupations of the '49ers seem to be school 
teaching and housekeeping 1 
Ginny Otey and Jim Dickinson were married 
July 22d. They had an informal church wedding 
with one of Ginny's friends from borne as the only 
attendant. During the summer they were in Blacks-
burg where Jimmy was in school, but their plans 
for the winter were very indefinite. Ginny says 
she likes keeping house, but never having cooked, 
she's having a time with the meals! Ginny, I don't 
believe you are alone there. From reports I think 
most brides have the same difficulty. 
Jane Dens and Micky are to be married on 
October 21st, in Westfield. After a southern wed-
ding trip they will live in Newark, Ohio where 
Mick is working with the Owens Corning Fiber 
Gears Company. 
Once again I would like to remind you that 
the class of '49 is still not at the top of the list 
of contributions. Won't you please send yours to 
Mrs. Booker if you have not done so) 
I am looking forward to hearing from you all 
before December. ( 112 Victoria Avenue, Hamp-
ton , Virginia.) 
Love, 
IDA. 
1950-
As this news goes to press it has been three 
months and nine days since the Class of '50 re-
ceived their degrees . The way the news has been 
coming in this past week it seems the Nifty Fifties 
haven't had a dull moment since graduation. 
First of all I want to say thanks a million to 
each of the group leaders and to all of the girls 
who gave me such splendid cooperation in send-
ing in their news. I am especially proud of you 
for having it in on time. tet's keep up that spirit 
that has always put the Class of '50 on top. 
Now for news-for girls in our class it seems the 
next most popular thing to getting a B.A. ( or B.S.) 
degree behind their names was to get Mrs . in front 
of them from the number of weddings this sum-
mer. Pearl Kline 's marriage the day after gradua-
tion started wedding bells ringing for the Class 
of '50. She and Jerry are living in Richmond now . 
Two days after graduation Gatewood Holland 
was married to Billy Stoneman at First Baptist 
(26 J 
Church. Pat Kelly was one of her bridesmaids. 
Now Gatewood is living on a farm near Varina 
raising chickens. 
The next important clay was June 17 which was 
really a red-letter date with four girls in our class 
saying "I do" to the minister. Ann Dorsey was 
married to Joe James in a beautiful wedding in 
the Hopewell Baptist Church. Now she and Joe 
have an apartment in Asheville , North Carolina 
where Joe is working as a textile chemist. 
In Hampton this same clay Helen Lampathakis 
and Dick Kostyal were united in marriage. Doris 
Balderson, Wilda Whitman, and Barbara White 
were Helen's bridesmaids. Helen and Dick have a 
nice little apartment in Hampton now. Richmond 
was the scene of two of these June 17th weddings. 
Mary Sullivan was married to Cecil Kyle Tinder, 
Jr., in Barton Heights Methodist Church. Jean 
Tinsley and Cathy Krause were bridesmaids. This 
fall besides keeping house Mary is also attending 
Smithdeal-Massey Business College. Also in the 
city that day Emma Tilman became the bride of 
Leslie Kay. Now she is a seed analyst for the State 
Agriculture Department. 
The next big wedding date for the Class of '50 
was June 24 when Stella Dalton and Marjorie 
Parson were June brides. Stella was married to 
Jon Wallner in Pulaski and they honeymooned at 
Hot Springs (W . Va .), and in the Great Smokies. 
Now Stella is learning to be very domestic in the 
apartment whi-ch she and Jon have in Pulaski. 
Marjorie's wedding to Ralph Owen took place in 
Jarratt where they Jived this summer. This winter 
Ralph is finishing at U. of R., and Marjorie is 
teaching the fourth grade at Dumbarton. 
Another June bride from the Nifty Fifties was 
Carol Sid who was married to Paul Glickman in 
a wedding which Carol Siegal described as "Just 
perfect to the most minute point ." "Ohs" and 
"Ahs " could be heard from Jeanne Schanen and 
Siegal who were present. Now Sid is learning to 
be a housewife while Paul is going to school. 
Our one July bride was Mary Bowles who be-
came the bride of Robbie Flannagan on the twenty-
second in Hampton . Robbie had to go overseas 
soon after the wedding and Mary is working as 
a teller at Southern Bank and Trust in Richmond 
now . 
August was another busy month with five girls 
in our class becoming brides. First of the group 
was Clarice Ryland who was united in marriage 
to S. V. Price in a formal ceremony at First Bap-
tist Church here on August 5. Now she and Fuzzy 
have an apartment and Clarice is teaching at Dum-
barton. Mill Swamp Baptist Church, near Ivor, 
was the scene of Vivian Betts' afternoon wedding 
to W. P. Lewis. Fran Sutton and Rosa Lou Soles 
were two of Vivian's attendants. This fall Vivian 
and W. P. are living at Sandston where Vivian 
is teaching. 
August 26 was the elate of Hilda Moore's mar-
riage to Deck Hankins in Altavista. Aggie Feild 
was one of Hilda's attendants. Hilda and Deck 
have an apartment here and Deck is teaching at 
Varina. Another August bride was Jean Rainer 
who became Mrs. William Rowe in a wedding at 
Boonton, New Jersey. Barbara Lee Jones was a 
bridesmaid. Dot Warner surprised all of us by 
becoming a bride before we realized what was 
happening. She was married to "Doc" (William 
Rush) Gardner on August 22. Plans for the wed-
ding were made only a few clays before, but we 
heard it was beautiful and Dot looked lovely. 
The next most popular activity to getting mar-
ried in the Class of '50 is teaching school. A quick 
trip through the county schools around Richmond 
would reveal many "school marms" from our class. 
Dumbarton seems to be the favorite school, for 
there we find Betty Gray Finney, Clarice Ryland 
Price, Miriam Weddle, Marjorie Parson Owen , 
Pearl Kline, and Susie Mock . Susie started teach-
ing here, but now she has been called to active 
duty with the Marines. Best of luck to you, Susie. 
At Glen Lea there is Audrey Moncure and at 
Glen Lea Annex Mary Lee Rankin, Jean Tins-
ley and Gwen Richards represent our class . Mary 
Lee is learning the problems of teaching fast. The 
first day the school bus left her thirty kiddies 
stranded and the parents had to come after them. 
Tell us more, Mary Lee. Joy Betts is at Ridge 
school while Barbara Coleman is at Glen Echo. 
Joy was a puppet specia list for seven playgrounds 
in Richmond this summer. Barbara is one of the 
"Big Five" living at 1911 Hanover Avenue. Th e 
other four are Janic e Brandenburg wh o is working 
at the Virgini a State library, Dori s l ee Reeves 
who is with the State Corpor ation Commission, 
Lorrie Chapman who is teaching physical ed . at 
Bainbridg e Juni or High, and Mary Bowles Flan-
nagan. Barbara White commute s each day to 
Goochland County where she is teachin g. She is 
one of the lucky gir ls to receive a diamond on 
Augu st 23 from l ester Balder son (D oris' cousin). 
D oris is teaching the fourth g rade at St. Christo-
pher's . She and I wi ll be roommates afte r October 
1st at 3105 W est Grace Street. 
Not only do we find teachers from our class all 
around Richm ond , but they are scatte red thr ough-
ou t the state. D own in the Tid ewater section Bea 
Covington is teaching music in Granb y Elementary 
School, No rfolk . Bea enjoyed camp life in New 
York State and a trip to Canada wit h Betty lan e 
Barnhill this summ er. Betty l ane is wor king on 
her Master 's at University of T ennessee this fall. 
Jean Bishop is also in Norfo lk, teaching at Nor-
view Hi gh School. She is working on th e school 
paper and teaching journalism. Do esn't that ju st 
sound like Bish? Ginnie Brinson is teaching the 
seventh grade in Norfolk whil e Joyce Gustafson 
is teaching chemistry and genera l science at D eep 
Creek, just outside of Norfolk . 
Id a Smith is tea-ching public schoo l music in 
Willi amsb urg whil e Louise Covington is teaching 
the third grade iri Westhaven Elementary School, 
Portsmouth. Al so in Portsmouth Wilda Whitman 
is living at home and teaching at Wil son High 
School. Jane Edmon ds is Jiving at home and teach-
ing chemistry , Eng lish and science in Accomac 
Hi gh School. Also staying at home is Rosa Lou 
Soles who is teaching at G loucester Court House. 
Congratu lat ions to you, Rosa Lou, for being se-
lected as a princess to the Seafood Festiva l at 
Hampt on in September. 
Our class prophecy is already being fulfill ed t 
Joanne W ar ing is piloting that Rocket Ship (her 
own car ) just as we predicted. In her "spare" mo-
ments she is teaching in Creeds Hi gh School, Back 
Bay, Virginia. Louise Trip lett is teaching th e sixth 
and seventh grades in Wak efield . Teach ing the 
littl e first g raders at H opewe ll is Agg ie Feild. H ow 
do you keep them qui et, Agg ie' 
Old roommates stick toge ther in the case of 
Mar y H oward and Joy Hull who are teaching at 
Dinwiddi e. Gene Hart is teaching hi story in the 
Blackstone Hi gh School. Aft er a trip to Boston 
this summer Gene should be able to te ll all her 
stud ents about the Boston Tea Party I At D an-
vi lle M argar et Buck is "holding down" a group 
of sixth grad ers. Do they throw spitball s, .Bucky' 
In the north ern par t of Vir gini a we find Betty 
Sims teaching public school music at Marshall 
just outside W arrento n where Pat KeJly is teach-
ing. Near by Barbara lee Jone s is a teacher at 
Berryville. Ellen Largent is living at hom e and 
teaching in Win chester. 
In western Virginia , W esthampton is rep re-
sented by Frannie Chandler teaching music and art 
at Clifton Forg e. Ten miles away, Fran Sutton is 
a history teacher in Covington and lives at the 
Meth odist mini ster 's home. At New Castle (near 
Roanoke) Barbara Tagga rt is teaching Eng lish in 
the high school. 
It seems that most of our class is teachin g 
school, but there are a few of us doiog oth er jobs 
such as Penny Wilk s who is a credit investigator 
for State-Planters Bank. A most efficient book 
salesman is D ee Haskins at Tha lbi mers , whil e 
across the street Ludie Hickerson is wo rking in 
the offices at Mill er & Rhoads and planning her 
wedding for the near future. 
Also in Richmond we find D ot Maddox wo rk-
ing for an insurance agency; Ruth Morrissey, a 
lab technician at McGuir e; Maryanne Bugg, work-
ing at her father's furnitur e store; Roberta Beat-
tie, cataloging in the Children's Depart ment of 
the city lib rary; Margaret Alexander, working at 
the Bank of Vi rginia. I saw her las t wee k and 
she says Sat bas to go into servic e soon. 
Barbara Beatti e flies in and out of Richmond 
betw een trips to D etroit, Chicago, etc. Barbara's 
job is more than traveling for she describ es it as 
"Doing publi c relations and pub lication editing 
for six trad e associations including the Virgin ia 
H ote l Associatio n." In Jul y she became a second 
lieutenant in the Marine Reserves, but she does 
not expect Uncle Sam's cal I soon. 
l ee Da vis is holding one of the most unu sual 
jobs in our class. She's work ing in televis ion with 
a specia l field in puppetry in New York. So, look 
out girl s, you might see her on your television 
set any night. 
Pri s EnsJin is workin g for the Y.W.C.A. in 
Reading, Pennsyl vapia afte r spending th e summ er 
at Cape Cod. In Philadelphia Win Scbanen has a 
position with the Federal Reserve Bank whi le Jean 
is working in a bacteriology laborato ry, I believe. 
Of all jobs that have nothing to do with a po-
litic al science major Judy le ndin g has it. Can you 
see "little Judy" admitt ing maternity cases in to 
Brooklyn Ho spita l ' Judy's family has moved to 
New York and she and Caro l Siega l see each other 
right often. Carol had one of those gra nd trips to 
the W est Coast thi s summer and is now lookin g 
for a job. 
Lenore Gr eenberg has a job and is taking short-
hand thr ee night s a week, whil e Lorrain e Fein-
berg is working on her Master's . Emily-Ann Mint z's 
fol ks have gotten a home in Akron and Mintz has 
a job th ere. Mokey Round s is a junior case worker 
for the welfar e depart ment in Salisb ury, Mary land. 
Gracie Claut er is an assistant to a psychologist at 
Children's Hospita l in W ashington. W ay down 
South in Atlanta Ann Neblett is a lab. technician 
while Trig , her fiance, is attending Emory Uni-
versity. 
Margie Canada has been South this summer 
visiting in Florid a and taking a trip to Cuba. 
This fall she hopes to enter occupational therapy 
schoo l. 
A few of our class do not have weary brains 
and are go ing back to schoo l this fa ll. It was won-
derful to see Piggy back in town as she starts her 
physical thera py training at th e Medical College. 
She's livin g at Mary l ee Rankin 's ( 111 Tuckahoe 
Blvd.) . After working in Miami a mont h Pi ggy 
visited Claire Nore n in Phil ade lphi a and helped 
th em move to Melrose, Massachusetts. Claire 
worked at a playground in PhiJly this summer 
and now is job hunting. Aft er leaving Claire's 
Piggy went up to Boston to visit Libby Rowse 
and to hear all about Libby's trip to Europe. Lib-
by wr ites that she took Jots of colored slides of 
her travels in England, Scotland, Belgi um, Hol-
land, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark, 
and France. It would be wonderfu l to see these 
at our first <:lass reunion. This fall Libby wi ll be 
atte ndin g Kath eri ne Gibbs School in Boston . It's 
a small wor ld for Libby met Joan Schull (a mem-
ber of our Freshman Clas s) in Paris. 
Al so in Massachusett s this winter wi ll be Mari-
anne Beck who is working on her Master's in 
Eng lish at H arvard . 
Westhampton will have representatives in our 
Baptist schoo ls with Jo anna Maide n at the Train-
ing School in Loui svill e and Cathy Krause at 
Southwestern in Texas . 
Maud Tyler has s-tudied music at R.P.I. this sum-
mer and will continue it this fa ll with emphasis 
on piano study. 
Interesting things have been happening among 
the nongrads in our class. Tish Earle finished at 
Maryland U. and toure d Europe thi s summer. Jo 
Martins has a secretaria l job with the General 
Dye Stuff Company. Peggy Campbell is working 
at Montald o's in Richmond. Marth a Jones is at-
tending a secretar ial school in W ashington. 
That just about completes th e news except for 
the "Unknow n quantities"-those gi rls about 
whom I have no information, name ly: Sue Peck , 
lorane Graves, and Jane Pitt. Please contact your 
group leader or me and let us know what you 
are doing . 
Oh, I forgot to say that I am practically living 
out of a sui tcase now. In June I had a trip to 
Chicago for my sister's wedding and also visited 
in Buffalo, New York. Since then I have been 
traveling as chu rch lib rary work er for the Baptist 
Book Store. Right now I'm on my way to St. 
Louis, Mi ssour i for a confere nce. 
Please note my address change. My new address 
wi ll be : 3105 West Grace Street. let's have this 
much news for the next BULLETIN. 
love, 
LIBBY. 
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Atlanta Club 
Temporary Chairman : Miss Edith D eWitt , 11-6 
W est Davis Street, Decat ur , Georgia. 
Edith DeWitt reports that there has been no 
recent meeting of the Atl anta group, but that there 
is still int erest in W esthampton among the small 
group of alumnae there. 
Th ey plan to have a dinner meeting within th e 
next few weeks, and to elect new officers at that 
time. 
Boston Club 
Temporary Chairman: Mrs. T. Curti ss Torrance 
(Minn a Ray William s), 527 Fairfield Street, 
Needham 92, Massachusetts. 
In July a sma ll group of Westhampt on alumn ae 
living in Boston met with Leslie Booker and made 
plans to organize a Boston alumnae club. The 
gro up was quit e enthu siastic , and pleased to learn 
that there are about twenty -five alumn ae in and 
near Boston. Minna Ray T orra nce agreed to serve 
as temporary chairm an, and to call the first meeting 
in the fall. Thi s meeting wil l be held in her home, 
and officers will be elected, and plans for the year 
will be made. 
Eastern Shore Club 
President: Mrs. W . T. Johnson, Jr., (Jeanice 
Johnson) , Park sley, Vir gini a. 
The fall meeting of the Eastern Shore Club will 
be a tea on Octob er 28. This wi ll take place at 
the home of Miss Jessie Jarvi s at Machipon go. 
( 27] 
At this time plans will be made for the rest of the 
year. 
Richmond Club 
President: Mrs. G. Edmond Massie III (Jayne 
Maire), 7705 Woodman Road, R.F.D. 4, 
Richmond, Virginia. 
Forums and fellowship keynote the program for 
the Richm ond Club this year. 
Head lining the year's events w ill be a series of 
four lectur es to be presented in January and Feb-
ruary by members of the Un ivers ity facu lty. 
Planned for both W esthampt on and Richmond 
College alumni , the series is being enthu siast ically 
received by members who have long felt a need 
for thi s type of program in the calendar of activi-
ties. In offering its cooperation the University 
demonstrates again the willingness to continue 
rendering serv ices "fo rever after." 
Activit y started with a tea for local freshmen 
and transfers in Sept ember. Kickoff meeting for 
all members was an Octob er lunch eon with Mi ss 
Josephine Tucker , new dean of students, as guest 
speaker. 
Homecoming wi ll find the Richmond gro up 
serving after-din ner coffee following the banque t 
November 3. The annual family Christmas party 
with all husbands and children as guests along 
with Santa will be held in Keller Hall to accommo-
date the countl ess future al um nae. 
Tidewater Club 
President: Mi ss Florence Siebert, 634 Thirty-
seventh Street, No rfolk , Vir gini a. 
On Friday, September 9, the Tidewater Club 
entertai ned Westhampton stude nt s goi ng back to 
school. A reception for them was held at the Mu-
seum of Arts and two of the upp er class students 
spo ke to the freshmen. Some of Margar et Car-
penter's poems were read. 
Th e next meeting is to be a luncheon on a 
Saturday in October. 
Washington Club 
President: Mrs. Lester E. Tharpe (K ay Moor e }, 
6214 43rd Street, Hyatt sville, Maryl and. 
The W ashington Club is planning a lunche on 
in the late fall at the University Women 's Club. 
Miss Keller and Mis s Turnbull will be the speak-
ers. 
Other plan s for the year includ e another lunch -
eon in midwinter, a tea for Westhampton students 
and prosp ective students during spring vacation, 
and a joint alumni-alumnae banquet in the late 
spring. 
T he officers of the club for this year are: Kay 
Moor e Tharpe, president; Elizabeth Frazer Burs-
lem, vice-president; Mervyn Lee Judd, secretary; 
and Doro thy Knibb, treasurer. 
I Necrology I 
1890-
Dr. Aubrey Russell Bowles, a retired dentist , 
died in a Richmond hospital on July 24. He gradu -
ated in the School of Medicine and Dentistry of the 
Un iversity of Maryland in 1891 and was a mem-
ber of the faculty of the Medic al College of Vir -
ginia. He was a native of Fluvann a County and 
had practiced dentistry in Richmond for a number 
of years. Among his survivors is his son, Aubrey , 
Jr. , · 15. 
1898-
Dr. Wortle y Fuller Rudd, dean emeritus of the 
School of Pharmacy, Medical College of Virginia , 
died in Richmond on July 26. Dr. Rudd came to 
the Medical College in 1906 as a demonstrator in 
chemist ry; he rap idly rose to the position of lec-
turer , professor, and in 1920 became dean of the 
schoo l of pharmacy. He retired in Jul y, 1947, aft er 
serving t\1e College for forty-one years. 
He was past president of the Virginia Acad emy 
of Science, the Vir gini a section of the American 
Chem ical Society, and the American Association 
of Colleges and Pharmacy. H e also served as the 
first president of the Southern Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 
In 1941 he was chosen by the Richmond Times-
Di sf,atch as Virginia 's man of the year in sci-
ence; and in 1948 he was awarded the Herty medal 
for his outsta ndin g contributi on to chemistry in 
the Southeast. His will provides for a stude nt loan 
fund at the Medical College and at the University 
of Richmond. 
1902-
Royal E. Cabell, 72, a Richm ond attorney, died 
at his home on September 8. following a heart at-
tack. Mr. Cabell was postmaster of the city of 
Richmond from 19-06 until 1909 , and served as 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue from 1909 un -
til March , 1913. During his career as lawyer and 
public official Mr. Cabell became wid ely kno wn 
as an expert in tax law. In recogniti on of his 
wor k in this field, Nort hwestern University con-
ferred on him an honorary LLD. degree. 
He was a di stric t elector on the Theodore Roose-
velt-Fairbanks ticket, and in 1912 was a clelegate-
at-large to the Republic an National Convention. 
1904-
The Rev. Richard S. Owens, D.D., died at his 
home in Roanoke on July 6. H e had reti red in 
1946 after serving for 2 5 years as pastor of the 
Calvary Baptist Church in that city. Aft er leaving 
Richm ond College he attended Colgate Theologi-
cal Seminary and in 1924 th e University conferred 
on him the hon orary degree of Doctor of Divinit y. 
H e had served on the University's board of 
trust ees in addition to servin g on the board s of 
Bluefield Co!Jege, Virginia Int ermont College, the 
Virginia Baptist Orphanage , and the Roanok e 
Tuberculosis Association. H e had also served as 
headm aster of Fishburn e Military Academy. 
Among his survivor s is a son, Dr . Richard S. 
Owens, Jr ., '33, of Roanok e. 
1912-
The Rev. W . Hersey Davis, Th.D., died sud-
denly on September 10 en rout e to Elizabeth City , 
N. C. Dr. Davis had been head of the Department 
of New Testament Interpretation at the Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary since 1934. 
After receiving his bachelor 's degree and M.A. 
from Richmond, Dr. Davis won his Th.M., '17, and 
Th.D., '19, from the Southern Baptist Theological 
Seminary. He attended universities at Berlin and 
Oxford in 1926 and received the honorary degree 
of Doctor of Divinity from Furman University in 
1929 and from Alma Mater in 1931. He had taught 
at the seminary in Louisville, Ky., since 1920. 
He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa . 
1913-
Dr. Harry Bear, dean of the school of den -
tistry at the Medical College of Virginia since 
1929, died in a Richmond hospital on July 30. 
Soon after his graduation he became a part-tim e 
instructor at the Medical College and prior to 
becoming clean was professor of exoclontia, dental 
jurisprudence , ethics, and economics. He won 
nationwide recognition as an authority in his spe-
cial field and was a frequent contributor to leading 
dental journals. In 1945 Temple University con-
ferred on him the honorary degree of Doctor of 
Dental Science. 
Amon g his survivors are a son, Dr. David M. 
Bear, '3 7, and a brother , Dr. Hyman Bear , ' 19. 
1915-
George G. Anderton died at his home in Saluda , 
Va., on Se,ptember 3. He had served for twenty 
years as superintendent of education in Middlesex 
and Math ews counties. 
1920-
Russell A. Hibbs, assistant general manag er for 
the Clear Creek Minin g Company of Pikeville , 
Ky. , died on June 27. An active leader in church 
and community affairs, he was especially success-
ful in relations betwee n representativ es of man-
agement and labor in Kentucky. 
1922-
Norman 1. Flippen died in a Richmond hos-
pital on July 15. As a corporation lawyer he was 
an expert on legal aspects of labor relati ons and 
participated in emp loyee contract negotiati ons for 
the Virginia Electric and Power Company and the 
Vir gi nia Transit Company as well as other con-
cerns. 
He had served as a member of th e Richmond 
School Boar d for twelve years pri or to his resig-
nati on in 1946. 
The Rev. George D. Eubank died suddenly at 
his home in Modest Town, Va. , on September 5. 
[ 28) 
A native of Buckingham, he attended the Baptist 
seminary at Louisvill e, Ky., and had held pas-
torates in Kentucky and variou s parts of Virginia 
befor e going to M odest Town. 
1923-
Alan B. Clarke, director of the State A .B.C. 
Board's Di vision of Pr ess Relation s and Statistics, 
died of a heart attack in his office on Oct ober 2. 
H e held both B.A . and M .A. degrees from Rich -
mond, and also did graduate work at Harvard 
University. He had taught at Boston Univer sity 
and at V .P.I. Before joining the staff of the Rich-
mond Times-Dispatch he taught one session in 
the Evening School of Business Admini stra tion of 
the Universit y of Richmond. 
On March 1, 1934, Mr. Clarke became the first 
employe e of the Virgini a Alcoh olic Beverag e Con-
trol Board and had conti nued to serve the Board 
since that time. 
As a member of the staff of the Times-Dispatch, 
he wrote a series of articles givin g the history of 
the State prohibition regim e. 
H e wrote the words-Herbert Ricker, '25, the 
music-for the alma mater song. 
1949-
George J. Dehardir was fat ally injur ed in an 
automobil e accident on U. S. Route 1, eight mile s 
north of Richm ond on September 17. Th e D e-
harclit automobil e collided head-on with another 
and a third car crashed into the wreckage. Mr. 
Deharclit's mother and a family servant were killed 
instantly, and a sister was criti cally injured. Th e 
family was returning from Baltimor e when the 
accident occurred. 
Swanson 
(Continued from page 6) 
"humanized" instruction which makes the 
teacher's goal "teaching children" rather than 
"te!ching a subject ," and intensified super-
v1s10n. 
That last item means hard work for Swan-
son and his staff. They don't mind the hard 
work, however, because already they can see 
the results of their efforts to give Oklahoma 
City a school system of which the taxpayers 
can be proud. 
Chester Swanson came to Oklahoma City 
from San Diego, Calif ., where he had served 
as assistant superintendent of schools. Prior to 
that he ·had worked as assistant superin-
tendent in instruction and curriculum plan-
ning at Allentown, Pa . 
A native Arkansan, he grew up in the 
South, did his undergraduate work at the 
University of Richmond and received his 
M.A. and Ph.D. at Duke. He taught in the 
public schools of Virginia and North Caro-
lina. He was a director of vocational train-
ing for the U . S. government in the Panama 
Canal Zone and subsequently worked for the 
government as an engineer there. He then 
went to the U. S. office of education in Wash-
ington as a vocational consultant. 
NOLAN MISSING 
The Defen se Department has notified Thomas 
L. Nolan that hi s son, Captain Marlin T. Nolan , 
'42, is missing in action over Korea. A jet pilot , 
Captain Nolan was shot down by antiaircraft fire 
on August 5. 
Captain Nolan served in the Army from 1942 
to 1945 when he was separated from the service 
after World War II. He re-entered service in 1948 
and was assigned to the Far East. 
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